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From the Editor's Desk

JASON SNELL

We need to set aside our emotional responses to Apple's Intel news and look at the facts.

Feedback

Readers respond.

In this special report, we answer all your questions about Apple's move to Intel, talk to developers about the news, explain Intel's processors, and offer a little perspective on the switch.
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Intel Inside, Mac Outside

So the rumors are true. After 11 years, Apple will soon ditch the PowerPC architecture and begin building Macs based on Intel processors. And the first thing we have to do is disentangle emotional reactions from the cold, hard technical facts.

Axis of Evil?
Over the years, Apple and its onetime chip partners, Motorola and IBM, have invested considerable time and money in disparaging both Intel's processors and its aggressive marketing efforts. (Remember the ads with the guy in the burning lab suit?) For a long time, Intel has been lumped together with Microsoft as the Mac community's axis of evil: Wintel. To the Mac faithful, that very word stood for everything that was wrong with PCs and right with Macs.

I was one of those faithful. Back in 1993, I went down to Intel for a job interview (one of my journalism teachers had taken a job there). But the whole time I was there, I felt like a sleeper agent. I kept waiting for the Intel CPU Detector to activate, locate the PowerBook 160 hidden in my backpack, and alert the guards who would frog-march me out of the building.

Showing remarkable wisdom for a 23-year-old, I turned down the job at Intel and instead went to work at MacUser magazine. The first big story to come along after I started working there was Apple's transition to PowerPC processors. The Pentium and the PowerPC, CISC and RISC, processor-emulation technology and the fear of buying soon-to-be obsolete equipment: that was 1994 in a nutshell.

So to have Intel and Apple working together to drive us through another processor transition is undoubtedly a bit creepy to many of us—though perhaps not as creepy as it would have seemed 11 years ago. Since then, with AMD hard on its heels, Intel has started to look a bit less invincible. Windows, too, has taken its lumps—thanks to some serious security problems and Microsoft's ongoing inability to ship Longhorn, the next-generation version of the OS. Meanwhile, Apple has kissed and made up with former foe IBM, adopted a new operating system based on Unix, and even started releasing hardware and software that work with Windows.

Swapping Chips
Take away the emotional baggage, and Apple has simply chosen a new chip vendor. In announcing the deal, Steve Jobs pointed out two key facts that anyone who has followed the Mac's past year or two already knows all too well: the 3GHz Power Mac G5 Jobs promised two years ago still doesn't exist, and we still don't have G5-based PowerBooks.

Jobs further explained that Intel's product roadmap—the chips it's going to be developing over the next few years—is far better for Apple than IBM's. Is that a compliment to Intel's chip-designing prowess, or is it a shot at IBM's inability to improve the G5 and make it more appropriate for laptop use? Yes on both counts, I'd say.

I don't think this transition will be nearly as tumultuous as moving from the 680X0 processor family to the PowerPC, or from OS 9 to OS X. Via Rosetta, most apps made for the PowerPC will run on Intel-based systems. And creating Intel-native versions of Mac apps will be much easier than making 680X0 apps work on PowerPC machines or making OS 9 apps run in OS X. The very structure of OS X, which forces developers to write code at a very high level (and which, it should be noted, was designed—as NextStep and OpenStep—to work on multiple processor architectures), should make recompiling programs for Intel-based Macs relatively straightforward.

Clearing Up the Confusion
In my mind, this transition's biggest drawback isn't technical or even political. It's the confusion and mis-information that are going to accompany the change. We've tried to lay out everything we know about the situation in a special report that fills this month's Mac section (page 14). And we'll continue to stay on top of this transition, both here in Macworld's print edition and online at Macworld.com.

In the meantime, spread the word: Using Intel chips doesn't mean that Apple will become a PC cloner. It doesn't mean that all new Macs will be running Windows instead of OS X. It doesn't mean that current Macs will be obsolete next year. The sky is not falling.

But, I'll admit, it does seem to be a slightly different shade of blue.

Got a comment on the Apple-Intel deal or on anything else related to the Mac? Write to me at jason_snell@macworld.com or, better yet, post your thoughts in our forums at macworld.com/forums.
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We Get the Message

If you have any doubt that instant messaging (IM) has gone thoroughly mainstream, just check out the response to our review of IM programs (May 2005). The mail was high-volume in both quantity and tone. Everyone, it seems, has an opinion—and it's usually a strong one—about which IM client is the best and why the others are too awful to even contemplate. Here's a sample of the vituperation, as well as reactions to some of our other recent stories.

Chit Chat
JOSEPH BURNS

As an avid Macworld reader, I've often noticed that your ratings for Apple products tend to skew upward. In the case of your review of IM software (May 2005), I feel that bias gave America Online's Instant Messenger (AIM) a bad name. You praise Apple iChat's (iChat) audio alerts but fail to mention that status changes in AIM can also trigger all sorts of actions, from playing sounds to running a script. AIM also does a better job with sharing audio and video capabilities. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone who needs only text messaging.

ALEX WEISMAN

I've used all the IM clients you reviewed (except for Defaultware's Proteus) and think that Adam Iser's AdiumX (AdiumX) deserves more credit than you gave it. No, you can't have AV chats with it, but there isn't much else it can't do. I'd rather use a program with everything a Mac user could want than one with extra bells and whistles.

MICKEY STEVENS

In your review of Microsoft MSN Messenger (MSN Messenger), its cons include "annoying ads." If you purchase Microsoft Office 2004, you can turn off the promotional pane. Only the free version displays ads.

TAYLOR BARCROFT

Are you daft? How can you compare instant messaging systems without including Skype (www.skype.com)? It's the only IM system that also allows you to talk from a Mac to another Mac, a PC, or any regular phone. Skype is the future—not iChat AV or any other proprietary system.

On the Road Again
RICHARD G. BRIBIESCAS

In response to the excellent tip about backing up your slides ("Hit the Road, Mac," May 2005), I'd like to suggest simply creating a backup copy of your Apple Keynote or Microsoft PowerPoint presentation (either within the respective application or through the Print dialog box). This is especially useful if you're forced to use a Windows machine. Nearly everyone has a copy of Adobe's Acrobat Reader, which has slide-show capabilities. If you don't mind losing your fancy transitions and animations, making a PDF copy can provide peace of mind.

JUSTIN WONDGA

In "Hit the Road, Mac," you recommended using Reverse DNS Lookup to find the current SMTP server when connecting from the road. Trouble is, if you want to send e-mail messages from a hotel, a coffee shop, or a wireless hotspot, it can be hard to connect to SMTP servers; almost all of them bar relaying. (If you try to send mail via a third-party Internet service, your SMTP server will say that you're out of bounds and politely tell you to go fish.) May I offer a couple of solutions? First, talk to your IT department or your ISP to see whether it has an authenticated SMTP server. If it does, configure your e-mail client accordingly and then send messages from just about anywhere. Second, use the secure, authenticated SMTP servers at Gmail or Yahoo.

Codec Confusion
AL LEMIEUX

Jonathan Seff's "Play Anything" (Playlist, May 2005) came two months too late for me. That's how long I've been trying to open some AVI files that used an old Intel Indeo 2.1 codec. I tried converting them using a slew of applications on both a PC and a Mac; I posted questions on major video-discussion boards—all to no avail. Turns out the video files were created on a PC running Windows 3.1. I haven't tried the VLC Media Player yet, but I'm planning to give it a go. Thanks for the good article.

How to Download an OS
JOSE DONIGA

I recently bought a new iPod mini. I followed the instructions, loaded the software, and then connected the iPod mini to the computer. Nothing happened. So I looked up the system requirements. Turns out that while iTunes and the iPod software are both current, my operating system isn't; the iPod requires Mac OS X 10.3.4, but I have only 10.3. I really wanted to make this work, so I decided to update to OS X 10.3.9. The problem: it's a 117MB download and I have dial-up service. After three hours, only 50MB had downloaded. Not wanting to tie up our telephone for that long, I disconnected. But what do I do now? Return the iPod? Apple should include the Mac OS update on the CD that comes with the iPod.

So Long, Paper
BAKARI CHAVANU

I agree with Jason Snell when he says that the Internet hasn't replaced the printed word (From the Editor's Desk, May 2005).
But I happened to read that column in digital form, using Zinio Reader, which came installed on my Mac mini. I find that it's a nicely interactive way to read the articles, complete with links to the sites mentioned. Now I'm considering switching to the digital format, which would allow me to keep each issue on my computer and organize PDF files of individual pages for future reference.

**Apple versus ASP**

**TYLER REGAS**

In response to reader Tom Dalton's letter “Mac Off the Web?” (Feedback, May 2005), in which he blames Apple for OS X's incompatibility with a “growing number of Web pages [that] use ASP (Active Server Pages) apps”—his real problem is with ActiveX controls, a PC-only technology. ASP—much like PHP or Apple's own Web Objects—creates pages on-the-fly when they are requested. The client doesn’t have to process these pages. ActiveX controls, on the other hand, are small applets that run scripts on the client, and are Windows-only.

**Who Burns Your Music?**

**BOB WEAVER**

In “Napster’s Bad Math” (Mac Beat, May 2005), Jonathan Seff writes that “you own anything you get from iTunes.” This is not really true. You are simply licensing the song—you are bound by the terms of the license agreement, which limits what you can do with that song. Whoever owns the copyrights owns the song itself and the recording. I think this is an important distinction to make when discussing online music services. None of the services, to my knowledge, actually transfers ownership of the copyrights to customers.

**Change Is Good**

**J. REVIERE**

The May issue just arrived, and I like the changes you’ve made. I like the nuts-and-bolts how-tos. I like to make my Macs more useful. Your new direction is much appreciated.

---
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Apple Moving to Intel

Steve Jobs's startling announcement that Apple will begin a transition away from PowerPC chips to Intel processors has left Mac fans' heads spinning—and not just because a former "enemy" of the Mac is now counted among its allies. Many details about the transition are unclear or flat-out unknown—after all, Apple has said that it won't be shipping any Intel-based Macs until next year. To help you sort out the situation, here are answers to all your questions about the Apple-Intel announcement.

BY JASON SNELL

What, specifically, did Apple announce?
On June 6, in an address to Mac developers, Steve Jobs announced that Apple would begin a transition from the PowerPC chips that currently power Mac systems to processors built by Intel. Jobs said that at least some Intel-based Macs would be on the market by June 2006, that most new Macs would be Intel-based by June 2007, and that the last PowerPC-based Mac will have rolled off the assembly line by the end of 2007.

2006? So why did Apple announce this now?
Developers of Mac software—the people Jobs was addressing—need time to ensure that their programs will work on Intel-based Macs. Now that developers have the necessary tools, chances are good that numerous programs will be ready before Intel-based Macs actually arrive.

Why did Apple do this?
Jobs said that the company made this decision because it "want[s] to be making the best computer for our customers, looking forward." He cited his 2003 promise to ship a 3GHz G5 by mid-2004—a promise that is still unfulfilled. He mentioned that Apple has also failed to deliver a G5-based PowerBook. Clearly, Apple has not been impressed with the pace of processor development by IBM, which builds the G5 chip. And as Jobs said, Apple believes that
when it looks to future processor development for chips destined for Apple systems, Intel will progress much faster than IBM.

**Does this mean that Apple has to write a new version of Mac OS X for Intel?**

Yes, but it’s not as big a deal as you might think. OS X began as NextStep and OpenStep, operating systems that originated on Motorola-based chips and later also ran on Intel chips. So OS X has, from the very beginning, been an operating system capable of running on different chips. And Steve Jobs admitted that Apple has secretly created an Intel version of every version of OS X, just in case it needed to make the switch someday. That day is here, and the bulk of the work has already been done.

**Is this going to be like the OS 9-to-OS X transition all over again?**

Actually, it’s quite different. For most developers already using Apple’s Xcode tools, modifying programs to run on Intel processors will be much easier than making that software run natively in OS X was. (For developers using Metrowerks’ CodeWarrior as their development environment, however, it might be just as hard or even harder.) From a user perspective, an Intel-based Mac system will look just like a PowerPC-based system. OS X will look and act the same; it’s only the underlying processor that will be different.

But it is a transition, and there will be quirks and bumps, new stuff to learn, and a lot of uncertainty. So in that way, it may remind you of the OS 9-to-OS X transition, or the move from 680X0 processors to PowerPC chips back in the mid-1990s.

**Does this affect the software I already own? What will happen to my software if I buy an Intel-based system?**

Apple has announced a new technology, called Rosetta, that will run PowerPC Mac programs on Intel-based Macs. However, according to Apple’s own technical documentation, Rosetta does not support Classic apps, nor does it support apps that require the G4 or G5 processors.

Rosetta works by translating code meant to run on a PowerPC chip into code that is compatible with Intel processors. If you recall running 680X0 code (say, Microsoft Word 5.1) on a Power Mac in the mid-1990s, then you know what this means: programs run slower when they’re not running on their native processors. Most common programs will probably be quite usable; some processor-intensive applications such as games and 3-D renderers probably won’t be. Over the next year, many software developers will likely update their applications so they’ll run properly using Rosetta.

Rosetta doesn’t work the same way Classic does, however. Classic emulates an entirely separate operating system (OS 9) on the PowerPC chip in your current Mac. Rosetta runs native OS X applications but translates the PowerPC chip instructions into Intel-compatible ones.

By the time the first Intel-based Macs appear, many of the programs you use may have already been updated to new versions that also support the Intel architecture. You’ll be able to tell which processor type a program supports by selecting the program in the Finder and choosing Get Info. In the More Info section, you’ll see an Architecture line that lists Intel, PowerPC, or both. (There’s also an Open Using Rosetta option that might be useful in certain oddball situations, much as the Open Using Classic option is today.)

**Will I have to buy new versions of my software to run on an Intel-based Mac?**

As with the PowerPC and OS X transitions, there’s no single answer. One company might offer an Intel-compatible version as a free upgrade; another might make it a major release.

Because of Apple’s new Universal Binary approach, a developer can deliver one program that contains both Intel and PowerPC versions of its software. You won’t have both Intel apps and PowerPC apps floating around, making it easy to click on the wrong one (and making it impossible to drag and drop software from an Intel Mac to a PowerPC one). And future Mac software will likely be sold simply as Mac software, not as Intel software or PowerPC Mac software. You’ll install it and double-click on the program, and then your computer will use the right code for its processor.

**Will Intel-based Macs get nasty viruses and spyware, as Intel-based PCs do?**

Essentially, no. The viruses and spyware you hear about on Windows are just that—attacks on the Windows operating system, which happens to run on Intel (and AMD) processors. If a Mac were to be infected by viruses and spyware, those infestations would happen no matter what processor was running that particular Mac.

This is not to say that a Mac couldn’t get viruses and spyware. But that’s true today, too. The Mac is nearly free from viruses and spyware because it’s more secure than Windows and because it’s a much less common system than Windows. Moving to Intel processors doesn’t change any of that.

**Does this mean that my Mac is obsolete?**

Think of it this way—like any animal, Mac systems have natural life spans. When they’re young, they’re pretty frisky and can run just about any program you throw at them—even the most cutting-edge, processor-intensive stuff. As they reach middle age, they seem slower. While they’re good at running the same programs they did when they were new, they can no longer seriously play out on the cutting edge. Eventually, a Mac becomes old, at which point it can still be a solid contributor for a long time to come; but just like old dogs, old Macs don’t tend to learn many new tricks.
Or to be more direct, when you buy a Mac, it starts to become obsolete almost immediately. Technology advances, computers get faster—one day, there will be a version of OS X that won't run on your Mac. That was true three years ago, and it's true today. Your current Mac, and any Mac you buy in the next year, will pass through all the stages of life. The Intel transition will be a very specific milestone along that path. Depending on how the transition shakes out and, more importantly, what you use your Mac for, the Intel transition might make your Mac obsolete more quickly, or it might keep it relevant for a little while longer than would be normal. But all computers are born to be obsolete.

**Should I hold off on buying a new Mac until the Intel-based Macs arrive?**

It depends on what your needs are and which Mac(s) you currently have. Over the next year, Apple will come out with numerous improvements on existing PowerPC-based Mac models. And keep in mind, according to Apple, the PowerPC won't be completely eliminated from the company's product line until late 2007. If you've got an aging Mac system, do you want to wait until 2007 to get a new one? If you bought a new Mac today, you could be pretty confident that it would serve you well for several years and probably wouldn't become obsolete any faster than it would normally.

Then again, if you're comfortable with the Mac system(s) you've got now and don't feel the need to buy a Mac for a while, waiting until Apple crosses the next barrier might be a good idea.

**How will the Intel machines measure up to the PowerPC Macs in performance?**

We simply don't know yet. But keep in mind that Apple won't ship any Intel-based Macs until 2006, so the Intel chips that are available in today's PCs are not necessarily the chip models, speeds, or even families that will make their way into Apple's systems. We'll just have to wait and see.

**Will this lead to cheaper Macs?**

It's possible, depending on what parts Apple buys from Intel and what they cost. But Apple will continue to make Macs, and sales of Mac hardware help fund Apple's development of OS X. Don't expect Apple to start selling computers at rock-bottom prices like cheap PC cloners.

**Will any PC be able to run OS X for Intel?**

Apple says no. Our guess is that some enterprising hacker may be able to get it to work, but we'd expect that getting OS X to run on PC hardware would be a laborious process, and the result might not be a particularly stable system. You certainly won't be able to buy OS X, stick the installation DVD into a Dell PC, and have it just work. Apple intends for OS X to run only on Apple hardware.

**Will my Intel-based Mac be able to run Windows?**

It seems likely, although Apple won't support it. Someone will probably figure out a way to install Windows on a Mac system so that you can choose to boot into either OS X or Windows. Or a future version of Virtual PC may let you run PC applications at full speed, on a window within your Mac (or on a second monitor). There are some intriguing possibilities here for Mac users who must use Windows applications some of the time.

**But if all Macs will one day be able to run Windows, won't application developers stop creating Mac versions of their programs?**

It's possible, but it's not very likely. Mac users are Mac users because they want to run software in the Mac interface. The large software companies that publish programs on the Mac understand that, and so do the small Mac developers who are making cool OS X applications. The midrange developers who have a flagging commitment to the Mac might be the ones to worry about, but to be honest, the OS X transition has already shaken most of those developers out of the Mac market.

The future of the Mac games market is somewhat more of an open question, as Macworld's Game Room columnist, Peter Cohen, discovered when he talked to Mac game developers (you can read his story at macworld.com/0620).

**Whatever happened to the megahertz myth?**

It's still true—you can't compare different chip types solely based on megahertz (or gigahertz). Even Intel has had to deal with this, since some of its chips' speed-per-megahertz ratings can't be measured against some of its other chips' ratings. Apple clearly feels that Intel's chips have the best growth path, and that's why it has made this major shift in technology.

On the positive side, with Apple using Intel chips, PC users will no longer be able to use clock-speed comparisons against Mac users. And with the processors being equal, we will be able to make a much more direct comparison between the speeds of OS X and Windows XP.

**Apple used to bash Intel's chips. What changed?**

Intel's chips have evolved. Intel is a huge company that has devoted massive resources to improving its chip technology. It has also been spurred on by heavy competition from another PC chip maker, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD). Clearly, Apple now feels that the future of Intel's chip architecture is quite bright; otherwise, we wouldn't be where we are today.
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DEVELOPERS WEIGH IN ON APPLE'S INTEL NEWS

Transition Time

It could have been a rude awakening for Mac developers. Apple's announcement that Macs would start including Intel-based processors in 2006 means that Mac software makers will have to update their programs to run on the new machines. But most of the developers Macworld talked to soon after this news had hit seemed to be taking it in stride.

The Road Ahead

Switching to Intel processors isn't as easy as plugging in new chips. Almost all the software that now runs on the PowerPC will have to be altered to work on Apple's new Intel-based systems. As Steve Jobs pointed out, some apps—widgets, scripts, and programs based on Java—should work on Intel Macs without any changes. But others will require tweaks (ranging from minor to major) and a recompiling of code.

What kinds of tweaks? Take, for example, what developers call the "byte order issue." Intel and PowerPC chips store numbers differently. According to ProVue Development founder Jim Rea, "without special code, numbers saved on a disk using the [PowerPC] processor can't be read by an Intel processor, and vice versa."

Rea, the primary author of ProVue's Panoramas, points out that this isn't a problem for apps (such as some utilities) that don't save any data to disk. It's also not a problem for text editors or outliners that deal only with text. And if a program has already been ported to Windows, the developers have already solved the problem. That leaves number-writing, Mac-only apps that need to be updated—a process that Rea says could take a few weeks to a few months.

The Easy Way

To illustrate how easy the porting process can be, Steve Jobs called on Theo Gray, a cofounder of Wolfram Research (makers of technical-computing app Mathematica). Converting Mathematica (a relatively complex application) to work on an Intel Mac required changes to just 20 lines of source code out of millions—and a total of about two hours.

"It's pretty good when the biggest problem from your port is to figure out what to do with the rest of your weekend," Gray told fellow developers during the keynote.

Other developers may not have it so easy. Programs that directly address the PowerPC processor, including those that take advantage of the AltiVec vector-processing capabilities of the G4 and G5 chips, will need to be more dramatically modified. Elgato Systems' EyeTV, for example, has a large amount of heavily optimized AltiVec code.

"Porting the AltiVec code to Intel's SSE [the Intel counterpart to AltiVec] can be equivalent to a full rewrite," says Dr. Markus Fest, Elgato's founder and chief technology officer. Nevertheless, Fest stresses that all Elgato products will run natively on PowerPC Macs and Macs with Intel chips, and that he expects a "relatively painless transition."

For developers who don't want to rework their applications for Intel Macs, Apple has another new technology, dubbed Rosetta. Described by Jobs as "a dynamic binary translator," Rosetta will let PowerPC apps run transparently on Intel systems. Using Rosetta during his keynote, Jobs ran unmodified versions of Microsoft Office 2004, Intuit Quicken, and Adobe Photoshop CS2 on a Power Mac with a 3.6GHz Pentium 4 chip.

Source: Macworld
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TechTool Pro includes routines that can search a damaged drive and attempt to recover valid files to another location. Hence, even if a drive is damaged beyond repair, you may still be able to save important data that had not been backed up.

**Safety**
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Behind the CPUs

A primer on Intel's processors

Apple's decision to move to Intel for its processor needs brings up many questions. But many people are simply wondering why: What do Intel's x86 CPUs offer that IBM's PowerPC chips don't? Steve Jobs mentioned low power consumption, or "performance per watt," as the chief difference. Compared with IBM's chips, Intel's use less energy and run cooler—handy characteristics for a CPU that's wedged within the confines of a laptop.

The Wintel world is cluttered with far more products than the Mac universe, and Intel offers a bewilderingly large array of CPUs that vary in cache size, speed, and features. So here's a rundown on some of Intel's bigger-name processors (but keep in mind that you can expect the chip maker to have some newer processors available by the time Apple starts using its chips).

Pentium 4

Designed for: Desktops and desktop-replacement laptops

The best known of Intel's processors, the P4 was designed to achieve high clock speeds, but it generally does less per clock cycle than competing CPUs. The latest P4s run as fast as 3.8GHz with 1MB or 2MB of cache and an 800MHz frontside bus. They're also 64-bit, courtesy of Intel's EM64T—a version of the x86-64 64-bit instructions developed by AMD for its Intel-compatible Athlon 64 CPUs. EM64T P4s perform both 32-bit and 64-bit instructions with equal facility.

Some P4 models also feature Hyper-Threading, which creates two virtual CPUs to improve performance when running simultaneous tasks—for instance, applying a Photoshop filter and browsing the Web.

Pentium D

Designed for: Desktops and performance laptops

The Pentium D evolved out of the P4 and, like the G5 and most Intel CPUs, is manufactured using a state-of-the-art 90-nanometer process. The D stands for "Dual-Core," which means that the CPU has two execution cores (the CPU's heart, which actually processes the instructions) on the same chip. It's essentially the same concept as a dual-processor G5, except that the CPUs are found on a single piece of silicon. With two cores, Pentium D CPUs are especially adept at multi-tasking, and all three models (2.8GHz, 3.0GHz, and 3.2GHz) feature the EM64T instruction set, 1MB of cache per core, and an 800MHz frontside bus.

Pentium 4 Extreme Edition

Designed for: Gaming machines and performance desktops

The newest version of the P4 EE is actually a Pentium D with Hyper-Threading enabled, meaning that two physical processor cores are split via Hyper-Threading for a total of four virtual CPUs. This flagship EE shouldn't be confused with older models, which are single-core P4s with Hyper-Threading and either a 2MB cache (3.73Ghz, 1,066MHz frontside bus, 90-nanometer model) or dual 512KB L2 and 2MB L3 caches (3.2GHz or 3.46GHz, 800MHz or 1,066MHz frontside bus, 90-nanometer models).

Pentium M

Designed for: Laptops

Some think that the 32-bit Pentium M is what Apple was really after from Intel in the short term. The Pentium M isn't based on the P4 core; it's a separate animal that does a lot more work per clock cycle. Available in clock speeds from 1.5GHz to 2.13GHz, it easily outperforms the G4 found in Apple's fastest notebooks and offers wonderfully parsimonious power consumption. Pentium M notebooks regularly last more than five hours on a single battery charge—something iBook and PowerBook users currently can only dream of.

Celeron

Designed for: Budget desktops and budget laptops

Celerons are the lower-priced, 32-bit-only cousins of the Pentium; they generally suffer from a slower frontside bus, less cache, or some other performance-inhibiting characteristic. They cost only a little less than low-end Pentium models, but might be ideal for a budget "MacIntel."
A PERSPECTIVE ON THE INTEL TRANSITION

Why Today Isn't Like 1994

I started my life as a full-time Mac editor in 1994, just as the 680X0-to-PowerPC transition was beginning. This new PowerPC-to-Intel transition reminds me of the Mac's previous chip transition—but there are also many differences.

The PowerPC transition was spurred by the flagging performance of Motorola's 680X0 chip line, as well as the improved speed of Intel's then-new Pentium chip. Jumping from a 68040-based Quadra to a PowerPC 601-based Power Mac resulted in a noticeable speed boost. The forthcoming transition is more about future speed improvements; as a result, the jump from latter-day PowerPC systems to first-generation Intel Macs probably won't offer such dramatic speed increases.

When the PowerPC transition happened, Apple actually sold upgrades for Quadras so that they could run as Power Macs. Some of them came in the form of complete logic-board upgrades. Although Apple has remained mum on the matter of upgrades, it's highly unlikely that there will be any Apple-sponsored upgrades that will turn PowerPC Macs into Intel models. And it's unclear whether clever upgrade-card companies will be able to find any way for users of Power Mac G5s to install an Intel processor in their systems.

Unlike in 1994, today's Mac users are much more knowledgeable about concepts such as native applications and even emulation mode, thanks to the refresher course we got during the move from OS 9 to OS X. But the 1994 rules still apply: emulated applications (running via Rosetta, in this case) will be slower than Intel-native versions.

As I reviewed my 1994-era Mac magazine collection, it became clear to me that every transition is a time of confusion and fear, as well as of great opportunity. It was interesting to read these words, which appeared in the May 1994 issue of MacUser: “With the introduction of the [Power Mac], Apple... is relying on developers to write native software [and] relying on us to purchase Power Macs and then to buy upgraded software. If [that happens], then the Power Macs will launch Apple toward the 21st century.” Well, here we are in the opening years of the 21st century. Now it's time to launch Apple deeper into the heart of it.—JASON SNELL
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Photoshop CS2
Sprawling Upgrade Adds Depth, Refinement, and Complexity

BY JIM HEID

Something for everybody: that about sums up what's new in Adobe Photoshop CS2. The latest version of the world's top image editor is peppered with improvements for every type of user. Photographers gain the most, but Photoshop CS2 will also bring smiles to film and video producers, print and packaging designers, and Web publishers.

The new version also has interface and automation enhancements that boost productivity. All of this is wrapped in an interface that will be pleasantly familiar to Photoshop veterans—and occasionally daunting to new users.

Photo Finish

Photoshop CS2's photography-related enhancements run the gamut from basic to bleeding edge. The new version adds two tools that debuted in Photoshop Elements 3 but now work on 16-bit images: the Red Eye tool does a fine job of fixing that common snapshot flaw, and the new Spot Healing Brush tool simplifies retouching by eliminating the need to first specify a source point—just select the tool and click or paint on the flaw. Adobe has also updated the venerable Lens Blur, Lens Flare, and Liquify filters to work in 16-bit mode, which is critical to artists working with 3-D graphics and to photographers who shoot in a raw format.

Speaking of raw image files, Photoshop CS2 includes Camera Raw 3, a major update to the software that most photographers use to prepare and optimize such images. Camera Raw 3 still works as a plug-in—a design approach that allows Adobe to release frequent updates that support new cameras. One update has already appeared; at press time, the current version was 3.1.

Camera Raw 3 features several improvements, including new tools for straightening and cropping images. A new Curve tab lets you finely adjust image contrast by positioning control points (see "Raw Refined"). It works much like the Curves dialog box in Photoshop, and because raw images contain a great deal of highlight data, the Curve feature is particularly useful for bringing out highlight detail that might otherwise get discarded during the conversion process.

Camera Raw 3 also works with the new Bridge application, giving you some appealing workflow options: you can make image adjustments without even launching Photoshop—Camera Raw saves your adjustments in a queue for processing later. Busy photographers can quickly tweak a set of images and then get back to shooting while Photoshop crunches through the shots.

Photo Filtering

Photographers will also love Photoshop CS2's new Lens Correction filter, which fixes many common forms of optical image distortion, such as pin cushion and barrel distortion. A set of perspective adjustments makes it easy to fix the problem of converging verticals, which can cause a building to appear to tilt backward (see "Straighten Up"). Also new in Photoshop's filter arsenal are noise-reduction, sharpening, and blurring filters. The Reduce Noise filter cleans up noisy images, such as those shot at high ISO speeds. It gives you far more control than the Dust & Scratches filter—it lets you reduce noise on individual red, green, or blue channels, and adjust edge details to avoid excessive softening—while still providing natural-looking results.

The new Smart Sharpen filter goes well beyond the Unsharp Mask filter. You can, for example, control the amount of sharpening applied to highlights and shadows. Of the three new blur filters in Photoshop CS2, the most interesting is Surface Blur, which creates a diffused, soft-focus look. Used sparingly, it's surprisingly effective at removing noise and film grain. Used with abandon, it creates a dreamy mood that you'll be seeing in a lot of wedding albums.

Some of Photoshop's new filters let you save filter settings for later—a valuable addition I'd like to see in more filters.

Broaden Your Range

No camera can match the human eye's ability to take in a scene containing a wide range of...
dark and bright areas. Photoshop users employ several techniques to deal with this reality—from tweaking shadow and highlight details, to processing a raw file using multiple tonal settings and then combining the resulting files.

Photoshop CS2 adds another option: the HDR Merge command. HDR is short for high dynamic range. HDR photography involves using a tripod-mounted camera to shoot several photos of a scene, each at a different exposure. Run those shots through HDR Merge, and Photoshop blends them in an attempt to capture the full tonal range of the original scene. The resulting file is a 32-bit image that you can convert to an 8- or 16-bit image for printing and displaying.

During that conversion process, you have a few options for shoehorning the broad dynamic range of a 32-bit image into the narrower range of an 8- or 16-bit image. But this is a tricky process, and it's easy to end up with unnatural-looking photos.

Reality Distortion
One of Photoshop CS2's flashiest enhancements is a feature you may not use often, but it will save hours of effort when you do. The new Vanishing Point tool lets you draw perspective grids over the flat planes in an image, and then paint, retouch, and otherwise mod-
ify them. As you paint or move and clone elements within a plane, Photoshop scales them to match the plane's perspective (see “Pixels in Perspective”). Activate the healing options in the Vanishing Point dialog box, and Photoshop adjusts the color, texture, and lighting of elements as you move them.

The Vanishing Point tool is fun to use, and it's spectacular for architectural applications (moving windows or applying a texture to a building), package design (putting text or images on a box's sides), and general retouching.

Another new reality-distortion tool, Image Warp, lets you warp images by dragging Bezier control points. Image Warp is ideal for package design and illustration.

Working Faster and Smarter
The rest of Photoshop CS2's enhancements may not show up on your images, but they will show up on your wristwatch: several new features allow you to get more done in less time.

For starters, you can designate a layer or group of layers as a smart object and then transform it nondestructively: move, resize, or duplicate it; change its blend mode or opacity; or apply layer styles. Click on a button in the revamped Layers palette, and the smart object opens for editing in a new window. Make changes and choose Save, and the object is updated.

Smart objects are ideal for creating buttons for Web pages or DVD menus. You can even use smart objects to combine multiple copies of a raw image to increase dynamic range. This feature is an updated version of a technique Photoshop users have employed for a while now, and it's ideal for times when the stiff constraints of HDR photography make that technique impractical.

Unfortunately, you can't apply filters to smart objects—a capability that would greatly streamline many imaging tasks.

Other time-savers in Photoshop CS2 include the ability to customize Photoshop's menus: you can remove commands you don't use and even color-code commands so they stand out. Photoshop also provides smart alignment guides that appear when you drag one layer near another.

Video producers will love Photoshop's new ability to out-
REVIEWS

put the current document to a video monitor via FireWire; you can preview how your graphic will look on TV without having to save it and import it into a video-editing program. Adobe hasn't forgotten about hard copy, either. It has fine-tuned Photoshop CS2's Print With Preview dialog box, to clarify some of the confusing color-management options.

Adobe's new Bridge application adds depth and flexibility to Photoshop and reinforces its integration with the other applications in Creative Suite 2 (see "The View from the Bridge," page 26).

Room to Grow—and Learn

For all of the improvements in Photoshop CS2, there's room for more.

Some of Photoshop's features and most of its filters still don't work on 16-bit images. Photoshop CS2 provides broader 16-bit support than its predecessor did, and I hope this trend continues—especially now that filmmakers and photographers are beginning to work with 32-bit images.

Next on my wish list is the ability to apply filters nondestructively, as you can adjustment layers. Being able to sharpen images, blur them, and apply other filters without affecting actual pixels would greatly simplify many photographers' workflows. Smart objects are a step in the right direction, but they don't go quite far enough.

And finally, Adobe's documentation is inadequate, especially given Photoshop's complexity and capabilities. Adobe could take a lesson from Apple, which supplies superb documentation with its professional-level applications.

Macworld's Buying Advice

Photoshop CS2 is a tour de force. It's packed with innovations that will make your images better—and get you home faster. Bridge is far superior to the File Browser, smart objects and all the productivity enhancements are great, the new Lens Correction and Vanishing Point features are extremely helpful, and the video preview is glorious. This is the most significant Photoshop upgrade in quite a while, and if you're serious about digital imaging, you need it.

RATING: ★★★★★

PROS: Broad spectrum of improvements; increased 16-bit support; innovative HDR Merge and Vanishing Point features; excellent productivity and automation enhancements.

CONS: Still can't apply filters nondestructively; inadequate documentation.

PRICE: $599; upgrade, $149; CS2 suite, $899


InDesign CS2

Text-Handling Enhancements, Object Styles, and More

Make This the Best Layout Program Available

BY GALEN GRUMAN

InDesign was already the clear leader in typographic sophistication, object handling, multilingual publishing, and transparency effects for text and graphics. And with InDesign CS2, Adobe has significantly bolstered text- and graphics-handling functions. Many interface enhancements—including unique and powerful features that will entice QuarkXPress and PageMaker users—include the program's flexibility, extend its many core strengths, and (for the most part) make this version easier to use than previous versions.

Text Handling

Many of the new features provide capabilities long available in Microsoft Word (but not in most publishing programs), such as anchored text frames, automatic text correction, and bulleted lists. With InDesign CS2, layout artists and copy editors alike have the tools they need, reducing the need to switch between Word and InDesign and thus minimizing errors.

Layout artists will love the new anchored-object feature, which links an object (text frame, graphics frame, or line) to a specific place in text. The anchored object moves as the text moves—great for pull-quotes, cross-reference boxes, callouts, and figures. Using a complicated interface that could stand some simplification, you can control the position of an anchored object (such as at the top of the text and to the left of the text containing the link). If you import Word files that have linked text frames, InDesign now detects and retains them, though not necessarily in their original position. It also lets you modify them.

When you import text from Word or Rich Text Format (RTF) files, InDesign CS2 now gives you real control over how the styles are imported, so you can map Word styles to InDesign styles and designate whether the InDesign or Word style is applied when both documents use the same style names. Even better, you can save and reuse these import settings. And when you import styles from other InDesign documents, you can now select which styles to import, rather than importing all of them.

InDesign CS2 supports footnotes, which you can import from Word or create in InDesign, and it lets you control their formatting and placement. InDesign CS2 also supports automated numbered and bulleted lists, with a feature borrowed from PageMaker. This feature is adequate but hardly sophisticated. For example, you can't automatically align list numbers to the decimal point. Also, when you import automatic numbered or bulleted lists from Word or RTF files, InDesign doesn't see them as automated lists, so their numbering becomes fixed as regular text.

One nice but easily overlooked new feature is the ability to have InDesign CS2 align text away from or toward a spine, a handy way to...
automatically align text such as pull-quotes, based on whether they are on a left- or right-side page. Without this feature, you'd need to align elements on left pages separately from those on right pages, and then watch out for elements that had to be realigned as they moved between pages. It's a subtle enhancement, but it shows the kind of fine-tuning that Adobe has brought to this latest version.

InDesign's spell checker has been improved in several ways: it now flags suspect words with underline squiggles, à la Word; it offers autocorrection (to fix misspellings as you type); and it provides the option of case-sensitive spell-checking. Rounding out the text-handling improvements are the ability to drag and drop text; the ability to apply styles to text and other objects with a Quick Apply palette (so you don't have to switch between the keyboard and the mouse when editing); the ability to set baseline grids for individual text frames; and the ability to associate multiple dictionaries with a file.

**Consistent Objects** The new object-style capability makes it easy to apply consistent formatting—and update it globally—to objects such as a sidebar frame.

**Consistent Objects**

The new object-style capability makes it easy to apply consistent formatting—and update it globally—to objects such as sidebar boxes, can now easily be updated throughout a document as the design changes.

It's no surprise that Adobe continues to integrate capabilities across its flagship products, given its decision two years ago to present them as a unified suite. InDesign CS2 shows that integration strongly: the file format for color swatches is now consistent across all CS2 applications, color-management settings are now synchronized, and Acrobat job preferences can now be created and shared.

**Helping Converts**

Several enhancements mimic long-standing QuarkXPress features; most of them aid InDesign's usability and flexibility. For example, you can now convert object shapes via a new menu instead of having to edit them manually. Also, InDesign now lets you select a new style for text when you delete an existing applied style; before, such text retained its formatting but no longer had a style associated with it. And InDesign can now finally save just selected color swatches (instead of all swatches) for import into other InDesign documents; QuarkXPress has long let you select which swatches are transferred. Similarly, you can now choose which styles to import from other InDesign documents.

PageMaker users will also see several familiar features, including the PageMaker toolbar that provides iconic buttons for quick access to controls, such as the Save button. The functions of Adobe's PageMaker Plug-in Pack, available for InDesign CS, are now part of InDesign CS2. These include the Position tool (a renamed version of PageMaker's Crop tool), automated bulleted and numbered lists, and a data-merge feature, which is useful for highly structured documents such as mailing labels or form letters. But the data-merge feature is not so well suited to catalogs, because each variable item has to fit within a consistently sized text frame—a mailing label easily does this, but a product blurb in a catalog may not.

**A Few Quirks**

As amazing as InDesign CS2 is, it has some problems that Adobe should address in future versions. For example, many people will miss the No Paragraph Style option in the list of paragraph styles, for removing styles from text, a standard practice in QuarkXPress workflows. Some designers—and Adobe, obviously—don't like this capability because they object to having styleless paragraphs. InDesign can still remove styles, but now you have to use a hard-to-find menu option for this basic task.

Just Like Word

InDesign CS2 can automatically correct spelling and capitalization errors as you type, as well as highlight suspect words on screen with red squiggly underlines.
Despite better integration with other Adobe programs, InDesign cannot apply a Photoshop file’s blending modes to backgrounds in InDesign. For example, if you create an object with a drop shadow in Photoshop and you set the drop shadow to Multiply, InDesign uses the Normal blending mode—it can’t detect the Multiply setting from Photoshop.

The new ability to display fonts in menus using the actual fonts is well intentioned, but if you own many fonts, the menus get so large that you can’t see much of your layout.

Among the enhancements added to InDesign CS2 is the ability to save files to the previous version. But you can easily overlook this feature: you have to choose InDesign Interchange in the Export dialog box, rather than using the Save As dialog box as you do in most other programs. (InDesign CS users must download an update to be able to open these Interchange files.)

InDesign continues to limit its Web-export support to Adobe’s own GoLive CS2, a barrier to people who use the much more popular Macromedia Dreamweaver MX ($499; January 2004). And I was unpleasantly surprised to see that InDesign still cannot replace two consecutive hyphens with an em dash as you type; the new AutoCorrect feature won’t accept the em dash (and other special characters such as ©) as a legitimate character. Another feature not thoroughly implemented is text wrap. InDesign document pages do not recognize text wrap set on master pages, so their text doesn’t wrap around master-page items as it should.

Macworld’s Buying Advice

There’s no question that InDesign CS2 is the best layout program available. This upgrade enhances the program’s traditional typographic and layout strengths by making text handling more powerful, and it adds dozens of improvements for a more well-rounded interface.

**RATING:** ★★★★★

**PROS:** Rich typographic and layout capabilities; handy object styles; strong text and graphics importing and formatting controls; style and color-swatch sharing; anchored object feature; consistent color calibration; autocorrection and in-line spelling checker.

**CONS:** Automatic numbered lists have limited formatting options; inflexible data merge; text-wrap feature doesn’t work for master-page items; autocorrection doesn’t support special characters; can’t detect Photoshop blending modes; Web export is limited to GoLive CS2.

**PRICE:** $899; upgrade, $169; upgrade from PageMaker, $349; CS2 suite, $899

**COMPANY:** Adobe Systems, www.adobe.com

Former Macworld editor and veteran technology writer GALEN GRUMAN has written 19 books on desktop publishing, including Adobe InDesign CS2 Bible and QuarkXPress 6 Bible (Wiley Publishing, 2005 and 2003, respectively).

---

**The View from the Bridge**

Adobe’s new Bridge—a stand-alone application aptly named for its integrative and management functions—has replaced Photoshop CS’s dedicated File Browser. It provides file-management and automation features for the entire Creative Suite 2.

As in the File Browser, Bridge’s interface provides separate, resizable panes that display metadata, previews, and your Mac’s directory structure. You can use Bridge to preview just about any type of raster or vector file format, including many that don’t normally provide previews, and you can easily edit file names and metadata. InDesign users will appreciate Bridge’s ability to display an InDesign document’s font and color information without having to open the file.

The interface has been improved with a Filmstrip pane that shows both a strip of thumbnails and a full-size image. There’s also a built-in slideshow feature that allows you to rate and label images as you view them.

Workflow improvements include better auto­straint, improved searching, and batch processing that spans the entire suite. Bridge also eases color management by automatically synchronizing color settings throughout all the CS apps (this feature is not available if you purchase the apps individually).

In addition to opening documents, Bridge lets you place files into Illustrator, Photoshop, or InDesign documents, making it a very effective command center.

**How CS2 Apps Use Bridge**

**Photoshop**

As a direct descendant of Photoshop’s File Browser, Bridge is a key companion to Photoshop CS2. It’s a virtual light table, a slide projector, and an automation assistant. I could see using some of the other Creative Suite 2 applications without also using Bridge, but I can’t imagine using Photoshop CS2 without it.—JIM HEID

**Illustrator**

Bridge is great for quickly finding the Illustrator document you’re looking for, thanks to its thumbnail display. Complex Illustrator documents often include many linked image files, and Bridge makes short work of finding, tracking, and placing them.—BEN LONG

**InDesign**

Most InDesign users can easily ignore Bridge, except for setting suite-wide color preferences (if they own the suite). Most designers will likely use InDesign as the primary interface to the layout’s constituent files, unless they’re doing a lot of the Photoshop and Illustrator work. But Bridge is there—and it’s quite usable—if you need it.—GALEN GRUMAN

**GoLive**

Adobe GoLive CS2 contains embedded versions of the two most useful Bridge tools for examining versions and alternates, so there’s little reason for GoLive users to use Bridge except to look at project files that aren’t part of a GoLive site.—GLENN FLEISHMAN
Wake up to your music.

The iHome is home base for your iPod®.
The iHome iH5™ is the iPod® home audio solution you’ve been waiting for. Besides brilliant sound, the iH5 features a digital AM/FM clock radio and plays your favorite iPod® music. So it will lull you to sleep and gradually wake you up to whatever tunes are on your iPod®.

With the incredibly rich, natural stereo sound from our Reson8™ speakers, it’s great for every room in the house! And it does all this while charging your iPod® so it’s ready to go when you are!
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iHome is a trademark of SDI Technologies Inc.
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Illustrator CS2
New Version Focuses on Illustration

BY BEN LONG

In the past, Illustrator upgrades included major interface changes or, as in the CS upgrade, a complete reworking of the program's typographic features. For Illustrator CS2, Adobe's engineers addressed the program's core drawing functions. The result is an application that has some exceptional new tools, as well as a few welcome interface enhancements.

Taking Control
Because Illustrator's interface was beginning to sag under the weight of its expanding array of palettes, Adobe has wisely added a new Control palette, which spans the top of the screen, sitting just below the menu bar. This new palette provides immediate access to brush shape, opacity, and style, as well as drop-down menus for fill and stroke. But it also serves as an object inspector, giving you quick access to all the properties of a selected object.

To access additional properties, you can click on special hyperlinks in the Control palette. Doing so opens Illustrator's full palettes, from which you can easily change just about any object property.

Another welcome interface change is the ability to create and save workspaces, for easy switching between different palette configurations and organizations. Illustrator CS2 still has some annoying interface elements, though. The Color Picker is cumbersome, and odd behaviors are scattered throughout the program. But the Control palette is a great addition to the package.

Paint and Trace
When it comes to actual illustrating, the upgrade provides two great new drawing tools called Live Paint and Live Trace.

The Live Paint tool is basically an intelligent paint bucket. Click in your illustration with the Live Paint tool, and Illustrator will automatically fill the enclosed area with the current color, just like the paintbucket tool in bitmap painting programs. Thanks to its Gap Detection feature, you can use the Live Paint tool to fill areas that aren't completely closed, while modifier keys allow you to fill edges or quickly delete unwanted strokes and regions.

In the past, organizing your document to get the fills that you wanted could be very confusing. The Live Paint tool makes working in Illustrator more like working in Photoshop, and it's a great tool for users of all skill levels.

Illustrator has had its Auto Trace tool for years, but it has never been particularly useful. Illustrator CS2's Live Paint and Live Trace features make short work of converting hand-drawn sketches into colored vector artwork.

Trace Elements Illustrator CS2’s Live Paint and Live Trace features make short work of converting hand-drawn sketches into colored vector artwork.
Mick, meet Keith.

Say hello to IFI, your iPod’s sonic soulmate — power, detail and emotion unapproached by any other iPod speaker system. Perfect in your bedroom, as your primary home audio system, or even for pre/post production monitoring. Controlled by a long-range RF remote, the IFI docking station fits all dockable iPods and charges them as well. Satellites are self standing or wall mountable. Satisfaction, indeed. Get yours at an Apple store, apple.com or select Klipsch retailers. Or check out klipsch.com.
ful. Because the company has never ported Streamline, its stand-alone tracing tool, OS X users who like to create hand-drawn illustrations and convert them to vectors have been left out in the cold. The new Live Trace tool should warm up those users considerably.

You can apply Live Trace to any placed bitmap image. The “live” part stems from the fact that after you trace, Illustrator creates a trace object. You can adjust the object’s parameters, including tracing methods, tolerances, thresholds, and color options, and then save those configurations as presets. You can even edit the original linked bitmap image, and Illustrator will automatically retrace it. Trace objects remain live and editable, even across sessions, until you tell Illustrator to expand the object into normal paths and fills. The Live Paint and Live Trace combo is the best solution yet for users who like to start on paper and finish in vectors.

Better Filtering than Photoshop
Illustrator’s Appearance palette gets some improvements in this version. In addition to support for Live Paint and Live Trace parameters, Illustrator CS2 includes all of Photoshop’s standard filters. These filters can be applied to any bitmapped elements in your image, and any applied filters appear in the Appearance stack for that object as an applied effect. This means that you can go back at any time and change the filter’s parameters. Photoshop has needed this feature for years, and still doesn’t have it. In Illustrator CS2, it’s quick and easy.

Illustrator CS2 has many other great additions—including the ability to move a stroke to the center, the inside, or the outside of a path; a facility for tinting gray-scale images with spot colors; and improved controls for outputting tiled images. But all is not perfect. Most annoying is Illustrator’s lack of multipage support, something that Macromedia FreeHand has had for years.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
I may rant sometimes about Illustrator, but I stick with it because no competitor can compare. Yes, there are little annoyances, but it’s a great program. The new Live Paint and Live Trace features and new filter capabilities are well worth the price of the upgrade.

RATING: ★★★★★
PROS: Convenient Command palette; extremely functional Live Paint and Live Trace tools; can apply Photoshop filters parametrically.
CONS: No multipage support.
PRICE: $499; upgrade, $169; CS2 suite, $899

BEN LONG is the author of Complete Digital Photography (Charles River Media, 2004), now in its third edition, and a longtime Illustrator user.

GoLive CS2
Improved Program but Not a Critical Update

BY GLENN FLEISHMAN
Adobe has added key features to GoLive that make this veteran of the Web-design wars even more appealing to its key audience of designers. But bugs in the release version, coupled with an uncertain future, make GoLive CS2 a tough product to recommend at this time.

The bugs include pages that can’t be edited after you switch between the editing mode and the previewing mode, crashes when you open an alias to a missing network volume, and numerous less-serious errors throughout the program. Adobe product managers say that the bugs will be fixed in an update (the timing of the update was not set at press time).

Harder to predict is GoLive’s future after Adobe’s purchase of Macromedia is complete. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX (★★★★☆; January 2004) currently dominates the market. Adobe’s plan for both products is unknown.

This version of GoLive has four significant changes: improvements to Cascading Style Sheets (CSS); page creation and preview for small devices (such as PDAs); secure file-transfer sessions; and rich file versioning for archiving and renditions (storing multiple versions in the same file). GoLive continues to omit support for database integration, a leading element in Dreamweaver’s success.

Full Visual CSS
GoLive has long supported CSS, a method of consistently applying type and positioning specifications. The latest release offers much-improved tools for building and previewing pages using CSS.

For instance, CSS selectors can be previewed in Layout view, in a preview pane in the CSS Editor, and through the Live Rendering option. Adobe has abandoned the clunky approach to positioning items on a page using tables that produced code that was hard to comprehend and that some browsers disliked. Its Layout Grid feature now uses CSS behind the scenes. The CSS option in the Objects palette offers prefabricated layout blocks that appear to avoid many of the pitfalls in multicolumn and multirow CSS design.

Small Devices
GoLive CS2 has improved the range and quality of previews for small devices, which include handhelds, cell phones, and a growing host of small-screen Web browsers.

GoLive CS2 lets you keep a live preview of pages as they would appear on small screens. It also includes rich multimedia-creation tools for phone platforms that support it, including an MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service) designer that allows interleaving of text, audio, images, and video.

While Adobe has included support for this kind of authoring in two previous GoLive releases, GoLive CS2’s approach lets designers without a lot of technical expertise design for phones and handheld devices.

Easy Preview Adobe GoLive CS2’s improved CSS tools allow better interactive design. You can more easily preview its typographically rich pages and sophisticated layouts.
This could be label Nirvana. The new, stylish and quick, Smart Label Printer; from Seiko Instruments. Stop wasting time trying to hand feed label sheets to your standard printer. Pick up the new Smart Label Printer and you’ll have everything you need to print labels easily, one at a time. Just like you want them, when you want them. No ink, toner, or complicated software to mess with. Plug the SLP into your Mac; connect to the built-in USB port and you’re ready to print.

With three great models to choose from, you’re sure to find the Smart Label Printer that’s just right for you.

Call 800-688-0817 or see the new Smart Label Printers online at www.siibusinessproducts.com.
Choice of Encryption
GoLive CS2 supports three styles of encrypted File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for securely transferring files from the program to a Web server.

Encrypted File Transfer
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) are widely used to manage a Web site's files on a server, but neither protocol will protect passwords or files from prying eyes as that data passes across an untrusted public network, such as a Wi-Fi hotspot.

Last year, Dreamweaver added support for Secure FTP (SFTP), which encrypts FTP data. And GoLive CS2 brings SFTP and two other methods to FTP (SSH tunneled FTP and FTP over Secure Sockets Layer, also known as FTPS), as well as scrambling WebDAV using SSL. You can even use public keys to skip entering passwords.

In my testing, SFTP in GoLive was unacceptably slow. And although GoLive CS2 has a new method of retrieving files via any form of FTP, this feature has a bug that causes the program to repeatedly retrieve listings of the same remote directories if they use aliases or Unix symbolic links.

Also, GoLive's FTP goes at a crawl compared with dedicated FTP programs such as Stairways Software's Interarchy (★★; September 2003) or Fetch Softworks' Fetch (★★★★; November 2004).

Version Cue CS2
Version Cue CS2 is the third release of GoLive's version-control and archiving system. Previous releases were erratic. What's best about Version Cue and GoLive CS2 is that they now work together happily for their given purposes: checking files in and out to allow groups to collaborate with common files that can be archived.

GoLive CS2 also works with other popular systems like CVS (Concurrent Versions System), for maintaining a persistent archive of older files for comparison and reversion.

Macworld's Buying Advice
In a word, wait. If you currently use GoLive, there's little point in upgrading until the bugs are gone, and then you should do so only if you need the program's new features. New users should wait until Adobe's plans for Web-design programs are clear.

RATING: ★★
PROS: Significant CSS improvements; mobile-device authoring; encrypted file transfer.
CONS: Buggy; lack of compelling new features.
PRICE: $399; upgrade (from any previous version of GoLive), $169; CS2 Premium (with Acrobat 7), $1,199

GLENN FLEISHMAN writes about Wi-Fi and wireless technology on several Weblogs. He is the author of Real World Adobe GoLive 6 (Peachpit Press; 2002).
Version Cue CS2

I really disliked Version Cue CS when Adobe introduced it with the first version of its Creative Suite. I found it awkward and highly unintuitive—and I wasn’t alone. Adobe has greatly revamped this file-sharing and version-management adjunct to Creative Suite 2—so much so that I’ve come to regard Version Cue as an extremely useful aid to workgroups and individuals.

Version Cue lets you set up shared projects so that you or multiple people can access the same files from both Macs and PCs. Its file storage is independent of the computers that access it. As long as you set up a shared project in Version Cue (on your own Mac or on a networked server), anyone on the network can access project files and work with current versions of files and their alternates.

But setting up these projects, or workspaces, requires that you have a full version of Creative Suite 2, and only people who purchase the entire suite can create a workspace. (Any user of Adobe CS2 applications, whether stand-alone or in the suite, can create a workspace. (Any user of Adobe CS2 applications, whether stand-alone or in the suite, can create a workspace. (Any user of Adobe CS2 applications, whether stand-alone or in the suite, can create a workspace. (Any user of Adobe CS2 applications, whether stand-alone or in the suite, can create a workspace. (Any user of Adobe CS2 applications, whether stand-alone or in the suite, can create a workspace. (Any user of Adobe CS2 applications, whether stand-alone or in the suite, can create a workspace.) Version Cue is so handy that I’m disappointed the full Creative Suite 2 is required. Workgroups composed of Photoshop and Illustrator users who don’t use InDesign and GoLive won’t get Version Cue. In effect, this forces those users to buy software they don’t need—unfair to longtime graphics shops that have standardized on Adobe’s art and photo software.

Working with Version Cue workspaces is straightforward. To see Version Cue workspaces, you either click on the Use Adobe Dialog button in your individual applications’ Open and Save dialog boxes or use the Adobe Bridge application, which provides a universal file browser for all CS2 applications. (Acrobat Professional 7 uses the older Creative Suite interface, which is not enabled by default as it is in other Creative Suite programs.) The result is a dialog box that lets you add, update, or save new versions of documents; review old versions; and even make an older version the current working master. (This last feature lets you go back to an earlier version if you don’t like how a document has evolved.) You can also create alternates, which are essentially copies of documents that you can revise without affecting the original. Of course, you could accomplish much of this by saving new versions with distinct file names, but that requires a consistent discipline by all parties. Version Cue makes it easier to operate without that internal discipline.

Finally, Adobe has added a status display at the bottom of CS2 application windows, so you know whether your current file has been saved, saved only on your local drive, or saved (synchronized) to the workspace.—Galen Gruman

Track Your Designs: In Version Cue CS2, you can include comments as you save versions of your Creative Suite 2 files, so you can easily identify what distinguishes each version.
**FIREWIRE HARD DRIVES**

**PORTABLE HARD DRIVE**

100GB Mercury On-The-Go 5400rpm 8MB ($300), from OWC (www.macsales.com):

- It's relatively expensive, but this drive is our favorite. It's fast, FireWire bus-powered, and compact. It has a triple interface, and it boots OS X using FireWire (macworld.com/0314).

**DESKTOP HARD DRIVE**

400GB Mercury Elite FireWire 800 Pro ($450), from OWC (www.macsales.com):

- This fast desktop drive has FireWire 400 and 800 interfaces and boots OS X (macworld.com/0580).

---

**5-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA**

- **Dimage Z5** ($649), from Konica Minolta (www.konicaminolta.com):
  - The Dimage Z5 takes great pictures, especially at low ISO speeds. It has a 12x zoom lens and image stabilization; an Automatic mode for snapshots; an anti-shake feature; and Program, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority, and Manual exposure modes. If you like macro photography, or want to capture decent video, this camera will suit you (July 2005; macworld.com/0534).

---

**COLOR LASER PRINTER**

- **LaserJet 2550Ln** ($600), from Hewlett-Packard (www.hp.com):
  - An inexpensive, networkable color laser printer, the LaserJet 2550Ln offers crisp text and good color fidelity. It supports Apple's Bonjour (formerly Rendezvous) technology. Its paper capacity is only 125 sheets, so you might consider paying the extra $100 for the optional 150-sheet paper tray (macworld.com/0083).

---

**DUAL-LAYER DVD BURNER**

- **d2 DVD±RW 16x FireWire**, with Double Layer ($189), from LaCie (www.lacie.com):
  - This DVD burner can burn 8.5GB of data to dual-G5/1.8GHz DVD DVDs. Although it has a relatively slow read speed, its performance is very good overall. Its excellent Mac compatibility includes Tiger and iLife support, and it comes with the full version of Roxio's Toast Titanium (April 2005; macworld.com/0313).

---

**DIGITAL SLR CAMERA**

- **EOS Digital Rebel XT** (body only, $999; with EF-S 18mm-55mm f3.5-5.6 zoom lens, $999), from Canon (www.canon.com):
  - Canon defined this market with the original Rebel, and it keeps its lead with the XT. Though the lack of control interlocks is an oversight, the camera's feature set, image quality, and price, combined with the vast assortment of Canon mount lenses, make the Rebel XT the best choice so far in the sub-$1,000 digital SLR market (July 2005; macworld.com/0535).
### LCD Monitor

**21-INCH DISPLAY**

- **321 LCD Monitor ($1,599)**, from LaCie (www.lacie.com): LaCie takes one of the best LCDs available and improves on it. This is a bright, beautiful LCD aimed at professionals who are willing to pay the price for accurate color. It has 10-bit color and optional hardware calibration (macworld.com/0384).

**ALLY RECOMMENDED:**

- **LZ333 ($1,599)**, from Hewlett-Packard (www.hp.com); March 2005; macworld.com/0278

### Color Ink-Jet Printers

**Also Recommended:**

- **Photosmart 8450 ($250)**, from Hewlett-Packard (www.hp.com):
  This networkable ink-jet printer uses eight inks to print excellent-looking photos (macworld.com/0280).

### Flatbed Scanners

**Midrange Scanner**

- **CanoScan 9950F ($400)**, from Canon (www.canon.com):
  This CanoScan raises the bar for midrange scanners by offering high optical resolution, improved scan quality, and more-intuitive software controls (macworld.com/0188).

**Low-End Scanner**

- **CanoScan 8400F ($150)**, from Canon (www.canon.com):
  The 8400F has limited film and transparency support but is a great all-around scanner with some high-end features and a low-end price (macworld.com/0187).

### NEW: MINIDV CAMCORDER

- **Optura 60 ($899)**, from Canon (www.canon.com):
  The Optura 60 shoots excellent video (provided you have enough light), with accurate, vibrant color. It also offers optical image stabilization, true 16:9 wide-screen mode, and extensive manual controls for creative flexibility. It snaps decent still images, too, making it a solid choice (macworld.com/0621).
Extracting a movie clip off of a DVD used to be a struggle. Not any more. With Cinematize you can quickly and easily extract any audio and video clip, from a fraction of a second out to an entire movie.

Create Versatile DVD Clips
Cinematize saves your extracted clips in formats ready for use in your favorite applications: QuickTime, iMovie, Final Cut, PowerPoint, Keynote, iTunes, even your iPod.

Give Your DVDs a New Life
With Cinematize, your DVD collection becomes a library full of exciting multimedia content.
- Incorporate movie clips into your presentations
- Create favorite scene collections
- Replace a movie soundtrack with your own
- Remove commercials from recorded TV programs
- Burn songs or sound effects onto CDs
- Listen to soundtracks with iTunes or your iPod
- Share your movies over the web

And much more!

More Reviews
For complete reviews of the products listed here, visit www.macworld.com/reviews.

- ChronoSync 3.0 ($30), from Econ Technologies (www.econtechnologies.com): Whether you need to back up files or synchronize them between multiple Macs, Econ Technologies' ChronoSync 3.0 is a potent but easy-to-use tool. On Jaguar, Panther, or Tiger, it duplicates and restores data with surgical precision (macworld.com/0609).

- Media Rage 1.9 ($30), from Chaotic Software (www.chaoticsoftware.com): This handy suite provides powerful organizing and editing tools that are capable of tidying up even the most chaotic music collection. Our only complaint about Media Rage is its convoluted, multiple-window interface (macworld.com/0610).

- OD4Contact 2.5 (55), from Objective Decision (www.objective-decision.com): OD4Contact bundles powerful contact-, task-, and communication-management abilities in a polished interface, but the absence of a few key features keeps the application from fulfilling its potential as a true integrated information manager à la Microsoft Entourage (macworld.com/0611).

- KidsBrowser 3.2 (29), from App4Mac:

- BumperCar 2.0 ($30), from Freeverse Software (www.freeverse.com): BumperCar 2.0 is an easy-to-use application that makes quick work of creating albums

KEEP THE INTERNET SIMPLE AND SAFE
Web Browsers for Kids
It may not be the Wild West, but the Web can still be a dangerous place for kids. Most Web browsers are designed for the broadest audience possible, with little thought about the needs of specific age groups. Kids who are researching assignments, keeping up-to-date on current events, or just surfing for fun have different needs than most adults.

If you're buying a browser for young children who are just getting started with the Web (preschool to sixth grade), KidsBrowser 3.2 will provide the best experience. However, for older kids who need a more robust Web experience (and possibly greater supervision), BumperCar 2.0 is well worth the price (macworld.com/0613).
OUR NEW FIREWIRE® 800 DRIVE: IT’S THAT FAST

300 Gigs. 7200 RPMs. And a high-speed connection to our award-winning OneTouch storage and backup. It’s all the acceleration you’ve been waiting for – with a triple interface, the Oxford 912 chipset, and the ability to boot your Mac OS X directly from the drive.

Buckle up. You’re in for the drive of your life at maxtor.com/fw800

Maxtor OneTouch™ II
FireWire 800 Edition
Suitcase Problems?

Get FontAgent Pro!

Guaranteed to Eliminate Font Problems or Your Money Back!

"FontAgent Pro is the best solution for font management on the Mac... my problems solved in seconds... the best experience I’ve had with a software vendor." Jeffrey Blyseth, Axis Graphics

"I have tried all the others. None of them come close to FontAgent Pro for speed, accuracy and reliability. The price is right, tech support treats you like a human and the product works as advertised. You can’t ask for much more than that." Chuck Sholdt, Weather Central

"Font Agent Pro is a revolutionary product that has consistently afforded my customers relief where other font management products have failed to!" Samuel A. Litt, author of Mac OS X Bible, Panther & Tiger Editions

- Automatic font optimization
- Rock-solid stability
- Multiple font libraries
- Automatic library optimization
- Intuitive ATM-like interface
- Unrivaled auto-activation
- More ways to preview fonts
- Detailed font diagnostics
- Nested font sets
- Serverless font sharing

www.insidersoftware.com

For more information, contact us today
1-866-366-8778 (US)
+1-520-229-1212 (Intl)

© 2005 Insider Software, Inc. All rights reserved. FontAgent is a registered trademark of Insider. Suitcase is a registered trademark of ExeMacs.
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of your digital photographs, which you can then print. It doesn’t have multipage templates, so you’ll have to start from scratch. But if you don’t mind tweaking your designs, then templates won’t be necessary for you to create albums of all your digital memories (macworld.com/0614).

 Reason 3 (499), from Propellerhead Software (www.propellerhead.se): If you’re already a Reason lover, then you’ll want this version of the virtual rack of music gear. The program adds a stronger emphasis on live performance, as well as expanded presets, great mastering effects, and improved integration with newer keyboards and instruments. But the biggest justification for upgrading to Reason 3 is the new Combinator feature (macworld.com/0615).

Digital Music Accessories

IFI (400), from Klipsch (www.klipsch.com): The first iPod-centric home speaker system provides full, rich sound and convenient features for a decent price. People who want speakers for their desktops should look elsewhere, but for a home-stereo setting, the IFI is by far the best-sounding iPod speaker system we’ve heard (macworld.com/0617).

AirClick USB (40), from Griffin Technology (www.griffintechnology.com): This radio frequency (RF) remote control works through walls to control applications on your Mac. It’s an elegant and reasonably priced product (macworld.com/0618).
DLO | iBoom

Introducing the world’s first Boombox for your iPod - the DLO iBoom. Designed exclusively for iPod and iPod mini, iBoom is a 20 watt, four-speaker, battery-powered party in a box. Takes iPod’s tunes with you to the beach, pool, friend’s house, picnic - anywhere music makes a gathering better. Simply drop your iPod or iPod mini into the iBoom and enjoy your tunes anytime anywhere. Get the DLO iBoom and you’ll always be the life of the party. Get your iBoom today at www.dlodirect.com for only $149.99.
MacMall is the #1 Apple Direct Reseller!

**NEW! Mac mini starting at $494!**
FREE Shipping!
FREE Speakers!

**NEW! eMacs G4 starting at $794!**
Upgrade up to a total of 1GB premium RAM for only $63!
FREE Shipping!

**NEW! iMac G5 starting at $1,294!**
Upgrade up to a total of 1GB premium RAM for only $65!
FREE Shipping!

**PowerBook G4 starting at $1,494!**
FREE up to 128MB RAM!
FREE Shipping!
FREE MacCase Carrying Case!

**NEW! iBook G4 starting at $994!**
FREE 128MB RAM!
FREE Shipping!
FREE MacCase Carrying Case!

**NEW! AirPort Express starting at $194!**
FREE with any iPod purchase: Shipping, Speakers, Engaging, AC Mount!

**NEW! iPod mini starting at $194!**
FREE with any iPod purchase: Shipping, Speakers, Engaging, AC Mount!

**NEW! QuarkXPress 6.5 (upg. only $199)!**

**NEW! Creative Suite 2 Premium Upgrade only $537.99!**

**NEW! Mac OS X v10.4 only $939.99!**

### Source Code: MACWORLD

*WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE* or competitive promotions on any Apple computer. We may require proof of dealer's pricing. Competition must be an Apple-authorized Reseller. Product must be in stock at the competition. Advertised item must be identical to the one offered by MacMall and must be a new item in a factory sealed box. We reserve the right to limit quantities ordered. This offer does not apply to special bonus or free offers, grand openings, special purchases or special buys, manufacturer's rebates, closeouts, clearance, or to dealer's one-of-a-kind or other limited quantity offers. For items easily available to advertising errors made by any authorized dealer, not open to dealers, who are prohibited. Sorry, offer not valid in combination with other offers or offers. To, multiple-item purchases. "WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE" applies to the price of the entire retail net individual line item. Offer applies to pre-listed prices only. Offer valid only at time of purchase, not after the fact. **NO INTEREST PAYMENTS FOR 12 MONTHS** Fixed APR on your MacMall credit card, subject to credit approval. If the balance on these purchases is paid in full before the expiration of the 12 months promotional period, your Account is kept current, accrued Finance Charge will not be imposed on these purchases. If the balance on these purchases is not paid in full, Finance Charge will be assessed from the purchase date at the Standard Rate of 22.99% APR. For accounts not kept current, the provision will be canceled. The Default Rate of 22.99% APR and monthly payments will apply. Minimum Finance Charge is $2.00. Certain rules apply to the allocation of payments and Finance Charges on your promotional purchase. If you make more than one purchase on your MacMall credit card, Call 1-866-967-4310 or review your cardmember agreement for information. Offer ends July 1, 2005, cannot be combined w/other discount or payment offers. **RAM OFFER** Upgrade your iMac or iMac G4 to 1GB total premium RAM for $69. This offer to be a standard 128MB memory module. Total RAM located to base an initial RAM configuration at 512MB or 1GB. A $39.99 installation fee is required. **FREE RAM OFFER** is free after $119 MacMall mail-in rebate for PowerBook G4 models before rebate is $1199 or $169 MacMall mail-in rebate for iMac G5 models before rebate is $899. All iMac offers require an additional $59.99 professional installation fee. Offer ends 7/1/06. **FREE SHIPPING OFFER** (after applied to all iMacs over $999. After MacMall mail-in rebate. Other restrictions apply. **FREE SPEAKERS OFFER** After $49.99 MacMall mail-in rebate when purchased with any Mac mini or iPod before rebate is $399.99/ $395.99. Other ends 7/1/06. **FREE ENHANCING OFFER** Get your iPod or iPod mini upgraded for FREE when you purchase it through MacMall! Not available for that skine! If price your order now, then visit www.mcmall.com for details. **FREE CAR MOUNT OFFER** After $14.99 MacMall mail-in rebate with purchase of any iPod or iPod mini. Not available for iPod Classic. Price for rebate is $14.99. Other ends 7/1/06. **CREATIVE SUITE 2 PREMIUM UPGRADE MAC-PRICE** After $100 mail-in rebate. Price before rebate is $599.99, after rebate price is $499.99. **FREE KODAK DIGITAL CAMERA OFER** Purchase is not recommended closer to $599.99 and receive a $220 MacMall mail-in rebate. Or purchase a 20GB rewritable drive $699 and any Apple Computer printed over $1,000 and receive a $20 MacMall mail-in rebate. Or purchase a 20GB rewritable drive $699 and any Apple Computer printed over $1,000 and receive a $20 MacMall mail-in rebate.
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Or just $149 with any Apple Computer purchase!!
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Free Shipping!
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Free iPod Offers!
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Power Mac G5 starting at $1,494!
Upgrade up to a total of 1.5GB premium RAM for only $319!
FREE Shipping!

Apple Cinema Display starting at $794!

Hurry! Limited time offer!
Call MacMall now at
1-800-321-7532

Visit us at macmall.com for more Mac solutions.
FLIGHT SIMULATION

X-Plane 8

For Mac users who want to know what it feels like to be in the cockpit of a jetliner during a stormy landing with only one functioning engine, there’s really just one choice: X-Plane 8. More learning tool than game, this sophisticated flight simulator lets you customize nearly every aspect of your flight—destination, aircraft model, weather conditions, and even instrument or equipment failures—to give you the most realistic experience possible.

X-Plane ships with 29 aircraft models—everything from run-of-the-mill civilian prop-driven models to massive jumbo jets that ferry passengers from one side of the world to the other. Tons more are available online. If you don’t find what you want, you can create your own airplanes and scenery.

Planes are complex machines—a fact that the X-Plane interface reflects. Mastering the controls is daunting. And while the game runs well on the Mac, it doesn’t come with Aqua-style interface embellishments. It takes some getting used to.

The biggest change in this version of X-Plane is its improved scenery detail, particularly in metropolitan areas. When making a transcontinental flight from New York to Paris, you’ll see more-accurate coastlines and more-realistic skylines—at least while you’re in New York. The new scenery is available only for maps of the United States. But really, the standard scenery, used everywhere outside dense urban areas, is pretty nice. It looks much more natural; you’ll no longer see the quilted patchwork and jagged contours of different terrains.

The new graphics take a heavy toll on hardware, though. Graphsim recommends a 1GHz G4 or faster Mac with at least 256MB of RAM, 8GB of hard-disk space, and an OpenGL graphics card with 64MB of VRAM.

The game lets you plot out weather patterns, download live weather data from the Internet, simulate system failures to test your piloting skills under adverse conditions, and much more. X-Plane maps the locations of 18,000 airports. You can even simulate Low Earth Orbit (LEO) flights. For a break from reality, you can take your aircraft to the surface of Mars and view terrain information provided by the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter.

X-Plane simulates engine sounds and other mechanical noise (such as the muffled thump of landing gear as it’s stowed after takeoff) and Air Traffic Control (ATC) radio chatter—all of which rounds out the realism. However, on the occasions when you need to ask ATC ground personnel for assistance, the game continues

**RATING:** 

**PROS:** New scenery improves realism; numerous options for expanding and customizing the game.

**CONS:** Text-to-Speech chatter is jarring; daunting interface.

**PRICE:** $50

**COMPANY:** Graphsim Entertainment, www.graphsim.com

---

Two Obsessions Combined

Aspyr Media plans to release a Mac version of Lego Star Wars in August. The game combines the fun of Lego building blocks with the mythology of the epic Star Wars films.

Murder Mystery

CSI: Crime Scene Investigation: Dark Motives, by Aspyr Media, is coming to a Mac near you this July. Use your forensic skills just like the TV show characters, with whom you’ll interact. If you played the first CSI game, you’ll find better graphics and tougher crimes to solve in this version.

Puzzling Adventure

Myst-heads looking to satisfy their cravings for a graphical adventure game that’s chock-full of puzzles can sink their teeth into Rhem 2, coming this July from Got Game Entertainment. The sequel picks up where the original Rhem left off.
In Stores Now!

The Sims 2

The Next Generation People Simulator

www.aspyr.com

Control Their World  Create Your Sims  Push Them to Extremes  Fulfill Their Dreams
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CHILDREN'S GAME

Hello Kitty: Bubblegum Girlfriends

Pretty Kitty Pass the time with harmless fun in Hello Kitty: Bubblegum Girlfriends—though the game won't play nicely with every Mac.

Pretty Kitty responds using Apple's Text-to-Speech technology, which is a bit jarring after hearing more-realistic radio chatter.

I recommend picking up a joystick or a yoke to play. While flying with the mouse and keyboard alone is possible, it's a bit like trying to draw illustrations with a brick. You'll also need a DVD drive; the game doesn't ship on a CD.

To stay current with the frequent updates, you'll need a broadband connection—updates routinely measure in the hundreds of megabytes (you can get CD updates for an additional fee). In fact, the game's developer has already released an update for version 8.

The Bottom Line X-Plane may have a daunting interface, but it's still the best Mac-based flight sim money can buy.

CHILDREN'S GAME

Hello Kitty: Bubblegum Girlfriends

RATING: !

PROS: Varied game options; Hello Kitty theme.

CONS: A bug limits access to one game on some Macs.

PRICE: $20

COMPANY: ValuSoft, www.valusoft.com

Sanrio put a lock on little girls' hearts in the early 1970s with its adorable mascot, Hello Kitty. Some 30 years later, she's still a marketing force to reckon with. Kitty White's friendly yet disturbingly mouthless face embellishes thousands upon thousands of products. ValuSoft is looking to cash in on the phenomenon with the release of Hello Kitty: Bubblegum Girlfriends, a collection of eight simple games that feature Kitty and her friends. While the game offers some benign and casual fun, it also has some major problems.

To keep things interesting for young players, each game in the collection features unique music and graphics, as well as widely varied objectives and styles. Crazy Cookie Race, for example, puts you in the driver seat of a candy cart, and you have to dodge obstacles and collect coins to earn points and reach the finish line. But the game is buggy and the controls are imprecise, making it difficult to get the hang of.

The Bottom Line X-Plane may have a daunting interface, but it's still the best Mac-based flight sim money can buy.

Online Distraction | Crimson Room

If you're in the mood for something completely different and don't want to download a game, check out Toshimitsu Takagi's superlative Crimson Room, a Shockwave-based game that tests the limits of what the technology can do.

After a night of heavy drinking, you wake up in a strange room decked out entirely in red, except for some yellow furniture and window shades and a purple carpet—just the thing you want to see when you're suffering from a vicious hangover.

You have no recollection of how you got here or even where “here” is. But you're thirsty and uncomfortable, and you want very much to leave. Unfortunately, the door seems to be locked, and no one is there to answer your knocks. Hidden around the room are a variety of objects. Figuring out how they interact with each other and the environment is the key to escaping from this room.

To look around and interact with your environment, you just point and click on various objects or corners of the room. A few basic sound effects heighten the tension.

The less I say about the actual game play, the better. I don't want to spoil the fun. It's a remarkable piece of work, and well worth checking out. You can find it at macworld.com/0619. The game is free to play, though the author and the hosts of the file ask for a donation (in Japanese yen) after you've done.

The Morning After In Crimson Room, you'll have to find the objects and escape before your hangover is the death of you.

Capture your ideas and organize your universe

Eliminate messy outlines and scattered thinking with a structured document tool designed for beginners and pros alike. Use OmniOutliner to draft to-do lists, create agendas, manage tasks, track expenses, take notes, plan events, write screenplays...and anything else you can think of.

"...ever since I fired up the ideas manager OmniOutliner Pro 3.0, I've been doing the Happy Dance right in my seat." Andy Ihnatko, Macworld UK

"I have a feeling I'm going to live in this program—no more fighting with Microsoft Word's fussy outline styles." PC World

"I would be lost without this indispensable tool." Jeff Gamet, Design Tools Monthly

Learn more and download a free trial at www.omnigroup.com/macworld8
TOTAL TIGER: SPECIAL ISSUE
ON NEWSSTANDS JULY 26TH

Includes a 24-page blowout to guide you through the most important new features in Tiger.

GET THESE ESSENTIAL TIGER TIPS
• Seamless Upgrades
• New Security Features
• Unique User Accounts
• Bug Fixes
• Mac 911
• Personal Automator Scripts

BONUS DVD
• 400+ Tiger Software Programs
• 4GB of Videos, Demos and more
• And over 8 hours of Tiger Tips and Demos!
• New Security Features
• Mac 911
• 4GB of Videos, Demos and more
• Latest shareware and games

ORDER NOW!
ONLINE www.macworld.com/store/tiger
BY PHONE 1.800.288.6848
For only $7.95 plus $2 shipping & handling

*Canadian orders $12.95 USD; international orders $13.95 USD. Shipping and handling included.
you in the kitchen with Kitty as she matches cookies to the shapes on a conveyer belt. Tea Cup Croquet tests your ability to judge angles as Kitty and her pals take to a croquet field. There’s also Rainbow Garden, a color-matching game; Pie Poppin’ Dance, a shape-matching game; Bubble Gum Taxi, a fast-paced puzzler; Beach Bubble Frenzy, an action game; and Cup Cake Trampoline.

I’d love to tell you more about Cup Cake Trampoline, but the game didn’t work. Whenever I tried to fire it up, it stopped cold with an error, telling me to insert the CD (which was already in).

ValuSoft assures me that the problem occurs only on “a very small percentage” of Mac computers, but that’s hardly reassuring. The company couldn’t tell me when or how it would fix the problem—although it did say the developer was working on a solution.

If you want to chance it, you shouldn’t have trouble finding a system that can play the collection. Hello Kitty: Bubblegum Girlfriends supports OS 9 and OS X, and it requires only a 300MHz G3. It ships on a hybrid CD-ROM for both Mac and Windows computers, so you might find it in a local retailer’s games section even if the store doesn’t carry Mac software.

As you’d expect from a game intended for this audience, there’s absolutely nothing harmful here. It’s like cotton candy—fluffy, insubstantial, but tasty regardless.

The Bottom Line In Hello Kitty: Bubblegum Girlfriends, lousy quality control sabotages an otherwise fine game for an underserved market.

You’ll want to keep the joystick on your desk when you play; it’s not very comfortable to hold in your hands. But it’s very sturdy. If I could make one concession to the advantages of modern controllers, though, it would be the soft,

---

**Game Gear**

**Speed-Link Competition Pro USB**

Readers occasionally ask me to recommend a joystick that isn’t too complicated or elaborate. Finally I’ve found one that fits the bill: the Speed-Link Competition Pro USB. It’s particularly good if you play arcade-style shooters or are fond of emulators. However, finding it may be tough unless you’re willing to pay overseas freight costs to a European reseller.

The Competition Pro USB has a simple design that harks back to the joystick once available for the Apple II and the Commodore Amiga. It rests on a rectangular base with four rubberized feet that help keep it in place on your desk. A simple stick resembling an upside-down exclamation point emerges from the top.

The Competition Pro USB produces a satisfying click when you move it in any direction. It has four buttons: two large round ones that look as though they came off of an arcade-game console, and two smaller, triangular ones. A turbo switch on the underside of the stick rapidly toggles the fire buttons to save your thumbs the trouble.

You’ll want to keep the joystick on your desk when you play; it’s not very comfortable to hold in your hands. But it’s very sturdy. If I could make one concession to the advantages of modern controllers, though, it would be the soft,
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Jammin' Racer

ACTION

Jammin' Racer

RATING: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

PROS: Varied terrains; tons of customizable cars; rumble-pad and steering-wheel support.
CONS: No network multiplayer support.
PRICE: $25
COMPANY: DanLab Games, www.danlabgames.com

You can choose from three race classifications. Larger engines produce higher speeds, but they're also harder to control.

You can control the car with basic keyboard commands, as well as with game pads and steering wheels. The game also supports force-feedback wheels—rarity.

If you tire of racing against the computer, you can run Jammin' Racer in two-player mode, as long as your opponent is there in the room and doesn't mind the split-screen mode. The game doesn't offer network support, however.

Jammin' Racer requires an 800MHz G3 or faster Mac and an OpenGL video card with at least 32MB of VRAM. You can adjust options such as full-scene antialiasing, glow effects, full-screen mode, and sun glare to optimize the graphics for your Mac's capabilities.

By the way, Jammin' Racer is also family-friendly. There's nothing in it that will offend parents or folks with delicate sensibilities.

The Bottom Line: If you love kart racing, then make a pit stop at DanLab Games and download Jammin' Racer.

Recently Reviewed

Star Wars: Battlefront

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Aspyr Media, www.aspyr.com; $50

In July's issue, I gave you the first look at Aspyr's Star Wars: Battlefront, which puts you at the front lines of many of the battles you've seen in the Star Wars movies. Now shipping, the first-person shooter is a must-have if you're a Star Wars fan or if you enjoy fighting big multiplayer battles. It's Star Wars meets Battlefield 1942, and it's loads of fun.

Star Wars: Battlefront lets you fight for the Empire, the Rebel Alliance, the Republic, or the Separatists. The action will take you to many planets and locations from the six movies. You can even take command of ships, speeders, and other vehicles.

By the way, in my first look, I was wrong about cross-platform multiplayer support. It does indeed work—if you're playing on a local area network (LAN) or over a direct TCP/IP-to-TCP/IP connection with Windows-based users. Otherwise, you'll have to rely on GameRanger, which limits you to playing with other Mac players.

OmniGraffle

Powerful diagramming and drawing made easy

When you need a clear understanding of how tasks, activities, and processes are carried out, OmniGraffle can help you produce an amazing-looking diagram that communicates information far better than words—and if you're just looking to make a poster for your Sunday garage sale, it's perfect for that too. Drag and drop to create flow charts, brochures, network diagrams, posters, family trees, office layouts, and more.

NEW VERSION

Introducing OmniGraffle 4 with a host of exciting new features:

• Bezier curve drawing tool
• Document scale
• Link/Back support
• Tables
• Dynamic outline view
• Master canvases
• Updated interface
• Improved Visio XML import and export, and SVG export

"It's Worth It. With OmniGraffle 4, good things just keep getting better."

Victor Marks, MacNN

Learn more and download a free trial at www.omnigroup.com/macworld
COMIC-STORY CREATOR

Comic Life 1.1.1

Most of the software I review in Mac Gems fills a clear need, but some of it is just for fun. Case in point: Plasq's S25 Comic Life 1.1.1 (4/4; www.plasq.com), an amazingly clever app that lets you make comic-book pages, or even an entire comic book, out of your own images or drawings.

You start by picking a page size (standard paper, a photo size, a Web page, a blog, or an iPhoto book layout, for example) and choosing from 40 different page layouts (a single panel, multiple panels laid out in various patterns, picture-in-picture panels, and more). You can then click on the Details tab to customize a layout.

Comic Life provides access to your entire iPhoto library, as well as to images on your hard drive that aren't in iPhoto—such as sketches or drawings you may want to use for cells. In either case, you get resizable previews without having to switch to another application. The program even lets you capture images with an iSight camera. Once you've found the right image for a cell, drag it into that cell. Comic Life automatically crops it to fit.

To change the crop, just drag the image around within the cell; handles on the edges let you zoom in and out. If you're running Tiger, you can apply Core Image filters to your images. And when you double-click on a placed image, a handy rotation tool appears in its center.

Now that you've got an image, you need some text. The bottom of the Comic Life window has many text-bubble designs, including shapes that comic aficionados will recognize as representing whispers, exclamations, and thoughts. You can even link bubbles, and there's a caption box for narrations. Just drag a bubble to a cell, position it, and then type your text. You can resize the bubble to fit your words, and the Bigger and Smaller buttons in the toolbar let you adjust the text's size. You can also adjust the height and angle of the bubble's tail.

A nice touch, especially if you're designing an action-oriented comic, is the sound-effect tool, which allows you to graphically express your sound effect of choice—pow, smack, thud, and so on—and then resize and distort the graphic for the intended effect.

Once your comic creation is complete, you can print it. You can also export it as an HTML file with images, as just images (one image per page), as a QuickTime slide show (each page is a slide), or as an iPhoto album. If you designed your comic using one of Comic Life's iPhoto book layouts, exporting your comic book to iPhoto means you can then order a printed copy. Alternatively, if you have a .Mac account, you can publish your comic book to the Web using your .Mac account's Web space. Comic Life is definitely one of the coolest products I've seen this year.

TRASH ENHANCER

Compost 1.6.4

OS X's Trash has two significant limitations: it doesn't empty itself, and it doesn't let you empty just part of it. The first limitation is an issue for everyone, but I find that it disproportionately affects new users, who end up with gigabytes of information sitting in unemptied Trash Cans. The second limitation is more of a concern to power users—people who want to rid the Trash of only files deleted from a particular volume, or only files that have been in the Trash for a while.

If either limitation is a problem for you, check out Greg Weston's S9 Compost 1.6.4 (4/4; www.mac-compost.com). Compost, which operates as a system preference, takes care of the aforementioned issues and adds a few other nifty features as well.

First, you can set Compost to delete files that have been in the Trash longer than a user-defined number of minutes, hours, or days. It can also limit the Trash to a certain size—for example, if you limit the Trash to 512MB, and later place an item in the Trash that pushes the size of the Trash over that limit, Compost will delete the oldest items until the Trash size is below the limit. You can also tell Compost to make sure that your boot volume always has at least a certain amount of free space, by size or percentage. If you're running low on disk space—not a good thing in OS X, which uses the hard drive for memory management—this is a handy option, as it will delete items from the Trash to keep the amount of free space above your limit.

If you've got multiple hard drives or volumes connected to your Mac, Compost will let you choose different settings—age limits, size limits, and free-space limits—for each volume. For example, if you've got a FireWire drive that you use as a scratch disk for Adobe
Photoshop, you’ll want as much free space as possible on that drive—so you can tell Compost to keep that drive’s Trash empty.

Compost also provides a few options for the actual deletion process. The Delete Locked Items option automatically deletes locked items without requiring that you unlock them first. The Delete Empty Folders Immediately setting gets rid of empty folders right away, no matter what your other settings are—the idea here being that since there’s nothing in them, why clutter your Trash with them? You can also have Compost securely delete items from the Trash; the software uses the same secure-deletion routine as the Finder’s Secure Empty Trash command. This kind of deletion takes longer, since files are overwritten multiple times as they’re deleted, but makes it less likely that someone will be able to recover those files, even with special data-recovery tools.

What if you don’t really mind having to remember to empty the Trash? Compost still has a few tricks up its sleeve that you’ll appreciate. The most useful is its ability to empty the Trash for just a particular volume. By bringing up Compost’s Trash Info window—accessible via a keyboard shortcut—you see a list of all mounted volumes, along with each volume’s free space and the number and size of files in that volume’s Trash. By clicking on the Recycle button for a volume, only that volume’s Trash is emptied; the Trash contents of other volumes are left untouched.

Alternatively, if you install Compost’s contextual menu, you can empty a volume’s individual Trash by control- or right-clicking on that volume’s icon in the Finder. This contextual menu also lets you delete files in the Finder immediately (without the need to move them to the Trash).

Compost also includes an optional menu-bar menu that provides quick access to a number of its features: viewing the Trash Info window, emptying Trash from a specific volume, opening the standard Trash window, and opening the Trash window for a specific volume. You can even empty the Trash on a removable volume and then eject it—a common sequence of tasks, in my experience—with a single command.

I wish Compost’s contextual menu—or, even better, its menu-bar menu—were accessible from the actual Trash icon in the Dock. But even so, Compost is what OS X’s Trash should be.

**DICTIONARY**

**LiveDictionary**

These days many students spend a lot of time on the Web, because it offers unparalleled access to information on everything from core subjects to news and world events. But students—especially young ones—don’t always understand what they’re reading. Unlike children’s books, news articles aren’t written with a child’s vocabulary in mind. Even those of us who write for a living often come across words that we aren’t sure we can properly define.

Tiger includes a built-in, pop-up dictionary that works with Safari, but if you haven’t yet upgraded, Eloquent Software’s $25 LiveDictionary (www.eloquentsw.com) can give you similar functionality in Panther with less work. Hover your cursor over a word to bring up a floating text balloon—directly above the text or next to the Safari window—containing the definition of the word. (You can also set a hot key to activate LiveDictionary.) You can customize the balloon’s appearance, including its opacity and font, and LiveDictionary can even speak a definition (in English only).

By default, LiveDictionary uses Princeton University’s WordNet 2.0 English Dictionary. However, it also includes WordNet Thesaurus, and you can download and install other references, provided they’re in the correct format (but continue...)

**Tweaks for Tiger**

Less than a week after Tiger’s release, people had come up with some interesting utilities that let you customize parts of the OS—in subtle ways—to suit your preferences. Here are four worth a look (some are still in development, so the usual “use at your own risk” caveat applies; however, I’ve tried all these utilities on my own system without incident):

**Cage Fighter 1.1** I actually like the new look of Mail in Tiger, but if you’re not a fan of its new buttons, you can use Tristan O’Tierney’s Cage Fighter to replace them with borderless buttons similar to the ones Panther’s Mail uses—you’ll still be stuck with the rest of Mail’s new look, but at least the toolbar will be a bit subtler. And if you want to revert even further, Cage Fighter can replace Mail’s button icons and title bar with their actual Panther equivalents (free; www.otierney.net/cagefighter).

**SafariButtons 0.4.2** One of Safari’s most popular features is tabbed browsing. As a result, one of the most requested Safari features has been a New Tab button in the Safari toolbar (which Apple still hasn’t provided). Now you can get one using Jules Payne’s SafariButtons, which replaces Safari’s Report Bug toolbar option with a New Tab button. As a bonus, SafariButtons also lets you enable imageless browsing, which disables images for faster page loading (free; www.plan8.org).

**Amnesty Widget Browser 0.80b** Dashboard works as an overlay—you can view its widgets only when the Dashboard layer is activated. Mesa Dynamics’ Amnesty Widget Browser adds a menu-bar menu that lists all available Dashboard widgets.

Choosing a widget from the menu opens it without the need to invoke Dashboard; it remains on screen until you close it. You can decide whether each Amnesty-induced widget should float above all applications, act as a standard application window, or become part of your desktop; you can also customize the widget’s opacity (beta, free; contact company for final-version price; www.mesadynamics.com).

**Dasher 1.0.1** To be honest, the idea of a Dashboard screen saver never crossed my mind. But it evidently crossed someone’s, because that’s exactly what Splasm Software’s Dasher provides. After a period of inactivity, Dasher activates Dashboard. Move or click the mouse, or press a key, and it disappears, just as it would if it had been activated manually. Dasher even cooperates with OS X’s screen saver—if you’ve enabled the latter, it will take precedence over Dasher’s Dashboard activation (free; www.splasm.com).
you can use only one at a time). Despite its name, LiveDictionary isn’t just a dictionary; it’s also able to translate words via one of the included Ultra Lingua translation dictionaries.

LiveDictionary has a few flaws. For example, sometimes pointing to a compound word—such as everything—provided me with the definition of one of the component words (in this case, every) instead of the full word. And if you point to the first word in a common phrase, hoping to see the definition of that word, LiveDictionary will sometimes provide the definition of the phrase instead. For example, I pointed to the word kitchen in the phrase kitchen sink, and LiveDictionary showed me the meaning of the entire phrase; however, when I pointed at sink, it correctly gave me the definition of just that word.

LiveDictionary could be a great resource for classrooms and computer labs. The only obstacle to that is its price: $25, which is reasonable for individuals but expensive for schools, since each computer would need its own copy. Fortunately, Eloquent Software is open to working with schools on institutional pricing.

FLOATING CALCULATOR
Calq 1.2.1

One of the most useful widgets in Tiger’s new Dashboard feature is the calculator. Unfortunately, people who haven’t upgraded to Tiger can’t take advantage of it—and some Tiger users aren’t fond of Dashboard. I recently came across Katoemba Software’s free Calq 1.2.1 (http://www.katoemba.com), and it just might be the solution for both groups of people.

Calq is a handy on-screen calculator that pops up invisibly in the background after launch; it appears only when you press a user-defined shortcut. (You can also activate Calq from a menu-bar item.) Once visible, the small Calq display lets you type in your calculations; then it fades away after a period of inactivity or when you switch to another application.

Although you can’t use the mouse to enter numbers by clicking on calculator buttons, as you can with OS X’s own calculator, Calq offers the basic functionality most people need for everyday use: you can add, subtract, multiply, and divide, as well as copy results from, and paste numbers into, the display. And for those times when you don’t want Calq to fade away automatically, you can lock it on screen.

Calq also offers a few ways to customize its appearance. You can choose where the Calq window appears on screen, the transparency of that window, and the period of inactivity that will cause the window to automatically disappear.

Calq doesn’t have any of the advanced features that would allow it to replace a more full-featured calculator—in fact, it doesn’t even have some basic features, such as a memory register, found in most calculators. But for simple, everyday number crunching, it’s quite handy.

DESKTOP TRASH ICON
SideTrash 1.1

Getting back to OS X’s Trash, a frequent question I get from readers is, “How do I get the Trash icon onto the desktop?” If

DiskWarrior is Now OS X Native

It’s the indispensable utility that repairs problems such as disks that won’t mount, files you can’t trash, and folders that have disappeared. MacUser magazine said, “It’s the fastest and safest data recovery utility you can buy.”

Macworld magazine said, “DiskWarrior is by far the best disk utility available for the Mac; it can repair virtually any disk problem you may encounter...and it is likely to become the only tool you’ll want to keep with you at all times.”

David Coursey, ZDNet AnchorDesk, agrees in an article comparing disk utilities. He used it to fix a disk that no other utility could. “DiskWarrior is a great product, not just because it fixed a pretty serious screw-up, but because it showed me what it planned to do in minute detail before doing it.”

But disk damage isn’t the only threat to your data. As hard drives get older, the drive mechanisms...
you're one of these people, you'll like Paolo Portaluri's free SideTrash 1.1 (macworld.com/0569). SideTrash is simply an application—with a trash-can icon—that mimics the behavior of OS X's own Trash. Place SideTrash on your desktop, and you've got that icon wherever you want it. Just drag files and folders to the SideTrash icon, and they're moved to the actual Trash. You can even drag discs and mounted volumes to SideTrash to eject them, just as you can with the real Trash, and double-clicking on the SideTrash icon opens OS X's Trash. You can also drag the SideTrash icon to the sidebar of any Finder window for convenient access; dragging an item to the SideTrash icon in the sidebar moves that item to the Trash.

Two limitations prevent SideTrash from getting an unequivocal endorsement. First, the minor one: unlike the Trash icon in the Dock, SideTrash's icon doesn't reflect the state (empty or not empty) of the Trash. A more significant drawback is if you drop an alias onto the SideTrash icon, it moves the original item—not the alias—to the Trash (a limitation of OS X, not SideTrash). So keep this in mind when using the program.

**DISK TOOL**

**iDiskMenu 1.1.1**

I may be in the minority, but I have more than one .Mac account, so I frequently connect to different iDisks. And when I help friends and relatives with their computers, I sometimes connect to their iDisks using their login information.

OS X makes it easy to connect to your own iDisk—but what about connecting to an iDisk other than the one listed in the .Mac preference pane? You could go through the iDisk submenu in the Finder's Go menu, or use the Finder's Connect To Server command and type in the appropriate URL. But a better alternative is Arizona Software's free iDiskMenu 1.1.1 (macworld.com/0568). iDiskMenu is a systemwide menu-bar item that lets you define shortcuts to iDisks, WebDAV servers, and FTP servers, and then easily connect to any of those remote volumes.

Setting up iDiskMenu for an iDisk is easy: you provide a nickname for the menu shortcut and then enter the .Mac user name and password. You can enable the Reveal In Finder option, which will open a new Finder window for the iDisk once it's mounted, if you want. Repeat the process for each iDisk you want quick access to. You can then mount and unmount an iDisk from the iDiskMenu menu. (You can also set up shortcuts for WebDAV and FTP servers, but note that as of OS X 10.4.1, the Finder's support for FTP is read-only; to write, you'll need a third-party FTP client.)

Choosing an iDisk from the menu, to mount it or unmount it, sometimes results in an error—an annoying but not serious bug (choosing the iDisk again usually solves the problem). Nonetheless, iDiskMenu is an effective utility that I use regularly.

---

**CONCLUDES**

begin to malfunction. Eventually, the malfunctions become so severe that the drive simply stops working. DiskWarrior can automatically test for hardware malfunctions, giving you the chance to back up your data before it's too late.

Be prepared. Don't wait until after you have a disk disaster to buy your copy of DiskWarrior. Bob LeVitus, aka Dr. Mac, said, “I feel naked without DiskWarrior.” You can believe MacHome magazine when they said, “DiskWarrior is a quick, one-click solution to faster, more stable hard drives.”
Most of us wouldn't dream of traveling this summer without our digital cameras. An underwater snorkeling adventure may last only two hours, but the photos will last a lifetime—assuming that you can find the photos on your computer, and that they aren't accidentally deleted the next time you upgrade your system.

Relax. Working with your photos doesn't have to be a chore. From polishing your pictures, to choosing the right printing service, to backing up your images, we've got simple solutions to the most-common postproduction tasks. So you can enjoy your favorite vacation moments for years to come.

If only your tan lasted as long.
Apple's iPhoto 5 is anything but another ho-hum digital shoebox. You can use it to create an efficient workflow for managing all your pictures. No more fumbling with folders of obscurely named pictures—iPhoto takes images directly from your camera and presents them to you in an orderly manner. From there, you can do just about anything with them: make prints, build Web pages, create slide shows, and more.

Understanding and using iPhoto's organizational tools will help you get the most out of the program's creative side. I'll show you how to enhance your photos, as well as how to use iPhoto to sort them so they're ready when you need them for any type of output.

**Take Control of Your Collection**

Do you spend all your time scrolling through your image library looking for shots you need? Just like a garden, a photo library left untended can quickly become overgrown and uninviting. Unless you instill order early and often, you're likely to spend as much time searching for a photo as you do polishing it.

Before the days of digital photography, I used a light box to sort my slides. I'd lay them out side by side on the glowing surface and, with magnifying loupe in hand, rate each image by putting one, two, or three dots in its lower left corner. Great shots had three dots; outtakes, one dot. iPhoto lets you use this procedure on your Mac—but makes it even better. You can not only assign ratings, but also use those ratings as filters to keep your favorite images within easy reach. It takes just a minute or two, and the rewards are well worth the extra effort.

After you've uploaded a new batch of images, click on the Last Roll icon in iPhoto's Source list (on the left side of the interface). All the pictures you just transferred from the camera will appear in the photo-viewing area. Create a new album by clicking on the plus-sign (+) button in the lower left corner of the iPhoto window. Give the album a logical name. Now go to Edit: Select All. iPhoto will highlight all the pictures you just uploaded. Drag them into your new album, and you're ready to sort.

**Cast a Critical Eye**

One of the best ways to sort your images is by their star ratings. You have your five-star award winners at the top of the album and your one-star duds at the bottom. This is a huge time-saver for future projects. Instead of having to open each picture in Edit mode to see whether it's the good one, you can find out just by breezing through the thumbnails and looking at the images' star ratings.

iPhoto's slide-show controls are perfect for quickly assigning ratings. The slide show presents each picture at full screen so you can get a good look at it, and you can use the slide-show controls to rate the images as you view them. That way, you don't have to click and scroll from picture to picture.

To enter Slideshow mode, click once on your album title to highlight it—or select Last Roll if you just imported the images—and then click on the Play triangle beneath the Source list (not the big Play button on the Slideshow toolbar). The Slideshow dialog box's Settings pane will greet you. Deselect all the slide-show options except Show Slideshow Controls. You don't want anything fancy for this presentation, just a good look at the pictures and a way to rate them. I usually choose 2 Seconds for each slide, but I'm speedy (see "Slideshow Settings").
Uploading pictures into iPhoto couldn’t be easier—you just plug your digital camera into your Mac and click on iPhoto’s Import button. But the process isn’t necessarily fast. Far too many digital cameras still use USB 1.1 connections. So if you’re connecting a mega-megapixel camera with a gigabyte card full of images, you’d better have lots of time on your hands.

You can speed things up considerably by investing in a FireWire or USB 2.0 card reader, such as Lexar’s CompactFlash FireWire Card Reader ($50; www.lexar.com) or Belkin’s Hi-Speed USB 2.0 15-in-1 Media Reader & Writer ($50; www.belkin.com). The trick is to format your memory card with your digital camera before you start shooting. (Look for a Format option in your digital camera’s settings menu.) Doing so imprints the camera’s identity onto the card. When you remove the memory card from the camera and put it in a reader, iPhoto behaves as if your dependable digital camera itself were connected directly to your Mac—but the program receives the images many times faster than before. As an added bonus, you won’t drain your camera’s battery in the process.

PowerBook owners also have the option of using a PC Card adapter, such as the SanDisk Ultra PC Card Adapter ($10; www.sandisk.com) or the SanDisk 6-in-1 PC Card Adapter ($30). The transfer rate isn’t quite as fast as with USB 2.0 or FireWire, but these adapters are slim and extremely affordable.

You’ll notice that the control bar lets you pause or play the slide show; go to the previous or next slide; and rotate, rate, and delete the image on screen. To rate a picture, simply click on the dots to assign a star rating. (Once you click, the dots turn into stars.) Don’t fret over this for too long—you can always change your mind later. Just go with your first reaction. Remember, the object here is to move fast and assign a first-impression rating. You can even save yourself the extra mouse click by assigning star ratings from the keyboard. Press ⌘-1 for one star, ⌘-2 for two stars, and so on.

One advantage to this method is that the slide show gives you big pictures to evaluate. The images appear at a higher resolution than they do in the little preview thumbnails or even in Edit mode (see “Fly through Ratings”).

When the slide show ends, you’ll be returned to the main iPhoto window. Make your ratings visible under your thumbnails by going to View: My Rating. Now you can easily see the best shots without having to open each in Edit mode (see “Star Shots”). Even better, go to View: Sort Photos: By Rating, and your very best thumbnails will appear at the top of the album.

Use Some Smarts iPhoto also lets you organize your image library by grouping similar photos from different film rolls into smart albums. Similar to iTunes’ smart playlists, iPhoto’s smart albums automatically build collections based on all sorts of criteria, such as date, file name, comments, and so on. I recommend building a smart album that contains all your best pic-

Fly through Ratings When you use a slide show to evaluate your pictures quickly, you not only get to see much bigger images, but also can rely on your gut reaction to their quality. This image got four stars because I really like it.
Steps to Perfection  The original image of the heron suffers from flat colors and soft image details. To improve it, I adjusted the Levels slider to create stronger shadows and highlights; then I tweaked the Temperature and Saturation sliders to improve the color. Finally, I sharpened the image.

Just think, when it’s time to make holiday books for the relatives, if you have a “Best Shots” smart album, for instance, you can just open it up instead of scouring your collection for decent photos.

Start by holding down the option key. The plus sign (+) in the lower left corner of the iPhoto window will become a small gear symbol. This is the Smart Album icon. Click on it. In the dialog box that appears, name your album and choose My Rating as the condition. Use Is Greater Than, and click on three stars. Then click on OK, and iPhoto will instantly build a smart album containing all the pictures from your library that have a four-star or higher rating (see “Only the Best”).

Enjoy a Daily Display  Now that you’ve located your best photos, why not enjoy them all the time? To show off your photographic prowess, open System Preferences and go to the Desktop & Screen Saver pane. Click on the Screen Saver tab, and select your new smart album from the list. You’ve just created a dynamic, automatically updating screen saver of your prized images. I bet you’ll catch plenty of people slowing down as they pass your desk.

Don’t Use Bad Data  Now that you’ve found your best shots, it’s time to edit, right? Not quite. The weak link in any image-editing routine is the monitor. The colors on a monitor shift over time—and there’s little point in editing if the on-screen colors aren’t the colors you’ll get in print. You’ll get much better results if you spend a few moments adjusting your monitor before you fiddle with your pictures.

If you’re already using a screen-calibration device, such as ColorVision’s $299 Spyder2Pro (www.colorvision.com), you’re in great shape. (To see a comparative review of screen-calibration devices, go to macworld.com/0488.) But if you aren’t, you’re still in good shape. OS X includes some handy built-in tools that can get you off to a good start. Check out “See Your True Colors” (Digital Photo, page 78) for instructions on taking advantage of these tools. They’re worth exploring before you get into serious photo editing.

The 3-Step Makeover  Now it’s time to take your best pictures and make them better. You can use an external image editor, such as Adobe Photoshop Elements 3 ($90; www.adobe.com).

Only the Best  You can use iPhoto 5’s Smart Album feature to create an album that contains only your favorite pictures.
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To improve an image, select it in the library, click
on the Edit button , and then click on the Adjust but­
on. Now you're ready to take the three simplest steps
to image enhancement:
1. Examine the Exposure Take a look at my image
of a heron (see "Steps to Perfection"). The overall
tones are "flat"—meaning that the middle tones

tone this scene: there isn't much highlight or
and highlight endpoints again, using both the his­
tomation are bunched up in the
middle A. What I'd like to see is a tonal scale that
stretches more evenly from shadow detail (on the his­
ogram's left) to highlights (on the right).
First, I dragged the Exposure slider a little to the
right, to move more of the data to the center of the
histogram. Then I could've either used the Contrast
slider to spread out the tones, or moved the shadow
and highlight endpoints inward B. I chose the latter
for this picture. I didn't want to bring the endpoints
all the way out to the edges of the histogram, because
things would still be changing a bit with the next few
adjustments, as you'll see.
2. Correct the Color I took this picture on an over­
cast day, so the tones are a little "cool" (or bluish). I
warmed them up by moving the Temperature slider a
little to the right C. I also wanted more saturation, so
I dragged the Saturation slider to the right to inten­
sify the colors D. You may notice that the tempera­
ture and saturation adjustments pushed the bars in
my histogram a little to the left. I readjusted the high-
light and shadow endpoints again, using both the his­
togram and the colors in the image as a guide. (If the
process of adjusting colors seems intimidating, and if
your photo includes a neutral gray tone, you might
be able to have iPhoto do the work for you. See
“One-Click Color Correction.”)
3. Sharpen Up Then it was time to sharpen up the
image. I moved the Sharpness slider a little to the
right until the picture was nice and crisp E—don't
drag it too far, or your images will have an unpleas­
ant “digital” look.
If you want to peek at the original any time
during the editing process, hold down the control
key—iPhoto will reveal it. That way, you can tell
whether you're going in the right direction with
your adjustments.

Colorful Results If your camera gets the colors wrong, try using the Auto Gray
Balance tool, and let iPhoto correct those tones for you.

one-click color

correction

Adjusting the histogram can mean fiddling endlessly with the Temper­
ture and Tint sliders to get colors right. If you don't have the
patience for that, you might be able to get iPhoto to make the adjust­
ments for you. The trick is to use iPhoto's Auto Gray Balance tool.
Search your picture for an area that should be a medium to dark
grey. Hold down the
key, and click on that area of gray. iPhoto will
automatically adjust the tint and temperature for the entire picture.
If you don't like the results, click on the Reset Sliders button at the bottom of the Adjust
palette, or use the Undo command (⌘-Z), and the image will revert to its original colors.
I sometimes try a few different gray areas and pick the results I like the best.
When this trick works, the results are amazing (see "Colorful Results").

find the right tool for the job

iPhoto 5's Adjust
palette includes sev­
eral new options for
beautifying your
problematic images.
Here's a quick guide
for solving some of the
most common
picture dilemmas.
THE BIG PICTURE

When you like the way your picture looks, either click on the Done button or simply click on the next thumbnail at the top of the editing window. iPhoto saves your changes. Don't be concerned if you change your mind and decide that you don't like the edits you've made—choosing Photos: Revert To Original at any time will take you right back to square one.

You can bring out the best in any photo in your library just that quickly.

Crop for Printing

Since your photo is looking so darn good after these adjustments, you might decide to make a print right now. To make sure the image is positioned correctly, crop your photo to the same proportions as the paper you'll be using.

Let's say that you're going to make a 4-by-6-inch print. Return to Edit mode and select 4×6 from the Constrain drop-down menu on the iPhoto toolbar. The edges of the images that don't fit will be grayed out. Enlarge or reduce the cropping area by clicking on and dragging any corner. Once you've set the cropping area, click on the Crop button, and iPhoto will trim the excess. When the image comes out of the printer, it will be composed in the same way it appears on your Mac's monitor.

should you go raw in iPhoto?

One of iPhoto 5's most talked-about additions is the ability to process Raw files. But just because iPhoto can handle this format, does that mean you ought to use it? Understanding the differences between Raw files and processed JPEGs will help you decide.

JPEG versus Raw: Most compact digital cameras capture picture data, process the information right away, and write it to the memory card as a JPEG. Equipment manufacturers have worked hard to perfect in-camera processing; so data is transformed into a pleasing photograph. Conveniently, JPEGs are also compressed, so you can squeeze more of them onto a memory card.

Advanced cameras (in other words, expensive ones) often let you save image data in a Raw format as well. Unlike JPEGs, which are written to the memory card as "whole pictures," raw images aren't processed at all. You do that later on your Mac, using additional software. Before iPhoto 5, you had to use Adobe's Camera Raw—included with both Photoshop CS2 and Elements 3—or the program that came with your camera to convert this raw data into a photograph. Now iPhoto 5 offers similar tools.

Unlike with JPEGs, where you essentially reprocess the images when you edit them, every time is like the first with a Raw file. There's no image degradation. The downside is that raw images are much larger than JPEGs. A high-quality JPEG from a 6-megapixel camera takes up about 2MB. When saved as raw data, the same image takes up more than 8MB. Time to start shopping for memory cards!

The Right Quality: Do you need this level of quality and control for snapshots of Aunt Susie's birthday party? Probably not—that is, unless you plan on making a 20-by-30-inch poster of her blowing out the candles. In most cases, you can continue letting your camera do the photo processing, and focus instead on taking great shots.

When you want the highest quality and most accurate color balance possible—as well as the flexibility to change your mind later—consider using the Raw format. Go to macworld.com/0506 to see whether iPhoto supports your camera. For more information about the Raw format, see macworld.com/0507.

iPhoto keyboard shortcuts

Want to really speed up your iPhoto workflow? Take the time to learn these handy shortcuts. Cut out this list and keep it nearby while you work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESS THESE KEYS</th>
<th>TO DO THIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~t</td>
<td>Open iPhoto's Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~n</td>
<td>Create a new album</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~option-n</td>
<td>Create a new smart album</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~i</td>
<td>Get information about a selected photo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-B</td>
<td>Batch-change selected photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~r</td>
<td>Rotate selected photo(s) clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~option-r</td>
<td>Rotate selected photo(s) counterclockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~d</td>
<td>Duplicate photo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-e</td>
<td>Export selected photo(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-t</td>
<td>Toggle titles shown in thumbnail view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-k</td>
<td>Toggle keywords shown in thumbnail view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-f</td>
<td>Toggle film roll shown in thumbnail view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-r</td>
<td>Toggle ratings shown in thumbnail view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>option-click on the triangle next to any film roll</td>
<td>Show or hide all photos within the film roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click on the film-roll icon</td>
<td>Select all photos within that film roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~[ (right bracket)</td>
<td>Go to the next photo's Comments field when editing text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~] (left bracket)</td>
<td>Go to the previous photo's Comments field when editing text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>press 1 while in Edit mode Zoom in to 100 percent (one pixel on screen equals one pixel in photo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>press 2 while in Edit mode Zoom in to 200 percent (two pixels on screen equal one pixel in photo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>press 0 while in Edit mode Zoom out to normal Edit-mode size for photo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right arrow</td>
<td>Skip to the next photo while in Edit mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left arrow</td>
<td>Skip to the previous photo while in Edit mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double-click on photo</td>
<td>Open photo in preferred image editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~z</td>
<td>Undo last action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-z</td>
<td>Open iPhoto in normal mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-b</td>
<td>Rotate selected photo(s) clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~shift-k</td>
<td>Toggle keywords shown in thumbnail view</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you plan on printing your picture in different sizes and proportions, you may want to duplicate it before cropping (Photos: Duplicate). It's true that you can always return to the original image if you want to undo the cropping, but you'll also lose the image edits that you worked so hard to perfect. Duplicating the photo before cropping is more efficient.

Pretty as a Picture

Just a short while ago, you had a camera full of digital images and no real procedure for dealing with them. Now you've uploaded the pictures, rated and organized them, adjusted your favorites, and cropped them to fit your output medium—and you're ready to enjoy the fruits of your labor. You did it all within iPhoto 5, and it was almost as much fun as taking the pictures in the first place.

One of the great things about digital photography is that you can choose to print only the photos you truly love—and then leave the other 20 shots of your cat perched precariously on the window sill stored safely away for posterity. Far too often, though, even our best pictures never leave the confines of our computers. But if you have an Internet connection and a few minutes, you can turn your great shots into finished prints—without a photo printer, and without even leaving the house. Just upload them to an online photo-printing service and place your order.

There are a lot of online photo services out there, but there can be a huge difference in results from one online photo finisher to the next. To find the best option, I took a look at nine online photo services: Kodak EasyShare Gallery, Mpix, PhotoCheap, PhotoWorks, Shutterfly, Snapfish, Wal-Mart, Webshots, and the Order Prints option built into Apple’s iPhoto 5 (see “9 Printing Services Compared”). I sent five different images to all of the services and then asked a jury of Macworld editors to evaluate the prints’ image quality. I incorporated their opinions into my overall evaluation of the services.

While I was hoping to find a clear winner that always produced superior prints, the frustrating truth is that most services produced good prints at some times and bad prints at other times. However, once you weigh price, speed, ease-of-uploading, and a few other considerations, some services stood out from the pack—in particular, Snapfish.

**Submitting Your Images**

All the services I tested accept JPEG files, the standard format for digital cameras. Mpix, PhotoCheap, PhotoWorks, Wal-Mart, and Webshots also accept TIFF files. However, since TIFF files are substantially larger than JPEGs, they take much longer to upload. Unless you’re printing a large image and are extremely picky about image quality, I recommend sticking with JPEG. If you’re shooting in your camera’s Raw format, you’ll need to convert the images before uploading them to any photo service. iPhoto 5 does this automatically during the upload process.

**Uploading** With the exception of iPhoto 5, which handles uploading for you, all the sites I tested let you upload images via a Web interface. However, I don’t really recommend doing so unless you have only a few images or are looking for a tedious way to pass the time. Having to locate each file one by one is cumbersome. What’s worse, you can upload only small batches of images at a time—which can make for a very time-consuming process. But while none of the Web interfaces were a pleasure to use, Photo-Cheap’s clunky, and at times confusing, Web site was the worst of the lot.

To make uploading easier, Kodak, Mpix, PhotoWorks, Shutterfly, and Snapfish offer either standalone applications or browser plug-ins. Kodak, PhotoWorks, and Snapfish take the lead here; their well-designed upload tools let you simply drag and drop files from the Finder (see “Painless Uploads”).

**Sharing** One great advantage a Web-based photo service has over your local photo developer is that it lets you share your prints with others. All these services let you create online albums, fill them with images, and then send announcements to friends and relatives. Guests can look at your images and even order prints of their own—saving you the hassle and expense of creating and mailing duplicate pictures to multiple people.

Most sites will leave your photos up indefinitely as long as you order prints at least once a year. All but one of the services I looked at offer very good sharing services: PhotoCheap forces you to upload your images a second time, to a separate area
designated for sharing. iPhoto’s built-in sharing option requires membership in Apple’s $99 iPhoto+ service, and it doesn’t allow visitors to order prints. However, some iPhoto plug-ins will let you upload your images to a dedicated photo-sharing service; for instance, Fraser Speirs’s free FlickrExport (www.speirs.org/flickrexport) uploads photos to Flickr.com.

Preparing Your Order
Just as your local photo lab provides a variety of printing options—from glossy paper to artsy borders—many online photo services let you customize your order; some offer an astounding array of options.

Print Sizes and Finishes
All the sites I tested offer the basic print sizes—including 4 by 6 inches, 5 by 7 inches, and 8 by 10 inches. Mpix offers the greatest variety of sizes, with 20 choices ranging from wallet size to 20 by 30 inches. PhotoWorks offers the largest size: 24 by 36 inches.

However, depending on the size of your files, not all of these options will be practical for your images. If you try printing a two-megapixel image at 8 by 10 inches, for example, you’re going to be sorely disap-

---

### 9 printing services compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Cost per 4 x 6 Print</th>
<th>Cost for 20 Prints</th>
<th>Shipping Discount Available</th>
<th>Offers Mac Upload Tool</th>
<th>Includes Cropping Tool</th>
<th>Prints at 4:3 Aspect Ratio</th>
<th>Paper Types Available</th>
<th>Print Sizes*</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple iPhoto 5</td>
<td><a href="http://www.apple.com">www.apple.com</a></td>
<td>$0.19</td>
<td>$2.49</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>glossy</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10, 16 x 20, 20 x 30</td>
<td>Easy-to-use organizing, editing, and uploading tools.</td>
<td>Offers only glossy paper; sharing tools cost extra; others can’t order prints from your galleries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak EasyShare</td>
<td>gallery.com</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$2.49</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>glossy</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10, 16 x 20, 20 x 30</td>
<td>Well-designed Mac client.</td>
<td>Only glossy paper; cropping tool doesn’t support Safari.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpix</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mpix.com">www.mpix.com</a></td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>glossy, matte</td>
<td>3 x 5, 4 x 5, 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 6 x 9, 8 x 8, 8 x 10, 8 x 12, 5 x 15, 10 x 10, 12 x 10, 14 x 10, 16 x 20, 16 x 20, 20 x 24, 20 x 20</td>
<td>Very good image quality; wide array of sizes; easy-to-use crop tool.</td>
<td>Expensive; mediocre Web interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhotoCheap</td>
<td><a href="http://www.photocheap.biz">www.photocheap.biz</a></td>
<td>$0.14</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>glossy, matte</td>
<td>3 x 5, 4 x 5, 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10, 8 x 12</td>
<td>Inexpensive; additional discounts for volume purchases; good image quality.</td>
<td>Cumbersome Web interface; no Mac client; poor sharing capabilities; no cropping; slow shipping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhotoWorks</td>
<td><a href="http://www.photoworks.com">www.photoworks.com</a></td>
<td>$0.19</td>
<td>$2.90</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>glossy, matte, canvas</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 3.5 x 5, 3.75 x 5, 4 x 6, 4.5 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10, 8 x 12, 11 x 14, 12 x 18, 16 x 20, 16 x 20, 20 x 24, 20 x 30</td>
<td>Well-designed Mac client; flexible crop tool.</td>
<td>Consistently dark prints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutterfly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.shutterfly.com">www.shutterfly.com</a></td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>$2.49</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>glossy, matte, canvas</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10, 11 x 14, 16 x 20, 20 x 20, 20 x 30</td>
<td>Easy-to-use crop tool.</td>
<td>Inconsistent image quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapfish</td>
<td><a href="http://www.snapfish.com">www.snapfish.com</a></td>
<td>$0.12</td>
<td>$1.97</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>glossy, matte, heavy-weight glossy</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10</td>
<td>Inexpensive; very good image quality; good variety of paper types.</td>
<td>No crop tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal-Mart</td>
<td><a href="http://www.walmart.com">www.walmart.com</a></td>
<td>$0.12</td>
<td>$1.68</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>glossy</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10</td>
<td>Offers in-store pickup.</td>
<td>No Mac client; consistently dark prints; offers only glossy prints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebShots</td>
<td><a href="http://www.webshots.com">www.webshots.com</a></td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>glossy</td>
<td>2 x 3 (wallet), 4 x 6, 5 x 7, 8 x 10</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Poor image quality; no crop tool; slow shipping; upload client doesn’t support Tiger; offers only glossy prints.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= yes; ○ = no. *All dimensions in inches. †You need to crop before you click on the Order Prints button. ‡Not compatible with Apple’s Safari. §Discount applies to prepaid orders. ¶No shipping charge if picked up in a store. ‡Not compatible with Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger).
counting your pixels

Although different services may have different specifications, here are some general guidelines for how many pixels you'll need to print at standard image sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print Size</th>
<th>Minimum Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 × 6 inches</td>
<td>1,280 × 960 pixels (roughly 1 megapixel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 × 7 inches</td>
<td>1,600 × 1,200 pixels (roughly two megapixels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 × 10 inches</td>
<td>1,600 × 1,400 pixels (roughly 3 megapixels)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keep in mind that if you've changed the Quality setting on your camera, it may not be using its full pixel capacity when snapping shots. So while your camera may be able to capture 3-megapixel images, if you've set the Quality to Medium to save space, your images may be considerably smaller. If you're using iPhoto, you can check your image’s pixel dimensions by selecting it in the library and pressing `⌥-I`. In Adobe Photoshop or Photoshop Elements, go to Image: Image Size and Image: Resize: Image Size, respectively.

pointed with the results; the image will likely suffer from blocky details and fuzzy compression artifacts. All these services provide guidelines that explain how many pixels you'll need for specific print sizes (see “Counting Your Pixels”). And all but Mpix and PhotoCheap will warn you if you don't have enough pixels for the job.

In addition to standard glossy prints, Mpix, PhotoCheap, PhotoWorks, Shutterfly, and Snapfish offer a matte option. PhotoWorks and Shutterfly also offer a Canvas option. The texture of matte papers can vary—some are more pebbled than others. One editor on our panel of jurors, for example, disliked the matte finish from Mpix; he thought it made the image look blurred. I recommend ordering a small sample before committing to a big matte order.

Cropping to Fit Traditional photo sizes, such as 4-by-6-inch and 5-by-7-inch prints, were created to accommodate the 3:2 aspect ratio of 35mm film. However, most digital cameras use a 4:3 aspect ratio—the same as a TV screen. (Digital SLRs, such as the Canon Digital Rebel, are an exception here. They usually shoot at 3:2.) Because of this discrepancy, most digital images won't fit traditional print sizes without cropping. If you forget, some of the services will crop for you—though not with any real thought given to the composition of the image. Others will leave white borders along the sides of your image.

Of the sites we tested, Mpix, PhotoWorks, Shutterfly, and Wal-Mart provide the most flexibility when it comes to cropping or zooming. All offer easy-to-use controls that can be applied either to an entire batch of photos or on an individual basis. Kodak also provides good cropping controls that let you crop each image separately—to either predefined or custom sizes—but it doesn’t work in Safari. You'll need Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla's Firefox.

PhotoCheap doesn’t offer Mac-compatible cropping features. Instead, it gives you the option of printing at a 4:3 aspect ratio, such as 4 by 5.3 inches. PhotoWorks also offers special 4:3 sizes, including 3.75-by-5-inch and 4.5-by-6-inch prints. These options save you the trouble of cropping. However, the prints won’t fit a standard picture frame. That’s not as much of a problem as it used to be, thanks to online frame vendors, such as Framesbyemail.com, which provide 4:3 frames.

At the bottom of this pile are Snapfish and Webshots—neither of which provides zooming or cropping controls. Surprisingly, iPhoto also offers weak support in this area. Unlike the other online services, iPhoto gives no warning if your images don’t fit your chosen print size. And once you’re in the ordering process, there are no zooming or trimming options. You must have your images prop-

Going Wide When you order odd-sized images, such as this panorama, PhotoWorks gives you the option of fitting the entire image on the paper. Mpix, however, automatically crops to fit.
Image quality can vary dramatically between services. This is the same image printed by Mpix (top) and by Webshots (bottom). If you have any panoramic images, or if you’ve cropped your pictures to a different aspect ratio—say, to fit a square frame—you’ll want to have the service letterbox your photo so the entire scene fits on the page, rather than cropping (see “Going Wide”). Of the services I tested, only Mpix didn’t offer such a feature.

The Waiting Game
Delivery times differ greatly from service to service. And because of your geographic location, you may find that your delivery times differ from ours. When I had prints shipped to my office in San Francisco, I got the fastest results from Kodak and iPhoto (not surprising, since Apple uses Kodak for iPhoto prints), which delivered the prints to my door the next day. Most services delivered within two or three days. The slowest responses were from Webshots and PhotoCheap; their photos took six and eight days, respectively. In all cases, the prints were sturdy, packaged and arrived intact.

Image Quality
Of course, the true test of any photo service is the quality of its prints. I submitted a variety of images to each service, including a bright landscape shot, a couple of indoor portraits, a low-light test, and a black-and-white image (see “Proof in the Print”). Although no single service gave me the best version of every print, I did find some clear winners and losers. Over all, Snapfish sent the best images. Its prints all had good exposure, contrast, and detail. The saturation was nice, too. Mpix, which also handled exposure and brightness very well, was a close second. Despite being the slowest service and offering the fewest features, PhotoCheap’s prints were good overall but slightly low on contrast and saturation.

As Macworld has seen in past reviews of photo services (“Turn Pixels into Prints,” June 2002, and “Hot Shots,” October 2003), there was a slight difference in quality between prints ordered from iPhoto and prints ordered directly from the Kodak site, despite ostensibly coming from the same place. Kodak’s print was slightly better than iPhoto’s, but the differences were subtle, and both delivered good results overall—though not as strong as results from Snapfish or Mpix.

The worst of the bunch was Webshots. Its photos were consistently dark, low on contrast, and just plain dingy. Although not as bad as Webshots, both PhotoWorks and Wal-Mart also yielded images that were a little too dark.

The most difficult service to judge was Shutterfly. It provided an almost even balance of acceptable and unacceptable prints. Although no service provided perfect prints for all of my samples, Shutterfly was more varied in quality than any of the others. Before
relying on any of these services for a huge order, I recommend trying out a few shots and judging the quality for yourself.

Macworld's Buying Advice
For getting the best print quality possible, Snapfish and Mpix are my services of choice. While Mpix offers an amazing array of sizes, Snapfish's excellent image quality and Mac-friendly interface make it the all-around standout.

If ease of use is your top priority and you already own Apple's iLife suite, iPhoto is your best bet. Although the pictures weren't the jury's favorites, they will satisfy most customers, and the time you save on uploading images to the Web may compensate. If you absolutely must have your prints right away, Wal-Mart's walk-in service may be appealing. However, you'll get comparable quality by just walking into a nearby photo center. If you go either of these routes, I recommend brightening your images before submitting them.

While I might not put the photos ordered through iPhoto 5 at the top of my list, the program's photo books are a different story. With the release of iPhoto 5, Apple unveiled new book-printing features that offer more options and higher quality than the previous service. Now, in addition to the original hardcover book with single-sided pages, you can choose between several sizes of paperback books, all with either single- or double-sided pages. The new sizes not only cost less (as low as $15, including shipping, for three tiny softcover books) but also offer more design choices, so you can craft books that are appropriate to more situations.

Though setting up a book is easy, it's not without pitfalls. Here are some tips for getting the best-looking images from your books while avoiding some of the program's quirks.

**Before You Enter Book Mode**

If you want your iPhoto books to look fantastic, give the images you include a bit of special attention:

**Lighten Dark Shadows**  iPhoto books suffer from dot gain, a darkening of images that's caused by the paper absorbing too much ink. So it's a good idea to err on the side of lighter images. If you have a very dark image, use iPhoto 5's Adjust controls to brighten it up. Obviously, you don't want a washed-out image, but if your picture has lots of dark, shadowy detail, a little adjustment can help ensure that you don't lose it.

**Add Contrast**  The human eye loves contrast. A photo with strong distinctions between light and dark tones will be more pleasing and yield slightly punchier color. Adjusting contrast is very easy in iPhoto 5. Consult the histogram in the new Adjust palette, and set the white and black points so they sit right at the edge of the graph. (For a tutorial on reading and using the histogram, go to macworld.com/0574.)

**Sharpen**  The printing process used for iPhoto book printing doesn't yield tremendously fine detail. Individual hairs and delicate textures can sometimes get lost. So it's a good idea to apply some slightly aggressive sharpening to your book's images. This will give you better detail, and it will help to improve the contrast in your final image. Too much sharpness can be a bad thing, though. Don't push the sharpening to the point where you see noticeable halos around the fine details in your image.

**Perfecting Your Book**

Creating a book in iPhoto is simple. Select the images you want to include—either in the main library or in an album—and then click on the Book button. A simple dialog box will let you pick the type of book and an overall theme.

**Mix and Match**  Each theme has a unique overall design and a number of different layout schemes that fit into that design. While this helps ensure that there's little something for everyone, it also means that you'll need to do a fair amount of experimentation to find the layout that works best for your project. For example, some page designs crop your photos. You can scale and pan within the cropped area, but if you want to display an image with an unusual aspect ratio, you might need to change the page type, or even pick a different theme. Some page designs also include a field for text, which can affect your page-design choice. You can easily drag and drop new layouts onto a page to change the way each page looks.

**Double-Check Your Work**

iPhoto's thumbnail display is not always up-to-date. Once you've completed your layout, look at each page and be certain it's correct. Don't rely on proofing via the thumbnail images.

**Force Save**  Laying out a book can take a while, and iPhoto doesn't have a Save command. It's a good idea to quit and restart iPhoto every so often, to force the program to save your book design.
If your house were on fire and you could save just one item, what would it be? Many people would say “my photo albums.” But more and more photo albums are going digital these days. And it doesn’t take a fire to destroy all that data. Disk errors, power surges, or accidentally deleting the wrong folder—not to mention theft or vandalism—can wipe out years of irreplaceable photos. (Then there’s the risk that someday you might run out of room on your hard drive.) Your best defense against all of these catastrophes is a solid backup strategy.

Backup Basics
Formulating a reliable backup strategy takes a little thought. You need to consider four things: cost, capacity, convenience, and security.

Cost You can keep your photos safe inexpensively, but the more you invest, the safer your photos will be and the easier they’ll be to retrieve when you want them. And in addition to money, any backup strategy will require at least a modest investment of your time.

Capacity Image files take up a lot of space. So any backup strategy for photographs must give this factor plenty of weight. Even if you have relatively few photos today, your collection will probably grow. You’re going to want a strategy that’ll accommodate not only the photos you have now, but also the ones you’ll have in five years.

Convenience You’ll need to consider the speed of your hardware and the ease with which it and your software let you find and access specific photos. Unlike other files, photos can never be fully described just by titles and keywords. Without a bit of preparation, searching a large archive of backed-up photos for that one special shot can be a huge hassle. (OS X 10.4’s new Spotlight feature, with its ability to index and search the metadata that accompanies photo files, dramatically improves searches on your hard drive—but it doesn’t help you find photos stored on a disc in your closet.)

Security How long will your backups—or the media you’ve stored them on—last? And how easy are they to keep safe from prying eyes? If you’re using a physical medium, such as a removable disc or a portable hard drive, you can keep it in a safe place. Look for a media safe that’s UL rated, which means that it can protect computer media from heat. (If your house catches fire, discs will melt in a regular safe.) To be even safer, keep a second copy of your photo backups in another location—in your office or at a friend’s place, for instance (but never in your car!).

After you’ve considered these four aspects of backing up your photos, you’re ready to look at some of your hardware and software alternatives.

Media
The first essential component of a backup system is the medium you use and the hardware it requires. You have many choices, each with its own pros and cons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Convenience</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard drives</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical drives (DVD or CD)</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magneto-Optical drives</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online storage services</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo-sharing services</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Hard Drives** Hard drives are great for general-purpose backups; they're fast, capacious, and convenient. But they're not as great for backing up photos. For one thing, the cost per gigabyte is far higher than it would be with, say, DVDs. Hard drives are also prone to failures that can imperil your data—especially over the long term. However, if you need rapid access to thousands of photos, or want to integrate your photo collection into a more comprehensive backup strategy, a hard drive (particularly an external FireWire model) can be ideal.

You can say almost the same thing about using an iPod as a backup device: it's fast and it holds a lot. If you already have a high-capacity iPod with some free space, it's an inexpensive and readily accessible possibility. But if you don't already own one, it's an expensive way to go. And be careful: iPods are popular with thieves.

**Optical Drives (DVD or CD)** Optical drives that write to recordable CDs or DVDs are convenient—most Macs have them built in—and require relatively inexpensive media. (You can find blank DVD-R discs for less than $1 each when you buy in quantities of 50 or more.) They're also getting roomier. The newest dual-layer drives can store a whopping 8.5GB per disc (see our review of dual-layer DVD drives at macworld.com/0584). On the other hand, optical drives are comparatively slow, and despite early claims that CDs would last for decades, research has shown that the data on optical media can begin to degrade in just a few years. You can't count on CDs or DVDs for long-term storage; to be safe, you should make (and test) a new copy of your backups at least every couple of years.

**Magneto-Optical Drives** Magneto-Optical (or MO) drives use a disc that looks a bit like a CD in a protective case. These discs vary in capacity, currently maxing out at 9.1GB. New Ultra-Density Optical (UDO) MO drives increase that to 30GB per disc.

Unfortunately, MO drives and discs are expensive, and write speeds are even slower than with CDs and DVDs. But MO discs have one big advantage: longevity. Some are rated to last 100 years. Of course, that's in theory; they haven't yet stood the test of time. But if you need the most reliable medium available and can afford it, MO is the way to go.

**Online Storage Services** Mac subscribers have 250MB of online storage space at their disposal (or 1GB, for an additional fee). Other services, such as BackJack (www.backjack.com) and Tuloy (www.tuloy.com) offer more-sophisticated backup capabilities. But for backing up lots of photos, these services are less than ideal, because of storage limitations, high prices, or both.

Several photo-sharing sites, however, offer terrific value and unlimited photo storage. Two of the best choices for Mac users (because they integrate easily with iPhoto) are Smugmug ($30 per year; www.smugmug.com) and the Kodak EasyShare Gallery (free with at least one annual purchase of prints or other products; www.kodakgallery.com). In addition to storing your photos online, these services let you share them on the Web, order prints, and even get CD or DVD backups mailed to you. The low price and extra security of off-site storage make these services a valuable part of any digital photographer's backup strategy: the budget-minded amateur

**Who:** A casual photographer who takes a relatively small number of photos on vacations and special occasions, she wants to protect her collection but is on a strict budget. Because she rarely needs to use archived photos, fast access is not crucial.

**The Solution:** For a backup medium, she chooses inexpensive recordable CDs. Because she uses her Mac's built-in SuperDrive, she doesn't need any additional hardware. Whenever she adds a large number of photos to her collection, she burns a CD from within iPhoto. When she needs to clear space on her hard drive, she burns an extra copy of some older photos to CDs, just to be safe, and then deletes them from iPhoto. She also uses a Kodak EasyShare Gallery account as a free secondary location to store and share photos (she orders at least a few prints each year to keep the account active).
backup strategy: the anxious parent

Who: This parent of two young and very photogenic children takes lots of snapshots to send to friends and family members. Protecting these valuable memories is his chief concern, even if it costs a bit of money.

The Solution: Because he has just a few gigabytes of photos so far, he chooses recordable DVDs for his backup medium. Every month or so, he burns two DVDs from within iPhoto, leaving one of them at his office for safekeeping. When he needs to make space on his hard drive, he creates a catalog before making a DVD archive. Knowing that those DVDs may not last forever, he makes an annual routine of duplicating last year's DVD archives. He also spends $30 a year for a standard Smugmug account, so he can keep copies of all his photos safely online and easily share them with family members.

Software

For backing up photos, you generally don't need all the bells and whistles of a full-blown backup app—in fact, you may already have all the software you need. But you should take some steps to make sure that you'll be able to easily find and retrieve your photos when you need them.

iPhoto iPhoto can burn CDs or DVDs without any additional software. To use this feature, choose Share: Burn Disc and insert a blank CD or DVD. Select the folder(s), album(s), film roll(s), or photos you want to back up; an indicator at the bottom of the screen will display the used space and available space on the disc (see “Burning Discs in iPhoto”). When you're ready, type in a descriptive name and click on Burn. That's all there is to it.

After iPhoto ejects the disc, reinsert it to verify its contents. I recommend making at least two copies of any backup and storing each in a different location.

If you intend to delete the photos from iPhoto after burning the disc (to save space), consider making a catalog or contact sheet first (see “Keeping a Catalog”). Even though you've labeled a DVD “Jimmy's Birthday,” you may later wonder which birthday that was, or whether you happened to include those photos of the dog doing tricks on that disc.

Third-Party Photo-Management Software If your needs exceed iPhoto's capabilities, consider professional media-management tools such as the $160 iView MediaPro (##1; macworld.com/0585) and the $200 Extensis Portfolio (##2; macworld.com/0586). Both can automatically build catalogs of all your photos (including thumbnails), no matter where the originals are stored. If you use either program's built-in backup features to move files to another volume, the program will automatically update its catalog to reflect the files' new locations. This makes storing and searching a vast collection of offline photos easy. Both applications can also create contact sheets, among many other features.

Photo Management for Pros iView MediaPro is a high-powered alternative to iPhoto. If you back up or move photos, it learns their new locations and keeps thumbnails available for easy searching.

Conventional Backup or Synchronization Software If you already have a conventional backup program, such as EMC Dantz's $129 Retrospect (##3; macworld.com/0587), or synchronization utility, such as Econ Technologies' $30 ChronoSync (##4; macworld.com/0587), you likely find the investment worthwhile.

Needle in a Haystack Although Retrospect will ably back up your iPhoto library, restoring an individual missing photo requires that you know its file name. Keeping a catalog of thumbnails can eliminate confusion.
backup strategy: the professional photographer

Who: For this pro, thousands of high-resolution digital photos aren’t just memories—they’re business. So locating and accessing archived photos rapidly is essential, and bulletproof backups are worth some extra expense.

The Solution: To efficiently catalog all her photos, she uses iView MediaPro, which automatically updates its records whenever she moves photos around. Even if the originals are on a volume that isn’t currently available, she can still find the photos she needs.

Because she must keep a large number of photos available for active use, she uses a pair of external hard drives as her backup medium—always keeping one safely off-site (and swapping them weekly). She uses the Backup Server script in EMC Dantz’s Retrospect Desktop to ensure that the drive that’s attached is always up-to-date.

Finally, she periodically archives older projects onto MO discs for long-term storage. iView MediaPro keeps those photos in its catalog, so she can retrieve them easily when she needs to.

keeping a catalog

If you have thousands of photos archived onto a stack of DVDs, finding the one you’re looking for can be difficult. You can create a basic catalog of archived photos with iPhoto, and even make contact sheets (printed pages of thumbnails). The key components: thumbnails, file names, descriptions, and the locations of the original files. iPhoto’s Export Web Page feature can provide all four:

Step 1 Select the photos that you want to store.
Step 2 Choose Share: Export, and click on the Web Page tab in the Export Photos dialog box.
Step 3 Enter a descriptive title for your catalog (the title should match whatever you write on the CD or DVD).
Step 4 Enter the number of columns and rows you want. For a catalog, fairly small, low-resolution images are generally adequate—for example, a 6-column layout with a maximum image width of 100 pixels. To make your catalog easy to search, choose a large number for the Rows field (such as 999); this will force all the images onto a single page (see “Not Just for Web Pages”).

Step 5 In the Thumbnail section, specify a maximum width in pixels (try 100 pixels as a starting point); iPhoto automatically calculates the maximum height. Be sure to select the Show Title and Show Comment options.
Step 6 Click on Export, and choose a destination for the files. iPhoto will create a folder with the title you entered.
Step 7 After the export process has finished, open the newly created folder in the Finder and double-click on the HTML file with the same name as the folder. The page of thumbnails will open in your default browser. Because all the photos are on one (perhaps very long) page, you can use your browser’s Find command to quickly locate file names or comments. You can also print the catalog from your browser (or save it as a PDF file) to make a contact sheet. (Although iPhoto can print contact sheets directly, these sheets don’t include titles or comments.) When printing, most browsers split images onto multiple pages if they happen to fall at a page boundary. To work around this, open the HTML file in Microsoft Word or another word processor and print from there instead.

Be sure your backup program adds new or changed files to an existing archive (without deleting older copies of the files). If your only backup is an exact duplicate of your files at a certain point in time, you could be in trouble if you discover that you accidentally changed or deleted a photo before your last backup.

Putting It All Together

With this information, you can begin to devise a personal strategy. There’s no “one-size-fits-all” approach to backing up. You have to ask yourself: “What matters most to me? Cost? Capacity? Accessibility? Security?” Once you’ve prioritized those concerns, you can start to whittle down the possibilities.

To help you do that, I’ve constructed three sample scenarios—“The Budget-Minded Amateur,” “The Anxious Parent,” and “The Professional Photographer”—that illustrate how three very different photographers could configure backup plans for their specific needs. You can pick the personality that’s closest to yours, and then tweak the backup plan as needed.

A solid backup plan doesn’t have to be difficult, expensive, or time consuming. The hardest part is getting started. To get over that hump, just remember that your photos are worth it.

JOE KISSELL is the author of the Take Control of Mac OS X Backups e-book (www.takecontrolbooks.com). His secret identity is Curator of Interesting Things for Interesting Thing Of The Day.com.
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Energize Your Slides

Do your presentations bore even you? Keynote 2, included in Apple’s iWork ’05 ($79; www.apple.com), offers a host of new tools that can help make your presentations more exciting and dynamic. I’ll show you how to use three new features to jazz up your slides—plus, I’ll give you a trick that may save your slide show if the cheering of your audience causes you to run out of time.

Jump to the Point
If you’ve wanted a way to link to Web pages or add interactivity to your presentation, you’re not alone. Keynote finally includes one of the features requested most by users: hyperlinks. You can now add hyperlinks to any object—text in a bullet point, graphic shapes you create in Keynote, or an imported image.

Create hyperlinks by selecting an object and then selecting the Enable As A Hyperlink option in the new Hyperlink pane of the Inspector palette. (If you can’t see the palette, choose View: Show Inspector.) The Link To pop-up menu offers five choices for the hyperlink’s destination: Slide, Webpage, Keynote File, Email, and Exit Slideshow. Choose Link To Slide, for example, and Keynote lets you link to the next, previous, first, or last slide; type a slide number to link to; or choose the last slide you viewed. The Link To A Webpage option lets you type a URL to link to. Clicking on this sort of link during your presentation hides Keynote and opens the Web page in your default browser. To return to the slide show, click on the dimmed Keynote icon in the Dock.

Secret links The most obvious use for hyperlinks is to navigate within your slide show during your presentation. But you can also use buttons and links to change the order of your presentation on-the-fly, without your audience even noticing.

For example, let’s say that you’re giving a sales presentation and you come to a slide introducing a new product line. If the audience is receptive, simply continue on to the next slide on that topic. But what if you get a negative reaction? Some creative linking can give you a Plan B. Create a graphic object that matches the slide background or has an opacity setting of zero (so it’s invisible to the audience) and apply a hyperlink that jumps to a particular slide number—for instance, the first slide about another product. You can use this emergency exit button to skip to another section without ever appearing to lose your cool.

Skip to the End This trick can also come in handy for those of us who sometimes run out of time before finishing all our slides. Put an invisible button on all your slides that jumps right to the closing one. (Placing the button on the master slides is easier than adding it to individual presentation slides.)

Bring In the Internet
Perhaps you’d like to display the most recent census statistics for your economics lecture, or show off the new company Web site at your monthly team pep talk. If you want to show your audience a Web page but don’t need to browse through the site, Keynote’s new Web View feature is perfect.

It lets you put a static snapshot of the Web page right on your slide. If you have an active Internet connection during the presentation, the Web View box shows the current version of the Web page. You can also use Web View to add a hyperlink, so if you need more interaction, you can click on it to open the site in a browser. If you don’t have a connection, Web View shows the most recently downloaded snapshot.

CHECK IT OUT

Screen Inspiration
Do you find yourself feeling more like Dilbert each day? Michael Grothaus wants to cure your workplace ennui. Try his MacHouse Quotes Screen Saver, and whenever you take a break from typing to sigh dejectedly into your coffee cup, your screen saver will display an uplifting quotation (10-quotation version, free; 50-quotation version, $5; macworld.com/0530).—SCHOLLE

SAWYER MCFARLAND

Some people are always grumbling because roses have thorns. I am thankful that thorns have roses.

-- Alphonse Karr
To put a Web snapshot on a slide, you simply choose Insert: Web View. A box will appear on the slide. Type the address of the site you want in the Hyperlink Inspector palette’s URL field, and click on the Update Now button. The current site will appear.

You can resize the Web View box as needed. For instance, you might want a small box focusing only on the new navigation bar you made for your client’s Web site, or a large box that shows the whole page. You can also apply some of Keynote’s graphics effects to it. I like to add a drop shadow, to make the box stand out from the rest of the slide. (Go to the Graphic Inspector and select the Shadow option.)

**Web-Page Wallpaper** Here’s a trick: Use a Web View box as the background for a slide. First, resize the box to cover the entire slide. Then switch to the Graphic Inspector palette, and use the Opacity slider to dim the Web-page snapshot (about 30 percent opacity works well). Finally, use the Back button on the toolbar to send the Web View box to the background. The slide’s title and bulleted text will overlay it.

### Build Your Own Animations

If you really want to liven up your presentation, Keynote 2’s new Automatic Builds feature allows you to easily create animations to illustrate almost anything. For Access Healdsburg, my local public-access cable station, I created a dynamic diagram that shows the station’s funding sources (see “Diagram Building”). In this animation, the outer circles appear one by one, beginning at the top and continuing clockwise. After the fifth circle, radial lines draw toward the center; as they do, the center circle pops into view.

**An Example Animation** You can create a similar animation (and, of course, you can employ this technique to create any diagram) by using Keynote’s Shapes menu (in the toolbar) to create each of the six circles; then you can use the Graphic Inspector palette to color them in. Double-clicking inside each circle lets you enter text. Use the Fonts palette and Text Inspector palette to style the text. Next, place the five radial lines with the Shapes menu, move them into the right positions, group them, and then send them behind the circles.

To create the animation, open the Build Inspector palette and click on Set Automatic Builds. The Automatic Builds drawer will open. Select the top circle on the slide; then, in Build Inspector, go to the Effect pop-up menu and choose how you want the circle to appear. If necessary, adjust the effect further with the Direction, Delivery, and Duration controls. In the drawer, choose On Click from the Start Build pop-up menu. Select the second circle and set the effect as you did for the first object, but this time in the drawer, choose Automatically After Build 1 from the pop-up menu. This makes the second object appear immediately after the first one, without you triggering the effect.

Repeat this process for the rest of the circles in the outer ring. To make the radial lines appear to be drawing into the center, use the Iris effect and set the direction to In. To make the center circle appear at the same time the lines appear, choose Automatically With [Previous Build] in the Builds drawer. You can see a short QuickTime movie of the result at [macworld.com/0527](http://www.macworld.com/0527).

### Get More Animated

Several companies have released themes that take advantage of these new features and create effects it would be difficult to make yourself. For instance, one makes pictures seem to extend from one slide to the next, and another creates the effect of panning across multiple slides. Check out Keynote Theme Park ([www.keynotethemepark.com](http://www.keynotethemepark.com)), Keynote User ([www.keynoteuser.com](http://www.keynoteuser.com)), and Keynote Pro ([www.keynotepro.com](http://www.keynotepro.com)) for themes that you can use to build slick presentations.

But always remember that the line between just enough fancy effects and too many of them is razor-thin. We’ve all seen boring presentations, but we’ve also seen a few that used too much of a good thing. If you err on the conservative side, you’ll get your point across and keep your audience happy.

---

Better Audio Burning

iTunes is a great tool for ripping, encoding, and managing your music—and it’s free—but even Apple wouldn’t claim that it’s the be-all and end-all for creating audio CDs. iTunes just doesn’t have some advanced features. With a program such as Roxio’s $100 Toast 6 Titanium, $100 Jam 6, or $200 Toast with Jam 6 (www.roxio.com), you can do more with your music and create a greater variety of audio discs.

Making Copies

Back up audio CDs with iTunes is a tedious process. You need to rip them as AIFF files (by going to iTunes’ Importing preference pane and changing the Import Using setting to AIFF Encoder) and then burn the resulting files back to a CD-R. And OS X’s Disk Utility won’t let you create an image of an audio disc. But Toast makes duplicating audio CDs easy by letting you copy an audio CD directly from one optical drive to another. If you have multiple burners, just choose the drive you want to copy from in the Read From pop-up menu (see “Burner Bonanza”), and choose the drive you want to record with in the pop-up menu that appears at the bottom of the Toast window. Then click on the Record button and watch as Toast copies your disc.

Toast also gives you the option of saving audio CDs as disk images (instead of copying them directly to blank CDs)—ideal if you have only one burner or if you plan to make multiple copies of a disc. You can also mount these images, and they’ll play back in iTunes as if they were physical audio CDs.

And when burning audio CDs, iTunes creates a plain-vanilla disc. If you’d like to create an enhanced audio CD that also includes pictures and text, or if you want to fashion a disc that includes CD-Text (information, such as the album and song title, that appears in the display of compatible players), a tool such as Toast is necessary.

Mind the Gap

One of iTunes’ aggravating quirks is its inability to create discs with seamlessly connected tracks. For example, the last several tracks of the Beatles’ classic Abbey Road album flow continuously. But even if you configure iTunes so it doesn’t put a gap between the tracks when you burn them to disc (as you can in iTunes’ Burning preference pane), you’ll still hear a tiny hiccup between songs.

If you think you might burn audio CDs from your ripped music, consider joining multiple tracks into one at the time of import (Advanced: Join CD Tracks). However, this leaves you with long tracks that you can’t navigate easily. And suppose you want no gap between tracks two and three, but a two-second gap between tracks five and six? iTunes can’t help you.

Toast supports a feature called Disc-At-Once (DAO), which keeps the laser on between the tracks it’s burning. DAO maintains the seamless track flow when burning a CD from uncompressed files on your Mac, copying from one CD to another, or copying from a disk image to a CD (see “Once Is Best”). It also lets you record tracks with gaps of different lengths between them (the program offers gaps from zero to eight seconds long).

Creating a seamless CD from compressed (MP3 or AAC) files in your iTunes library is a different matter, however. To create smooth transitions between iTunes tracks, you need a tool that can cross-fade one track into another (in other words, overlap portions of each track and fade the first track out while fading the second in). iTunes’ cross-fade feature affects only playback in iTunes, not burning. Although Toast doesn’t include a cross-fade feature, its professional continues
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sibling, Jam, does. (Note that with Tiger and QuickTime 7, you can no longer use Toast or Jam to burn protected AAC files.)

With Jam, you can not only impose cross-fades on tracks and burn those effects to disc, but also change the cross-fade’s shape and duration (see “Make It Smooth”). This allows you to create a more naturally-sounding cross-fade, one that’s likelier to cover up the audio hiccup that occurs between tracks. As with Toast, you can pick gaps of different lengths between tracks—although with Jam, these gaps can be of any length (perfect if you want that surprise bonus track to begin 45 seconds after your listener thinks the last track has ended).

### Sound Advice

For years, Ultimate Ears (www.ultimateears.com) has been offering personalized in-ear canal headphones (or “canalphones”), which are custom-molded to perfectly fit a user’s ears. However, with prices starting at $550, the market for these products has been limited mainly to professional musicians and serious audio geeks.

Now the company has introduced the first two models of its new super.fi series of consumer canalphones. These models are universal-fit products; you choose the tips—from four rubber-tip sizes and one foam-tip size—that best fit your ears. The $249 super.fi 5Pro features two balanced armatures—one for high frequencies and one for low frequencies—that are identical to those found in the company’s $550 UE-5c. The $199 super.fi SEB (EB stands for “Extended Bass”) consists of one balanced armature and a ported diaphragm for low frequencies. Although the overall sound of the SEB isn’t as refined as that of the 5Pro, its additional bass response should appeal to people who enjoy certain types of music (hip-hop, rap, and rock, for example).

Each model is available in white or black and comes with two cases, and each includes a ¼-inch adapter, a ¼-inch attenuator for use with overly loud airline headphone jacks, and a cleaning tool (hey, you’re sticking these things deep in your ears—wax happens).—DAN FRAXES

### Added Features

Toast and Jam (and Toast with Jam, which includes both apps and additional Toast features) perform other tricks that iTunes can’t.

**Support for High-Resolution Files** iTunes can convert the files it supports (+4kHz and 48kHz AIFF, WAV, MP3, AAC, and Apple Lossless files) to a format compatible with audio CDs, but it doesn’t know what to do with higher-resolution audio files—files created in professional audio applications with special hardware. Toast and Jam can burn an audio file of up to 192kHz and 64 bits to a standard audio CD. The Toast with Jam package can even add Dolby Digital files to an audio CD.

**DVD Audio Discs** Although iTunes can back up your music as data to a DVD-R disc, you can’t play these discs in regular AV equipment. Toast with Jam can create DVD Music Albums—DVDs with as much as 36 hours of two-channel, Dolby Digital-encoded music (less in PCM format). The discs include basic navigation menus and on-screen “now playing” information, and a standard DVD player will play them.

**Convert and Restore LPs and Tapes** You can use iTunes to rip CDs but not to record audio from a computer’s audio-input port. With CD Spin Doctor (a program included with Toast and with Roxio’s $50 The Boom Box), you can record your old LPs and tapes to your Mac. The program can recognize gaps between songs and automatically segment albums into tracks for you; it can also remove pops and crackles.

**Track and Album Normalizing** iTunes includes the Sound Check feature, which balances the volume of tracks so they more closely match one another. This isn’t always a desirable effect, because audio engineers purposely master recordings so that some tracks are quieter than others, and when you impose Sound Check, you lose the balance between soft and loud recordings on an album. Jam lets you balance (normalize) tracks either individually or in groups; you’d balance them individually to give tracks from different CDs the same volume, and you’d balance a group of tracks to increase an album’s overall volume without boosting all the tracks to the same volume.

### The Next Step

If you do little more than rip CDs, listen to music in iTunes and on your iPod, and compile the occasional mixed CD, iTunes is a great tool that will serve you well. In fact, Steve Jobs recently announced that iTunes 4.9 will support Podcasting, so the application is clearly growing. If you need more from your audio CDs, however, it may be time to look beyond iTunes. For Mac users, Toast and Jam are excellent choices. □

Contributing Editor CHRISTOPHER BREEN is the author of Secrets of the iPod and iTunes, fifth edition (Peachpit Press, 2005), and the editor in chief of Playlistmag.com.
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See Your True Colors

With great image-editing tools such as iPhoto 5 and Adobe Photoshop, you’d think that every print would turn out perfect. But how many times have you slaved over a photo until it looked great on screen, only to have it look much different when printed? If you’ve encountered this disappointment, it’s time to think about calibrating your monitor. Calibration ensures that your editing decisions are based on the right information.

Monitor calibration is a simple process. First you adjust the brightness, contrast, and tint of your screen. Then you create a profile for those settings so your computer can communicate them to other devices. OS X includes some basic tools for calibrating your monitor. For more-precise results, you can use a USB device called a colorimeter, which reads the colors of your monitor and then works with software to create the correct profile.

No matter which method you use, let your monitor warm up for an hour before you calibrate it. (You should do this before editing photos, too.) Also make sure the room’s ambient lighting is similar to your normal working conditions.

Keep in mind that calibrating your monitor isn’t a one-shot deal. Over time, your monitor undergoes subtle color shifts. You’ll want to repeat the process once a month to keep things looking good.

Using OS X’s Calibrator

Most people don’t realize that OS X includes its own monitor calibrator. To access it, open the Displays preference pane and click on the Color tab. When you click on Calibrate, OS X launches the Display Calibrator Assistant, which walks you through the steps required to adjust your screen. At the bottom of the screen, turn on the Expert Mode option and then click on the Continue button.

The first series of tests addresses luminance—how brightly images appear on your monitor. Use the right-hand control to make the color of the gray apple blend as seamlessly with the background as possible (see “Eyeing It”). The goal is to make the apple blend as seamlessly with the background as possible (see “Eyeing It”). You may find that squinting makes this adjustment easier.

When the apple seems to disappear, click on Continue. You’ll repeat this process four more times, calibrating different aspects of luminance.

The next test calibrates the target gamma—the setting that determines your monitor’s contrast. Deselect the Use Native Gamma option, and then move the slider control to the 2.2 marker. Mac users sometimes balk at this setting because it makes the display look too much like a Windows PC screen. However, this has become the default setting in the world of imaging, and your best bet is to be on the same page as everyone else. Of course, if you work in a production environment where printing is based on a different target gamma, then you should choose that gamma setting here.

The next test asks you to set the target white point. This influences the tint of your monitor. The standard setting is 6,500 degrees. Don’t worry if you can’t get the slider to read exactly 6,500; 6,512, for example, is close enough.

In the next screen, turn on the option that lets other users access this calibration. That way, anyone who uses your Mac can take advantage of the profile you’re creating. Finally, give your profile a name and click on Continue.

The Display Calibrator Assistant produces an overview of the ColorSync profile you’ve just created. Click on Done to leave the assistant.


Using a Colorimeter

OS X's built-in calibrator is great for a casual photographer who doesn't have a big budget—and using it is the very least you should do before editing images on your Mac. But it does have one weakness: it relies on the viewer's perception of color.

A colorimeter, on the other hand, eliminates subjectivity from the process. It takes precise light measurements directly off your monitor and feeds them into dedicated software that creates the profile for you.

Colorimeters used to be quite expensive, but prices have recently come down—putting them within the reach of even amateur photographers. One of the most popular colorimeters for the Mac is the Spyder2, by ColorVision ($189; www.colorvision.com). The Spyder2 is easy to use, thanks to a step-by-step calibration wizard. You just load the software, plug the Spyder2 into a USB port, and follow along.

The entire calibration process takes about 30 minutes. When it's over, you'll have a new profile, in your Displays preference pane, based on the readings from the colorimeter (see “Automated Color”).

Communicating with Your Printer

Now that your monitor is calibrated to industry standards—the same standards online photo-printing services use—you should see an improvement in the prints that show up in your mailbox.

You should also get better output from your ink-jet printer. But here, monitor calibration isn't a complete solution. Each ink-jet printer produces slightly different results. To account for these differences, you need a custom ICC profile for your specific printer. This data file describes the output characteristics of the printer so your Mac can eliminate differences between what you see on the monitor and what comes out of the printer.

You can often download custom printer profiles from the manufacturer's Web site. If not, you'll have to create your own. The easiest way to do this is to get a printer profiler. If you're already investing in a colorimeter, you can often spend a little bit more to add a printer profiler to the mix. For example, ColorVision's $250 ProfilerPlus includes the Spyder2 and printer-calibration software—not a bad investment if you're serious about ink-jet output. To create a profile for your ink-jet with the ProfilerPlus, you print a calibration chart with your ink-jet printer and then scan that print with your flatbed scanner. The software builds a printer profile by comparing the output with the original file.

Whether you download your profile or create it yourself, you'll need to make sure your image editor knows it exists. In Photoshop, for example, open the Print With Preview dialog box. Make sure that Show More Options is selected. Choose Color Management from the pull-down menu. In the Print Space window, choose your printer's custom profile from the Profile pull-down menu. If you don't have a custom profile, choose the Same As Source option. Double-check these settings before printing an important image. This way, your Mac can send the most-accurate output settings to the printer.

Getting Results

The quest for consistent color may seem daunting at first. But by following these simple steps, you can make great strides toward consistent colors and tones, no matter where your pictures go after they leave your Mac.
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Solve InDesign Type Trouble

The make-or-break feature of any page-layout program is how it handles type. Importing, formatting, and tweaking a document’s text usually accounts for the lion’s share of layout work. Thanks to its elegantly designed text controls, Adobe InDesign (CS and CS2) offers endless possibilities for perfecting your type. But not all of its features are obvious. Here are answers to some common type questions.

Get a Word Count

Our authors give us Microsoft Word files for stories, but I can’t figure out how to give them the word count they should be aiming for. I can set and style placeholder text, but how can I then count the words so I can tell the authors what their target count is? InDesign doesn’t have a Word Count function like Microsoft Word’s.

Indeed it does. After you fill your frames with dummy text (choose Type: Fill With Placeholder Text), click anywhere in the frame with the Type tool and look at the Info palette. You’ll see a count for that story’s characters, words, lines, and paragraphs. If you select some text, you’ll see a word count for the selected text.

And if you want a real word-count feature, you can install the TextCount.js script from the InDesign installation disc (it’s in the Goodies folder). This even counts words across multiple unthreaded frames or all the words in an entire InDesign file.

Access Overset Text

InDesign shows the same red overset icon whether I’m over by one character or 10,000. I wish I could quickly select and cut—or even just peek at—what’s actually causing the overset, without resizing the frame or creating a temporary threaded one.

If you’re sure you want to get rid of the overset text (for example, if it’s due to trailing carriage returns), place the cursor at the end of the visible text and press the Select To End keyboard shortcut: shift-end. (The end key is usually above the arrow keys, by the home and page down keys.) Now you can press delete or cut the text and put it on the Clipboard.

More often, though, the overset text has important content you want to keep. You can see that content—and edit it—without messing with the text frame. Open the Story Editor (Edit: Story Editor) or press shift-Y to see all the text in your story, including overset text, in a new window. (InDesign CS2 outdoes CS here by offering an easy-to-identify overset marker in the Story Editor window.)

As you work in the Story Editor, the layout view of the story keeps pace with your edits. Once you’ve cut enough copy in the Story Editor, the overset icon in the layout view of the text frame disappears. Perfect! Close the Story Editor window or press shift-Y again to return to the layout.

The Info palette also comes in handy here. As long as the Type tool is active in the story—in either Layout or Story Editor mode—the Info palette shows a live readout of how much text, if any, is overset (see “Leftovers”).

Autoflow without Adding Pages

I want to autoflow a long text file into a series of pages I’ve already set up with column guides, but I don’t want InDesign to add additional pages. Is this possible?

The little-known “semi-autoflow” function will do exactly that. Load your cursor with the text file, hover over the first empty column, and then hold down the shift and option keys when you click.

Keep the Descenders inside the Frame

If you set a text frame to vertically align to the bottom (via Text Frame Options), it aligns the baseline of the characters to the bottom—leaving their descenders hanging out in the breeze below the frame. Same thing happens when I choose Object: Fitting: Fit Frame To Content. Help.
This is InDesign's normal behavior and takes some getting used to—especially if you're recovering from a ten-year QuarkXPress jag. That program uses a line's leading amount, not its baseline, for the bottom of a text box, so the descenders are always inside the frame. That may be useful if the text frame has a stroke around it.

To force an InDesign text frame to act like a QuarkXPress text box in this regard, apply Text Inset (located in Object: Text Frame Options) to the bottom of the text frame. That will keep your descenders neatly tucked into the frame.

Use the Keyboard to Jump to Text-Formatting Fields

One of the things I do most often in InDesign—choose a typeface from the Control palette drop-down menu—has no keyboard shortcut.

Oh yes it does. Press ≈-6 to select the first field in the Control palette. If the palette is currently showing Character formats—as it likely is if you're editing text in a frame—you'll be highlighting the Font field.

Type the first few characters of the font's name, or use the up and down arrow keys to browse through the active fonts (or combine both approaches). Press tab to jump to the next field, Font Style. Finally, press the return key to put the focus back on your text frame, and continue typing (in your new typeface, of course).

To toggle between the Paragraph formatting and the Character formatting commands in the Control palette, press ≈-option-7. When Paragraph mode is active, ≈-6 selects its first field, which is Left Indent.

By the way, you can use these shortcuts even if you've selected a frame (or multiple frames) with the Selection tool. After it's selected, just tap the T key (to switch to the Type tool) so the Control palette shows Character or Paragraph fields. Your frame will still be selected, and any changes you make to the formatting fields will be applied to all the text in the selected frame(s). Très cool!

Here's a second way to skin the cat, which you might find a little faster. Press ≈-T, and the Character palette will open with the Typeface field highlighted. Choose a face and style from the keyboard as described earlier. To close the Character palette, press ≈-T again.

Come Back to the Baseline, My Commas

For some reason, all the commas and numerals in my text are floating way above the baseline, even though the Baseline Offset field is set to zero.

Odds are you selected all the text and turned on the Fractions feature for your OpenType font. Or you may be accessing the Fractions feature through a style sheet. Either way, you can fix the problem by turning off the Fractions option for the text in the OpenType submenu (found in the Control or Character palette menu). Your commas and numerals will return to earth.

From now on, when you want to format a fraction using the OpenType feature, select just the unformatted fraction and apply the feature either from the Character palette menu or from a character style.

Highlight It

It boggles the mind why InDesign can't apply a screened background behind a paragraph, or place a box around it, or whatever. Microsoft Word has been able to do these things for eons. Putting a shape behind the text doesn't help, because I have to keep adjusting its position as I edit the text.

Select the text in the paragraph—but not the final invisible carriage-return character—and convert it into a one-cell table (Table: Convert Text To Table). You can then stroke or fill the table as you'd like. The effect will flow along with the rest of the text.

You can put a screened background behind any text selection, by the way, applying the Underline character format to it and then customizing the underline (see "Highlight It").

Give Right-Aligned Tabs a Leader

I love the right-indent tab (shift-tab). It's like a tab stop placed at the paragraph's right margin, and when the margin changes (such as when the text frame gets wider), the tab adjusts automatically. But there's one problem: I can't figure out how to get a tab leader (such as dots) to fill the tab space.

Unfortunately, InDesign CS can't apply tab leaders to right-indent tabs. But InDesign CS2 can. Its right-indent tab always uses the tab leader from the last tab stop in the paragraph. Just add a tab stop with a leader character, and the leader appears in the space created by the shift-tab.

DAVID BLATNER is the editorial director of InDesign Magazine. You can find him at www.moo.com. ANNE·MARIE CONCEPCION is a well-known trainer and consultant. She publishes the DesignGeek newsletter at www.senedadesign.com.
Macs Abroad

Taking your technology on the road is hard enough. So you might think that taking it overseas is even harder. But it doesn’t have to be. With a little bit of preparation, going online in Kuala Lumpur can be just about as easy as doing so in Des Moines.

Pick Your Pack

Unless you consider Hawaiian shirts and fluorescent funny packs travel necessities, think twice before taking your fanciest laptop bag overseas. That svelte leather satchel with perfect PowerBook-size proportions screams “Tourist!” in some parts of the world, making you a target for pickpockets and petty thieves.

Discreet neoprene sleeves, such as WaterField Designs’ Sleeve cases (prices start at $38; macworld.com/0564), are great alternatives. They let you slip your PowerBook or iBook into a less conspicuous container, such as a backpack or a messenger bag, while still giving your laptop the protection it requires.

And don’t forget to pack your iPod. You can copy and paste your itinerary and sightseeing notes into its Notes folder, and it can serve as your backup drive.

Foreign Powers

You know that many countries don’t use the same electric current as the United States. That’s why it’s so handy that Apple’s entire portable line is dual-voltage-ready: the square AC adapter that ships with every iBook, PowerBook, and iPod can handle the 220-volt electricity used in Europe and Asia, as well as the 110-volt current found in North America. So all you need to pack is an inexpensive adapter to plug into oddly shaped electrical sockets.

Adapter plugs cost a few dollars each, and you can purchase them at your local luggage shop. For a particularly stylish set, check out Apple’s World Travel Adapter Kit ($39; store.apple.com). It includes six different AC adapters, with blades and plugs for every continent. The glossy white adapters click right into the power brick. Unfortunately, this prevents you from using the AC adapter’s longer power cord—a pity, because convenient power outlets can be hard to come by in less-developed locales.

Not every vendor is as worldly as Apple. If you’re packing a digital camera, a PDA, or a camcorder, look for a sticker reading “Input: AC 110-240 volts” before you plug it in.

Foreign Phones

If you plan to use a dial-up connection to check your e-mail messages from a hotel, pack a long phone cord. RJ-11 phone connectors are increasingly the norm in modern buildings and urban hotels worldwide.

Travelers who veer off the beaten path or beyond business-class accommodations might come across funky-looking phone jacks. For these, you’ll need another small plug adapter. The thrifty solution is to borrow parts from other telecom equipment wherever you are. Look closely at phones and other telecommunications devices. Many have plug adapters with North American–style plugs on one end; you can simply borrow the adapter for the duration of your online session.

If that approach is too haphazard for you, visit a travel outfitter’s Web site before your trip. At BuyTravelConverter.com, for example, you’ll find a panoply of phone plugs and power adapters, and its product listings are organized by country.

Note that the digital phone systems in some hotels and offices rely on high-voltage PBX lines, which will sizzle your notebook’s modem. Digital line testers such as Magellan’s Tele Tester Pro ($25; macworld.com/0565) will quickly assess the condition of the line.

Under Warranty Overseas

Fortunately, the warranty on Apple’s portables is valid worldwide and includes global repair coverage. Carrying a copy of your AppleCare papers will minimize any fuss if you demand walk-in service from one of Apple’s international dealers, and carrying some proof of purchase couldn’t hurt.

Preflight Downloads

Before you walk out the door, download and test-drive these shareware utilities built for globe-trotters.

Traveler’s Clock ($5; www.smision.com/~illum/): Illume Software’s clock screensaver is designed for hotel sleepers. It displays a large, low-light clock that’s visible from across a room; it includes a white-noise generator that masks the sounds of nearby ice machines and traffic, and it lets you choose your favorite tune as a rocking wake-up call.

Time Palette ($30; www.timepalette.com): Xeric Design’s global time tool will save you from ever having to yell “What time is it there?” on a long-distance call. Along with shaded day-and-night maps and a sunrise-sunset almanac, Time Palette’s database stores the legislative oddities of many countries’ differing rules for daylight-saving time.
Celebrate your Freedom to Create with more time un-plugged! Go the Longest between charging with a NuPower Battery by NewerTech.com. NewerTech.com
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Starting from $119.99

For these Apple Laptop Models:
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- PowerBook G4 Titanium 15
- PowerBook G3 Wallstreet/Lombard/FireWire (aka Pismo)
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NuPower, newer technology, and NewerTech.com are trademarks of NewerTech, Inc. NuPower batteries are Made in USA.
Don't Wait Your modem thinks all dial tones sound like the one in the United States, but that's not the case. To prevent confusion, tell it not to wait for a dial tone before trying to establish a dial-up connection overseas.

If you're going abroad for a while, bring CD copies of your system software and mission-critical apps (and their registration numbers). Having these on hand will save you days of headache if you need to reinstall software in the field. (If you buy software overseas, you risk all sorts of support, language, and upgrade-licensing issues after you've returned home.)

Keep in Touch Once you've reached your destination, you've got a number of options for getting connected: Internet cafés, Wi-Fi hotspots, hotel broadband connections, and dial-up connections.

Café Society Internet cafés have followed tourists to every corner of the earth. Whether you're weaving through the streets of Saigon or strolling down the Champs-Elysées, odds are you'll find Internet access right around the corner. (If in doubt, ask a local teenager for directions.)

While some Internet cafés let you plug in your own Mac, you'll usually have to use their computers. To send e-mail messages from a public computer, you'll need to remember the URL for your provider's Webmail service (if you're a .Mac customer, for example, it's webmail.mac.com). Be prepared to hunt and peck, since keyboards can be very different in some countries.

Wi-Fi hotspots have the advantage of letting you use your own Mac (see “How to Use Hotspots,” macworld.com/0607). U.S.-based commercial hotspot services including T-Mobile HotSpot and Boingo are expanding into Europe and Asia, usually in familiar places such as Starbucks outlets. Before you leave, you can set up a time-limited account with one of these services—but check its Web site first to make sure it has locations where you're headed.

In-Room Internet Chain hotels have jumped on the high-speed bandwagon, usually charging a flat rate for a full day of in-room Ethernet access. Prices vary, but if the continental breakfast costs $40, the DSL probably won't be a bargain either. Hotel DSL also brings its own minor annoyances, particularly when it comes to connecting to SMTP mail servers. (See “Hit the Road, Mac,” macworld.com/0608, for tips on using hotel broadband.)

By combining hotel DSL with a voice-over-IP phone service such as Skype, you can surf the Net and gab away for hours on end for one flat rate. If you're a budget traveler, you'll find some great offerings—including complimentary Wi-Fi—in Europe's very competitive hostel.

There's Always Dial-Up While it may sound passé, you can always fall back on a dial-up connection. If you have an Internet account back home, you might be surprised to discover that your big-name ISP has local access numbers almost anywhere you may wander.

EarthLink, for example, offers international roaming to both its dial-up and its broadband users, in more than 70 countries. Customers must enable the service by signing in (at myaccount.earthlink.net) and going to Service Details: Optional Service. For instance, in Italy, EarthLink provides more than 650 local dial-up numbers. When you use one of these international numbers, you'll be billed an access fee of 15 cents per minute.

But don't forget that you'll also have to pay phone charges for your dial-up sessions. Hotels usually charge inflated prices for any phone service, even local calls. Hitting the minibar is probably cheap by comparison.

One final tip: The pitch of the dial tone varies from country to country. (In Italy, it wavers like a busy signal; in Japan, the volume is quite soft.) For that reason, you should disable the Wait For Dial Tone Before Dialing option (in the Network preference pane's Modem tab).

It's a Mac World, After All Even though it requires a bit more preparation than traveling inside the United States, taking your high-tech gear overseas is much easier than it used to be. Thanks to the worldwide spread of Internet cafés and hotel broadband, and Apple's travel-friendly design, you can feel right at home wherever you go.

JASON COOK is currently studying for an MBA at the University of Cambridge.
A Must for Macs

Mac® users rejoice. Now you can enjoy the mobile communications convenience of BlackBerry® with synchronization support for your Mac. And PocketMac® for BlackBerry, from Information Appliance Associates, makes it all possible.

Use BlackBerry to talk, e-mail, organize and surf when you're away from your desk and use PocketMac to allow synchronization of data between your BlackBerry device and Microsoft® Entourage®, Address Book®, iCal®, Now Contact®, Now Up-To-Date® and Stickies on your Mac®. And vice versa. Plus, PocketMac is designed to fully integrate with iSync®.

So you see, a BlackBerry device is a must-have for every Mac user on the go. And PocketMac is a must-have for every Mac user with a BlackBerry device.

To get your limited-time BlackBerry offer, ACT NOW! Visit www.letstalk.com/blackberry or contact us at: 1-866-407-0384.

"I thought that as a Mac user I would only be able to enjoy but a fraction of what my BlackBerry had to offer. But thanks to PocketMac I can synch my iCal and my address book easily and efficiently. PocketMac is a must for anyone who owns a Mac."

— Alan Cumming, Actor/Director/Writer (X2, Spy Kids, The Anniversary Party, Son of the Mask).
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PocketMac
Command Spotlight

You know it's there—why can't Spotlight find it? The Tiger feature that promises to be your own personal Google does have its limitations, especially when searching your Mac's most out-of-the-way corners. For greater control over the way Spotlight works, take a trip to Terminal. Its new mdfind, mdls, mdimport, and mdutil commands help you find files, control exactly what Spotlight indexes, and search by metadata.

Find Files from Terminal
Like a regular Spotlight search, the mdfind command lets you quickly find files on your Mac according to keywords—and it adds an extra twist or two. For example, if you run the command mdfind Walden, you'll find any files that contain the word Walden in their names, content, or other metadata.

Get Specific
If you know that a file is in a certain directory, or you want to search only files in that directory, use the -onlyin directory name option to narrow down the search—for example, mdfind -onlyin /Users/thoreau/Documents.

Try Live Searches
Another option lets you run a live search, which updates results as users add files. This is particularly useful if you're waiting for people to put files in your Drop Box, or if you run a server and want to see when files containing certain content or metadata appear in a shared folder. Since Spotlight is constantly indexing your files, you can see when it adds new files that match certain criteria.

For example, if I type mdfind -live Walden, the command will alert me each time it discovers an additional matching file. A message will appear at the bottom of the Terminal window—for instance, Query update: 20 matches. The command will continue to update this number until I stop it by pressing control-C. If you want to see the names of all the files, then you must run the command again.

Have We Met?
If mdfind's abilities sound familiar to you, then you're probably acquainted with the locate command. However, there are some differences between the two. The locate command searches all the nooks and crannies of your Mac but looks just for file names. Also, it updates only when you run the weekly Unix maintenance routine or use the command /usr/libexec/locate.updated.

On the other hand, mdfind updates its results automatically every time you create or add a new file, but it doesn't search everywhere on your Mac. You can combine the powers of mdfind and locate using another of Spotlight's command-line additions—the mdimport command.

Force Spotlight to Index Files
By default, Spotlight ignores many directories, such as your Classic System Folder. Sure, that makes results easier to comb through if you never need to look for OS 9 fonts; but if you do need to search these directories, it can be a real pain.

Use the mdimport command to add files to your Spotlight indexes. When you do, you'll be able to search for much more than the default selection of files and folders. (When you add to your indexes this way, Spotlight won't continue to index the new files automatically. You'll have to run the command again.)

The mdimport command forces Spotlight to index a folder. When you run the command, you'll index all the contents of the directory and its subdirectories. The basic command structure looks like this:

```
mdimport -f directory name
```

So if you want to index your Classic System Folder, you'd type mdimport -f /"System Folder" (assuming that the System Folder is at the root level of your startup volume).

If you want to index other folders, or if Spotlight is not finding certain files, use the same command...
with the appropriate paths to index or reindex specific directories or volumes. Note: Spotlight doesn't index text files that lack the .txt extension. That means you won't be able to improve its ability to find, for example, configuration (.config) files and preference (.plist) files.

Stop Spotlight Indexing

If you peruse the Spotlight preference pane, you'll see that you can prevent Spotlight from indexing certain volumes or folders. Click on the Privacy tab and add the areas you don't want indexed to the list. That's handy if you don't want your Mac grinding away every time you connect your backup drive to archive files, or if you don't want it to provide duplicate search results (the same files on both your main drive and your backup) when the backup is connected.

The mdutil command gives Mac administrators similar powers. (You must prefix it with sudo, which tells Terminal to run it as the superuser after you authenticate with your administrator password.) Using this command, you can specify which volumes to index and you can also make Spotlight reindex volumes by erasing the current indexes.

The On-Off Switch

To turn indexing on or off for a volume, run sudo mdutil -i on volume name or sudo mdutil -i off volume name, respectively. For example, if you want to turn off indexing for a volume called Backup, the command would be sudo mdutil -i off /Volumes/Backup.

To delete the index for a volume, run the command sudo mdutil -E volume name. If indexing is on for the volume, Spotlight will reindex it immediately. If indexing is off, it will remain so (until you turn it on again). That means you'll reclaim the disk space that the index used.

Meet Your Metadata

Spotlight doesn't just index file names and file content. It also indexes metadata, which is data about data. Metadata might include the last save date or author of a Microsoft Word document; the artists, composers, albums, and genres of digital music files; or, in the case of an e-mailed file, the sender's e-mail address. Every file contains an astonishing list of metadata.

The problem is that you probably don't know what kinds of metadata you've got in your index. The mdls command can help. It lets you see what kind of metadata Spotlight has indexed for any file. Running the command, in the format mdls file name.txt, shows the metadata for a text file (see "Buried Treasure"). You can see some simple information, such as the following:

```
$ mdls Walden- kirk5 Walden.txt
Walden- kirk5 Walden.txt

kMDItemAttributeChangeDate = 2004-04-30 11:45:07 +0200
kMDItemAttributeChangeDate = 2004-04-30 11:45:07 +0200
kMDItemContentModificationDate = 2004-04-20 11:17:33 +0200
kMDItemContentType = "Plain text document"
```

The first line shows the document type, and the second line is the last date someone changed the file. You'll see different metadata for different files. A file you downloaded from a Web site will have a URL. Music files will have tag information. A digital photo will have everything from the camera's make to whether your flash was on. Once you know the odd terms (kMDItemKind isn't exactly colloquial), you can search for any of these metadata types.

Say you want to find a file that a friend sent you by e-mail, but you can't remember its name or what it contained. This is a piece of cake: search for the sender's e-mail address. Run the mdls command on an e-mail message to find out how to search for such metadata. (You can just drag a file to the prompt to enter its path and name.) The attributes it returns are the arguments you can use.

Once you've got the right arguments, you're ready to search. For example, to find a file received via Apple's Mail (Spotlight doesn't index Entourage databases or e-mail from some other programs), you'd use the mdfind command like this:

```
$ mdfind "kMDItemAuthorEmailAddress" "*macworld.com*"
```

This command searches for any file received from a macworld.com e-mail address. Pay close attention to the use of quotation marks, asterisks, capital letters, and the double equal sign (==). Type man mdfind for more on this command's syntax.

All the Attributes

If you'd like to see all the attributes you can search by, use the mdimport command. Type mdimport -A in Terminal, and you'll see a long list of more than 100 attributes, as well as a short description of each one.

Needling the Haystacks

With Tiger's Spotlight commands at your disposal, you now have totally new ways to search for the most obscure files on your Mac. Best of all, you can combine these commands with the many other Terminal commands you already know.

KIRK McELHEARN is a coauthor of Mastering Mac OS X, Tiger Edition (Sybex, 2005). His blog, Kirkville (www.mcelhearn.com), features articles about Mac OS X, the iPod, iTunes, and much more.
Mac OS X Hints
The Insiders' Tips You Won't Get from Apple

Create Subgroups in Address Book
In both Panther (OS X 10.3) and Tiger (OS X 10.4), Address Book supports nested groups. That is, you can create a group and then place that group within another group. This is a great way to combine lists of people whom you occasionally need to contact en masse.

For instance, assume that you have two existing groups—Family for your relatives, and Friends for, well, your friends. If you sometimes invite all these people to parties, then with each invitation, you'd have to put both group names into your new Mail message's To field. You can save time by creating a third group in Address Book.

UNIX TIP OF THE MONTH

Save Time Navigating Directories
If you spend much time in Terminal, you probably know how much of a pain it can be to switch directories. For instance, if you want to do something in your user folder's Pictures folder, you type cd -/Library/Pictures. If you finish what you're doing, close Terminal, and then want to go back, you have to type the path all over again.

Terminal does have some useful shortcuts. You can use the up arrow to access recently used commands, you can create an alias pointing to often-used directories, and you can use tab autocompletion to finish what you're typing (for more details, see macworld.com/0526). You can also use a shell variable called CDPATH.

Think of CDPATH as a directory-switching cheat sheet. It provides a list of directories in which the cd command will look for the directory you specify. (The command will look only within the specified directories, not the subdirectories thereof.) You give the command a list of directories, separated by colons. For example, if you often switch to both your Home folder and your Library folder, type this:

```
CDPATH="/~:/Library"
```

The first dot means "within the current directory." The tilde (~) is the shortcut for your Home folder, and ~/Library will look within your Library folder for matches.

Type the command and press enter. Now you can search for directories in those places without retyping the entire path again and again. For instance, type cd Preferences and press enter. Terminal responds with the name of the directory into which it's switching:

```
cd Preferences
/Users/robg/Library/Preferences
```

If you'd like this command to become a regular part of your Terminal environment, add it to your .bash_profile file, which lives in your Home directory. Type picom -/.bash_profile and enter the CDPATH command you'd like to use. (You can add as many directory paths as you want; just separate each path with a colon.) To save your work, press control-O and then press enter. Press control-X to exit picom. The next time you open a Terminal window, you'll be able to use your newly created shortcuts.

Click on the plus sign (+) under the Group column and name your new group “Friends and Family.” Now drag both groups, Family and Friends, into the new group. To reach the whole gang, you can now simply address a new message to “Friends and Family.”

In Panther, subgroups are basically like aliases in the Finder—when you delete one from a group, its original entry remains. Tiger, however, gives you choices: it lets you either remove the subgroup from the group or delete the subgroup altogether, so be careful.

Search Smart in Mail
In Apple's Mail, search options seem needlessly limited—you can search either all mailboxes or the current mailbox, but nothing in between. Here's a quick way to search exactly where you'd like.

Start by selecting the mailboxes you want to check: click to pick noncontiguous mailboxes, or shift-click to pick contiguous ones. If you're running Panther, click on the magnifying glass next to the search box. When you do, you'll see that the top section of the pop-up menu now reads Search Selected Mailboxes. In Tiger, there's no pop-up menu. Instead, if you run a search after selecting multiple mailboxes, Mail will search only those mailboxes.

Avoid Account Mix-ups in Mail
If you use Mail to check more than one e-mail account—your work and your personal accounts, say—chances are you've sent messages from the wrong account by accident. Mail is actually trying to help you when it causes this annoying mistake. Normally it notices which mailbox is currently selected, and it uses this as your default sending account when you create a message. The mishaps begin if you work with your inbox selected so you can see all your mailboxes in one consolidated view. In that case, Mail uses whatever message is selected to determine the sending account.

You can, of course, select the correct account from the Account pop-up menu whenever you create a new message. You can save a bit of time, though, by making sure you've selected the proper account or message before you start a new message.

Get Creative with Pages' Table Cells
When you're working with tables in Apple's new word processor, Pages, you can resize cells by drag-
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Show Me the Movies | By entering the name of a landmark in the Find Near field of Sherlock's Movies tool, you can find films playing nearby, even if you don’t know precisely where you are.

Note that this technique won’t work on all cells. A row must be of a certain minimum height before you can move portions of the horizontal divider (you may have to increase the whole row’s height first). Also, some borders may not be movable, depending on how they’re positioned relative to other lines. Still, by using option-drag, you can create some very free-form tables.

Slim Down iPhoto’s Window
iPhoto 5’s new bottom toolbar is a great time-saver—if you’ve got a big screen and you run iPhoto in a large window. But if you shrink the iPhoto window so you can multitask in other applications, the toolbar icons that don’t fit vanish to a subtly marked pop-up menu.

If you prefer a smaller iPhoto window but still want to see all the toolbar icons, two tricks can help. Your first option is to hide the Source column. Locate the small dot on the bar that divides it from the photo-viewing area. Then drag the dot to the left. The Source column will vanish, providing more toolbar space.

Another option is to remove the icons you rarely (or never) use. Some icons can’t be disabled, but you can see the ones that can (and others you may not have discovered) by selecting Share: Show In Toolbar. If you don’t have a .Mac account, for instance, make sure the HomePage and .Mac Slides options are disabled.
Don't ever e-mail images from iPhoto? Toss that option. When you're done, you may find that you have room to add an additional button, such as Send To iDVD, and still see the full toolbar on screen.

**Find Movies Anywhere with Sherlock**

Sure, the latest *Star Wars* release is old news, and the next *Harry Potter* movie is still on the horizon, but if you'd like to spend $9 or so on a couple of hours of wide-screen entertainment, Sherlock's Movies tool is quite handy for finding theaters and showtimes in your area. By default, the Find Near field uses the address from your card in Address Book. If you've entered your address there, the Movies tool will display a list of locally playing movies without your having to do anything.

But what if you're traveling with your laptop? You know what city you're in (I hope), but you may not know the lay of the land. Sherlock's Find Near search has a couple of features that can help. First, you can search by landmarks—not everything is in there, but many big names are. A search for *Space Needle*, for instance, shows you movies in Seattle; *Disneyland* nets you the Anaheim, California, area; and *Epcot* will get you a list of theaters near Disney World's Epcot in Orlando, Florida (see “Show Me the Movies”).

The real power of the Find Near field comes from its ability to work with zip codes—just enter the one you're in, and you'll see a list of all the local theaters. Between the zip code and landmark searches, there's no reason not to go to the movies tonight—unless, of course, there's nothing worth seeing.

Senior Editor ROB GRIFFITHS is the author of *Mac OS X Power Hound, Panther Edition* (O'Reilly, 2004), and runs the *Mac OS X Hints* Web site (www.macosxhints.com).
Mac 911
Solutions to Your Most Vexing Mac Problems

Trimmer iPhoto Library
Is there any way to make Apple's iPhoto save changes to an original photo, short of moving the altered photo completely out of the program and importing it again? For example, when I reduce red-eye, I end up with the original photo and the altered one. Sometimes this is a waste of hard-drive space.

Eric Anderson

I agree that this feature is both a blessing and a curse. Granted, you can always gain access to your unaltered original: just select the edited picture and choose Photos: Revert To Original. But iPhoto makes the magic happen by squirreling away two copies of the photo—the original and the edited version.

To free up hard-disk space, consider Martin Fuhrer's free iPhoto Diet (macworld.com/0513). This utility slenderizes your photo library by eliminating duplicate photos, removing backups of rotated or modified photos, stripping out your photos' thumbnail icons, and locating and disposing of photos never added to an album.

Audio Clip Control
I consider myself a veteran user of iMovie, but I'm vexed by the latest incarnation, iMovie HD. Before, I was always able to trim audio clips in the timeline viewer simply by hovering the pointer over either end of the audio clip. In the current version, all this does is move the clip. What gives?

John Smith

Apple has changed the behavior of audio clips. If iMovie HD's Show Clip Volume Levels option is enabled (View: Show Clip Volume Levels), clicking on an audio file in the timeline allows you only to adjust the clip's volume or move the file—you can't trim it. Turn this option off, and you're welcome to trim to your heart's content. For this reason, it's a good idea to memorize the ⌘-shift-L keyboard shortcut, which switches this option on and off. (You can also access this command by control-clicking on an audio clip and choosing the command from the contextual menu [see "Audio Adjustment"].)

Put HTML in Your Outbox
I want to send HTML e-mail messages that look like Web pages. So far, the only way I have found to do this is by creating the page in Macromedia Dreamweaver, uploading everything to a server (for access to the graphics), and then inserting the Dreamweaver file into Microsoft Outlook on a PC. But is there any mail program on the Mac that can send complex HTML? I've tried Apple Mail and Microsoft Entourage (v. X), but both just seem to attach an HTML file.

Steve McGillivray

You have a friend in Rob Buckley, who created the free Send Complex HTML with Inline Files 2004 AppleScript (macworld.com/0514). This script allows you to embed complex HTML files in messages created with Entourage v. X or 2004. It works this way:

After placing the script in the Entourage Script Menu Items folder (your user folder/Documents/Macromedia User Data/Entourage Script Menu Items), create a new e-mail message in Entourage and address it. If you like, add a subject (if you don't add a subject, the script will place the title of the HTML page in the Subject field). Choose the script from Entourage's AppleScript menu and, in the resulting Choose A File dialog box, select the HTML file you want to send. Click on Choose, and Entourage lets you either send the message now or send it later. (If elements in the file are missing—one of the page's graphics, for example—the script will return an error message.) If everything goes according to plan, the script will then embed the appropriate HTML code into the message.

Spam Scam
I regularly get "Undelivered mail returned to sender" messages in my e-mail inbox. According to the information in the message, someone else is hiding his or her identity by using my e-mail address to send pornography out over the Internet. I'm offended that someone is using my address for this purpose. Is there any way to resolve this issue?

Jim Klausen

Not really. For people unfamiliar with such a scenario, I'll explain: spammers have spoofed Jim's e-mail address, meaning that verminlike souls have stolen his address and are pretending that it's theirs. On occasion, an ISP blocks these noxious messages and bounces them back to the alleged "sender"—a perfectly silly practice that wastes bandwidth and punishes innocent parties who had nothing to do with the original messages.
If you receive multiple bounced messages from a particular ISP, you might contact it and suggest that it stop bouncing messages, as the practice is both futile and annoying. To protect yourself against this annoyance, employ a spam filter and teach it to recognize these messages as junk.

**Liberating Location**

I have a PowerBook G4, which I use frequently at home and work. Because my Internet connections are different at the two locations, I have configured my Network preferences with Home and Work settings. Can I make the default printers change automatically when I switch?

Daryl Thornton

What you're looking for is something like OS 9's Location Manager—a utility whose functionality OS X doesn't duplicate. Thankfully, you'll find many of the old Location Manager's capabilities in Alex Keresztes and Greg Novick's Location X 2.0 ($20; macworld.com/0515). (At press time, it wasn't compatible with Tiger.) OS X's Network preference pane allows you to create locations that include network settings such as the default network port, IP address, and proxy settings, but Location X takes this a step further. It lets you assign a default printer, an SMTP server, a time zone, a QuickTime connection speed, Energy Saver preferences, Mail and Entourage preferences, and a Web browser's home page that differ depending on where you are.

Just fire up the program, create a new location, and add the options you'd like to assign to it—Energy Saver and Default Printer, for example. Then quit the application. When you're ready to change your location settings, launch Location X, select the desired location, and click on the Make Active button.

**Recalling Uninstall**

I downloaded a demonstration version of Network SpyAlert and decided not to buy it. I trashed every file associated with this application I could find, except for a file named NetBlockade.kext. This file will not allow me to move it to the Trash. When I drag it there, this message appears: "The operation could not be completed because this item is owned by root." How can I get rid of this alert box permanently?

Dan Yett

We Mac users are accustomed to simply dragging unwanted applications to the Trash. However, certain programs, such as Allume Systems' Internet Cleanup ($30; www.allume.com) and its demo, perform their magic with the help of special files stored away from the main application. For this reason, it's not a bad idea to run the installer of an application you no longer want, to see whether it has an uninstall option. Internet Cleanup's installer does have that option, accessible from the pop-up menu in its installation screen (see "Cleaner Cleanup").

If you've taken matters into your own hands by trashing an application, and you discover that its remnants pester you, try reinstalling the application and then running the uninstaller. Barring that, you can seek out files that may be causing the problem. In your case, you can find .kext files by following this path: /System/Library/Extensions. If the .kext file you're trying to remove won't budge, open Terminal (/Applications/Utilities), type
dir rm -R followed by a space, and then drag the stubborn file into the Terminal window. Press return and enter your administrator password if necessary. The file will vaporize.

Contributing Editor CHRISTOPHER BREEN is the editor in chief of Playlistmag.com and the author of Secrets of the iPod and iTunes, fifth edition (Peachpit Press, 2005).

**Cleaner Cleanup**

Nagged by warnings and alerts from programs you thought you had deleted long ago? Instead of trashing an application by hand, use the installer's uninstall option.

---

**Flexible iPod Files**

You can use an iPod shuffle to hold data files from your Mac by going to iTunes: Preferences, clicking on iPod, and activating the Enable Disk Use option. Unfortunately, because the iPod shuffle is formatted as a FAT32 volume, it will not transfer Mac files with certain characters in their names when you try to copy those files to the iPod shuffle. The list of characters includes slashes (/ and \), question marks (?), angle brackets (< and >), colors ( ), asterisks (*), and quotation marks ("). To fix this limitation, use Disk Utility (in your Applications/Utilities folder) to create a new disk image (Images: New: Blank Image). In the New Blank Image dialog box, specify a disk-image size that will fit on your iPod shuffle (leave some room for music), and choose the read-write option from the pop-up menu. Copy the image onto the iPod shuffle and then double-click on the image. It will appear in the Finder as a generic white removable-disk icon. Copy any Mac files with Mac-legal file names onto that disk image. To disconnect the iPod shuffle safely from the Mac, first eject the disk image and then eject the shuffle.

Note that the files you copy onto a Mac disk image will not be available to a PC using that device. If you need to use the iPod shuffle or another Flash-based storage device to share files between a Mac and a PC, leave those files on the main partition and not inside the Mac disk image.

Jonathan Woolson

---
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Photoshop Fling: Essentials

Adobe Photoshop CS2 One-on-One
Sunday the 4th, 8:30am — Noon
Speaker: Deke McClelland
Photoshop is a vast and complex program. It does certain things very, very well, and it does others very, very strangely. Using the program effectively is a matter of knowing which tools work best and when best to use them. Attend this introductory class and learn how to use the right features in the right order and save yourself a lot of heartache.

- What Photoshop can do
- Workspace and navigation
- Basic color management
- Highlights, shadows, and midtones
- Adjusting brightness levels
- Fixing a color cast
- Hue and saturation
- Colorizing a grayscale image
- Image size and resolution
- Rotate, crop, and perspective
- One-click solutions in Photoshop
- Unsharp Mask and High Pass
- Removing motion blur with Smart Sharpen
- The wonders of Remove Noise
- Gaussian Blur and Median
- Creating an Edge Mask
- Using the Color Range command
- Extracting image elements
- Blue screen and sky
- Full-on Masking

Filters and Masks
Sunday the 4th, 1:30pm — 5pm
Speaker: Deke McClelland
Newly enhanced in CS2, corrective filters rank among the program's oldest and finest capabilities. Besides permitting you to sharpen the contrast of an image, blur away the defects, and remove digital noise and JPEG artifacts, they can help you hone in on exactly those details that need help the most. Combined with Photoshop's Masking function, filters make it possible to separate even the most complex foreground subject from its background and composite that image into a new setting. Sound amazing? You have no idea.

- Filtering basics
- The new filters in Photoshop CS2

& Effects

The Wow Factor:
One-Click Solutions in Photoshop
Thursday the 9th, 1:30pm — 5pm
Speaker: Jack Davis
Quick and easy ways to use Photoshop's built-in presets (and hundreds of complimentary Wow presets that will be provided in class) to create special effects on-time and on-budget.

- The phenomenal power, flexibility, and speed of Layers Styles
- How to create dimensional effects like chrome, rock, and glass (and beyond)—instantly and without filters
- One-click framing and timing techniques to tie disparate photographs together—separately or as a collage
- Quick template-based collaging for weddings, groups, or editorials
- Single-image collages and ghosted backgrounds

The Evolution of Digital Art
Speaker: Bert Monroy
Bert Monroy embraced the Mac as an artistic medium with the introduction of the Mac 128 in 1984. In this evening talk, open to all, Bert will take you on a journey through the evolutionary transformation of the Mac from its beginnings with MacPaint to its current status as the preferred tool of graphic artist throughout the world.

A history lesson mixed with useful production techniques will leave you not only entertained but a little more attuned to the potential that lies within our favorite little box.

You will learn:
- How the first computerized comic book was produced
- How the Mac has revolutionized the graphic arts industry
- How the Mac is used in the motion picture industry
- Much, much more

You will leave this talk, not only with some new found skills, but with the inspiration to explore new avenues you never before considered.
Photoshop Fling: Photography & Workflow

Expert Color Management
Sunday the 4th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Bruce Fraser
Learn everything you ever wanted to know but were afraid to ask about color management. We'll start with a look at the basic science that underpins color management—don't worry, the session is guaranteed equation-free—because doing so helps you understand not only how color management works, but also why it sometimes fails to do so.

Next, we'll look at profiles, and their relationship to the devices they represent, with a view to developing sound troubleshooting skills.

Last but not least, we'll delve deep into Photoshop's color management features, mine the mysteries of working spaces, and look at what it takes to build and maintain a complete capture-to-output workflow.

Essential Photo Optimizing—Getting it Right
Thursday the 9th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Jack Davis
The experienced user knows there are a million tools in Photoshop to adjust your images for maximum impact, but which ones work best, work fastest, and are most "photographer friendly"? In this session you will learn all sorts of workflow-enhancing techniques including: 101 uses for Auto Levels, how to create non-destructive dodge and burn layers, advanced grayscale conversions, eye dropper color correcting, stained teeth whitening, red-eye neutralizing, blotchy skin unifying, and the only way to use Photoshop's healing brush—all with an emphasis on quality, flexibility, and speed.

Real World Camera Raw
Sunday the 4th, 1:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Bruce Fraser
With the advent of Camera Raw 3.0, I look at Photoshop as a plug-in for Camera Raw, rather than the other way around. In this session, you'll learn the many benefits of shooting raw. Then you'll learn to exploit the vast amount of information raw files contain by making use of Adobe Camera Raw's powerful features, so that when your images land in Photoshop, you'll have very little to do to them except press Save and choose a file format.

Possibly the greatest challenge that digital shooters face is the sheer amount of data they generate. You'll learn that the key to avoiding drowning in data is to mastermetadata and make it your friend. You'll learn how to build a complete digital raw workflow using Bridge, Camera Raw, and Photoshop using automation wherever possible so that you still have time to shoot, and to have a life.

Realistic Camera Optimizing—Workflow
Sunday the 4th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Bruce Fraser
Learn the secrets of digital photography on our Mexican cruise. In this full-day class you'll quickly discover how to become a better photographer and tap the benefits of your digital camera. This Digital Photography workshop will give you the power to capture special moments and preserve precious memories—for snap shots to put in an album or oversized prints suitable for a gallery!

Digital Photography Workshop
Speaker: Jack Davis
Learn how to:
- Tell beautiful, visual stories by capturing great digital photos
- Use natural light and flash the right way
- Use your camera's menus and functions to optimize what your camera can do
- Tap the value of a digital camera's features such as exposure compensation, scene modes, and when to shoot RAW

Part 1: Light, Camera, Action
Friday the 10th, 8:30am – Noon
Light is the primary subject of all of our photographs. In this illuminating, four-hour session we will discuss the properties of light (and how it relates to space, depth, and focus) and how to use an understanding of light plus the various camera controls and features to produce technically-proficient photographs from the subtle to the dynamic.

- Understanding the properties of light
- Effective use of traditional camera controls
- Metering and exposure
- F stop/depth of field
- Shutter speed/motion control
- ISO
- Understanding digital camera menus
- Resolution
- File formats—RAW and JPEG demystified
- White balance
- Tone control
- Sharpening
- Putting it all together when shooting pictures

Part 2: Making Better Photographs
Friday the 10th, 1:30pm – 5pm
How do you put a little bit of soul into your pictures? Having control of your equipment is necessary, but only the first step. In Part 2 of this Workshop we will discuss how to move beyond technically well-executed documentation photography to exciting images that allow us to share, in an artful and memorable way, the experience of the moment we chose to record.

- Human vs. camera vision
- Perspective and point of view
- Camera position and lens choice
- Understanding the frame
- Organizing the visual elements
- Keep it simple and the use of negative space
- Design tools for "drawing" the photograph
- Ones to three-dimensionally
- Exploring the subject
- Photographing people
- Travel photography techniques
- Close-up photography techniques

Editing Images in Photoshop
Thursday the 9th, 1:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Bruce Fraser
Photoshop has so many image editing options that it's often hard to know where to start, and once you've mastered a few tools, you tend to use them for everything (when all you have is a hammer, everything starts to look like a nail).

We'll start with basic adjustments like Levels, Curves, Hue/Saturation, and Shadow/Highlight, possibly turning up some hidden goodies you may have overlooked. Then we'll progress to how these basic adjustments can be modulated and controlled using layers, layer masks, and blending modes.

We'll look at strategy as well as tactics. Do I build a monster layered file that lets me keep all my options open, or do I use History instead? Last but not least, we'll delve into detail control—dust-busting, blemish removal, and sharpening.

Workflow
MacMania Ingenious Bar:
The Near Genius IS IN!

(Every evening, 5pm to 6pm)

Apple stores may own the rights to the name “Genius Bar,” but at sea our own near geniuses will be ready to help you get up and running on Macintosh. The MacMania Ingenious Bar. Leo Laporte, Cap’n Neil, and many of our onboard luminaries will gather to offer informal one-on-one assistance from 5pm to 6pm every evening in the Crow’s Nest. If the MacMania seminars are leaving you feeling like a sub-genius, visit the Ingenious Bar for an instant upgrade. These sessions are also designed for spouses and family members who aren’t yet Mac geeks but are ready to learn more in a friendly, nonjudgmental environment—so everyone is welcome.

The MacMania Ingenious Bar: no problem too small, no brains too big.

The Ground Floor Guide to the Macintosh
Sunday the 4th, 8:30am — Noon
Speaker: Andy Ihnatko

“Honestly, I don’t know the first thing about Macs.”

Oh, really? Sure, it’s easy to brag about how little you know about these things, but so few people are willing to put their money with their mouths. Attend this session and silence all the nay-sayers. How basic is this session? Turning the Mac on and off is lesson two. Sure, by the end, you’ll no longer be a novice... but you’ll be able to thrill and amaze people with your tales of compressing a whole month’s worth of trial-and-error learning into one single class.

Life is Good... iLife Makes it Better!
Thursday the 9th, 1:30pm — 5pm
Speaker: Janet Hill

If you are new to iLife, come see what happens when you take five best of breed multimedia applications—iTunes for managing music, iPhoto for digital photography, iMovie HD for editing digital video, GarageBand for creating your own music, and iDVD for creating your own DVDs—and integrate them so they work seamlessly. Suddenly it all connects!

Let your imagination soar! The iLife ‘05 software applications let you do fun, creative things with your pictures, music, and movies in ways that PC users can only dream about—then you share your joy with family and friends every which way: from email and the Internet to print and DVD. An you can do all these things and more, quite nicely, without thumbing through a manual.

The Dilettante’s Guide To Tiger
Sunday the 4th, 1:30pm — 5pm
Speaker: Andy Ihnatko

There are American History books that spend 500 pages covering the whole thing from start to finish, and then there are the ones that cover just one thing in obsessive detail. The latter leaves you with ready answers to the question “So: the quill that Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence: what species of bird did it come from?” But the former approach leaves you with a broad understanding of absolutely everything, and the relationship between all of the various bits.

So the goal of this session is to make sure you know just exactly what Mac OS X is capable of, from user-level features that you’ll use every day to aspects of Unix system administration that will make you glad that you’re free to never ever ever touch that sort of stuff if you don’t want to, not even with a ten-foot-pole strapped to a twelve-foot-pole.

Mac OS X Troubleshooting
Thursday the 9th, 8:30am — Noon
Speaker: Christopher Breen

The Mac and its accompanying operating system are impressive accomplishments but even Macs sometimes get the blues. Join Chris Breen as he shows you how to keep your Mac and OS X on the straight and narrow and, should it stray from that path, how to get it back on its feet with the least amount of muss. Along with preventive and troubleshooting strategies, Chris will offer tips for dealing with such common annoyances as spam, Mac/Windows interaction, and printing problems.

A Day of iLife ‘05 Exploration
Friday the 10th, 8:30am — 5pm
Speaker: Janet Hill

Learn why this suite of tightly-integrated applications continues to lead the digital-media revolution.

You have been using iLife for a while but what can you really do with this program? With iLife ‘05 you can easily create stunning softcover books; import, organize, and edit RAW photos; and stun them with fully-customizable slideshows using iPhoto 5. Edit high-definition 16:9 video from the newest camcorders and create movies automatically with iMovie HD’s new Magic iMovie feature. Drag and drop video clips, pictures, and music into the new animated drop zones found in iDVD 5 templates. Or create multi-track recordings in GarageBand 2. Of course, iTunes seamlessly integrates with iPhoto, iMovie HD, iDVD and GarageBand and syncs with every member of the iPod family. Come spend a day exploring the many intermediate features of iLife ‘05.

MacMania: New Users
MacMania: Power Users

Power-User Productivity in OS X Tiger
Sunday the 4th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus

What is a Power User? According to Dr. Mac’s Really Abridged Dictionary: Power User (pouer-yoo’zer) n. 1. Someone who uses a Macintosh better, faster, or more elegantly than you do. 2. Someone who can answer Macintosh-related questions you can’t.

Don’t miss this unique opportunity to spend some quality time with “one of the world’s leading (self-proclaimed) authorities on Mac OS X,” and the author of Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger For Dummies.

The session will feature a myriad of tips, hints, tutorials, shortcuts, product demos, timesaving software recommendations, where to find what you need on the Web, and much more.

The MacMania Trio

Classic Jazz and Rock’n Roll
Performed by MacMania Speakers
Andy Ihnatko, Chris Breen, and Bob LeVitus

Applescript Fundamentals
Thursday the 9th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Sal Soghoian

Now that you can “automate” your tasks, are you ready to look under the hood? In this session, you will gain a thorough understanding of the fundamentals used to create real-world AppleScript scripts. Step-by-step, practical approaches and techniques are reviewed in detail, with plenty of snippets to aid you in developing a solid foundation in script writing.

Automator
Sunday the 4th, 1:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Sal Soghoian

Mac OS X version 10.4 Tiger introduces Automator, a new application that automates anything on your computer quickly and easily. Using the power of Mac OS X, Automator controls your applications and files, automating—in an instant—what you need done with them. Automator will change the way you use your Macintosh. There’s no scripting or coding, it’s drag-and-drop easy. It’s truly “Automation for the rest of us!”

Automator Product Manager, Sal Soghoian, gives you a personalized tour of this innovative application and you’ll learn when and how to use Automator to make automating complex or repetitive tasks a breeze.

Advanced iMovie:
Beyond the Birthday Party
Thursday the 9th, 3:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Christopher Breen

We understand that with a minimum of effort you can import video from your digital camcorder into iMovie and string together enough scenes to make a darned fine home movie, but is iMovie nothing more than the means for making less-boring videos of your kid’s 10th birthday bash? Hardly. In Advanced Movie: Beyond the Birthday Party, Chris Breen will show you how to bend iMovie to your will to make dynamic video vignettes that include blue screen effects, picture-in-picture tricks, and sound effects that add realism (and a heaping heaping of humor) to your work.

Final Cut Express and Final Cut Pro: A Step Up
Friday the 10th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Mark Swain

Learn the basics of non-linear editing, how to handle footage, and the ins and outs of video footage. Explore advanced editing tools such as ripple, roll, and slip edits. Also, figure out which version of Final Cut is right for you when we examine the differences between Express and Professional versions. This session will take you from raw footage to finished video with little or no previous Final Cut experience.

MacMania Trio

Classic Jazz and Rock’n Roll
Performed by MacMania Speakers
Andy Ihnatko, Chris Breen, and Bob LeVitus

Advanced iMovie:
Beyond the Birthday Party
Thursday the 9th, 3:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Christopher Breen

We understand that with a minimum of effort you can import video from your digital camcorder into iMovie and string together enough scenes to make a darned fine home movie, but is iMovie nothing more than the means for making less-boring videos of your kid’s 10th birthday bash? Hardly. In Advanced Movie: Beyond the Birthday Party, Chris Breen will show you how to bend iMovie to your will to make dynamic video vignettes that include blue screen effects, picture-in-picture tricks, and sound effects that add realism (and a heaping heaping of humor) to your work.

Final Cut Express and Final Cut Pro: A Step Up
Friday the 10th, 8:30am – Noon
Speaker: Mark Swain

There is no doubt about it, iMovie is a quick digital editing solution with loads of features. However, if you have outgrown the feature set, this is a great session that will take you inside the world of Final Cut. This guided tour starts off with getting you comfortable with the Final Cut interface and work flow. Learn the basics of non-linear editing, how to handle footage, and the ins and outs of video footage.

GarageBand 101:
So You Want To Be a Rock’n Roll Star
Friday the 10th, 1:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus

If you want to make music with GarageBand, this session is the perfect first step. The premise is to record, mix, and master a complete rock and roll song—using guitar, bass, drums, and vocals—in 3.5 hours or less.

Along the way you’ll discover cost-effective hardware products that make using GarageBand better; how Apple Loops can save you time and effort; how to record vocals and acoustic instruments that sound awesome; using GarageBand’s software instruments effectively; and lots of other cool stuff guaranteed to help you produce better sounding music with GarageBand.

GarageBand 101:
So You Want To Be a Rock’n Roll Star
Friday the 10th, 1:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus

If you want to make music with GarageBand, this session is the perfect first step. The premise is to record, mix, and master a complete rock and roll song—using guitar, bass, drums, and vocals—in 3.5 hours or less.

Along the way you’ll discover cost-effective hardware products that make using GarageBand better; how Apple Loops can save you time and effort; how to record vocals and acoustic instruments that sound awesome; using GarageBand’s software instruments effectively; and lots of other cool stuff guaranteed to help you produce better sounding music with GarageBand.

GarageBand 101:
So You Want To Be a Rock’n Roll Star
Friday the 10th, 1:30pm – 5pm
Speaker: Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus

If you want to make music with GarageBand, this session is the perfect first step. The premise is to record, mix, and master a complete rock and roll song—using guitar, bass, drums, and vocals—in 3.5 hours or less.

Along the way you’ll discover cost-effective hardware products that make using GarageBand better; how Apple Loops can save you time and effort; how to record vocals and acoustic instruments that sound awesome; using GarageBand’s software instruments effectively; and lots of other cool stuff guaranteed to help you produce better sounding music with GarageBand.

Mac Gems Shootout with Leo Laporte, Bob LeVitus, and the Woz

Hold on to your hat and don’t miss this a once-in-a-lifetime shootout featuring three of the most fanatical Mac maniacs in the universe—Leo, Bob, and Woz! Thrill as they demonstrate and praise their favorite and most-beloved shareware, freeware, and otherwise. Then, once the smoke clears, grab a copy of any or all of these fabulous gems at the GeekCruises website. Don’t miss it!

Other Evening Entertainment

The Woz Hour
Join Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak while he reminisces, answers your questions, and explores our future.

Macworld/Apple Q&A
Got a question about Apple or the Mac? This is your chance to get the real skinny from the experts! Macworld Editorial Director Jason Snell and Apple’s Sal Soghoian and Janet Hill answer your questions with the benefit of their years of first-hand experience in the Mac world.

Andy Ihnatko — The Wild Side
Pricing and Booking Information

Course Fees: $795. Only passengers booked through Geek Cruises will be admitted.
Deposit: $400 per person, due at time of booking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cabin Type</th>
<th>Cruise Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Inside</td>
<td>$799 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Inside</td>
<td>$899 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Outside</td>
<td>$999 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Outside</td>
<td>$1,099 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside w/ Balcony</td>
<td>$1,299 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Suites</td>
<td>$1,399 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Suite</td>
<td>$1,799 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Suite</td>
<td>$3,299 (GS* available)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cruise prices are subject to change.

3rd and/or 4th Person Rate:
- Ages 19 and older: $549;
- Ages 2-18: $499;
- Under 2 years old: $449.

Single Occupancy:
- 150% for inside and outside cabins and 200% for Outside with Balcony and above.

Port Charges and Taxes:
- $199 per person.

Full payment is due on November 1, 2005 (or, if you book after November 1, at the time of booking).

Foreign Shipping Fees and Additional Payment Information:
- There is a foreign shipping charge of $60 (to cover the shipping of your cruise tickets, via FedEx) per foreign residence ($35 per Canadian residence). There is a $25 charge for returned checks.

Air Add-ons:
- Airfare from most major cities is available through the cruise line. You can call our office for this pricing. (These rates include transfers to/from the dock/airport plus transfers to/from your hotel if we’ve booked the hotel as well.) In most cases, however, you will find better airfares on your own. Online travel sites such as Expedia.com, or Travelocity.com are excellent resources.

Pre- and Post-cruise Hotel Stays:
- Sightsee San Diego! The hotel (Westin Horton Plaza San Diego) will be close to the dock. If we book your hotel, transfers from the hotel to the dock are included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Night</th>
<th>1 night</th>
<th>2 nights</th>
<th>3 nights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared double</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$525</td>
<td>$775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd/4th person</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physically challenged available

Guaranteed Share (GS) Fares: This plan is for passengers who are coming on a Geek Cruise by themselves and wish to share a cabin with another Geek Cruises passenger in an inside or outside cabin only. The prices are the same as the per person double occupancy rates. Share Passengers who smoke are not to do so in the cabin, unless okayed by fellow roommates. We try to match passengers with someone close in age, whenever possible. Note: Holland America will not accept any booking unless a fully completed Reservation Form is accompanied with a per-person deposit:

http://www.GreekCruises.com/booking/mm04_booking.htm

Geek Cruises, Inc.
1430 Parkinson Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650-327-3692
928-396-2102 fax
www.GreekCruises.com
neil@geekcruises.com
CST# 2065380-40

Day | Port                  | Arrive | Depart | Conference Sessions
---|-----------------------|--------|--------|---------------------|
Sat, Feb 4 | San Diego, CA     | 5:00pm | 7:15pm | Bon Voyage Cocktail Party
Sun, Feb 5 | At Sea               | 8:30am | 5:00pm & 6:00pm | 7:30pm
Mon, Feb 6 | Cabo San Lucas, Mexico | 7:00am | 6:00pm | 6:00pm - 7:30pm
Tues, Feb 7 | Mazatlan, Mexico     | 8:00am | 6:00pm | 6:00pm - 7:30pm
Wed, Feb 8 | Puerto Vallarta, Mexico | 8:00am | 10:00pm | 7:30pm
Thurs, Feb 9 | At Sea               | 8:30am | 5:00pm & 6:00pm | 7:30pm
Fri, Feb 10 | At Sea               | 8:30am | 5:00pm & 6:00pm | 7:30pm
Sat, Feb 11 | San Diego, CA | 8:00am | 7:30pm | 7:30pm

Standard outside doubles on the ms Oosterdam are approximately 177 square feet. Rooms will vary in size and furniture placement.
**DIGITAL CAMERAS**

- **NIKON Coolpix 8800**
  - 8.0 Megapixels
  - 10x Optical Zoom
  - 2.5" LCD Screen
  - $699

- **CANON EP-2**
  - 20x Optical Zoom
  - 1.3 Megapixel
  - 2.7" LCD Screen
  - $1259

- **OLYMPUS C-730**
  - 4.2 Megapixels
  - 10x Optical Zoom
  - $299

- **PENTAX *IS 100**
  - 6.1 Megapixels
  - 2.0" LCD Screen
  - $469

- **SONY DSC-T2**
  - 6.1 Megapixels
  - 3.5" LCD Screen
  - $299

- **CANON EOS 1D**
  - 8.1 Megapixels
  - 2.5" LCD Screen
  - $1099

- **KODAK DX-7590**
  - 4.7 Megapixels
  - 3x Optical Zoom
  - $469

- **FULL FinPix S3**
  - 12.3 Mega Pixels
  - 2.1" LCD
  - $299

- **MINOLTA Dimage A200**
  - 8.0 Megapixels
  - 2.7" LCD Screen
  - $1599

**VIDEO PROJECTORS**

- **IN FOCUS LP-600**
  - 2000 ANSI Lumens
  - DLP
  - $1249

- **OPTIMA EZPRO 739**
  - 1800 ANSI Lumens
  - DLP
  - $999

- **BENQ PB8120**
  - 1800 ANSI Lumens
  - DLP
  - $999

**SCANNERS**

- **EPSON Stylus 2200P**
  - USB
  - $499

- **OLYMPUS SX-1**
  - 4.0 Optical Zoom
  - Multiple film formats
  - $699

**PRINTERS**

- **EPSON Stylus 1280**
  - USB
  - $399

- **CANON PFI-701**
  - 3 Color
  - 2 Color
  - $539

**TELEVISIONS**

- **SONY KDF-E39X95**
  - 37" HDTV
  - $2399

- **PANASONIC TH-50X50U**
  - 50" HDTV
  - $3399

- **SHARP LC-30S7U**
  - 30" HDTV
  - $1999

**DIGITAL VIDEO**

- **CANON ELURA 90**
  - 1.3 Megapixels
  - 2.7" LCD Screen
  - $1599

- **JVC GR-DF550**
  - 1.3 Megapixel
  - 2.5" Color LCD
  - $369

- **NEW V8-300**
  - 8.0 Megapixels
  - 2.0" LCD Screen
  - $1299

- **SONY DCR-DVD403**
  - 3.3 Megapixels
  - 2.7 LCD
  - $699

**VIDEO CAMERAS**

- **SONY DCR-HC1000**
  - 10x Optical Zoom
  - 2.5" LCD Screen
  - $1099

- **NEW OMRON 400**
  - 3-Color Imaging
  - $2149

**SCANNER**

- **CANON OPTUR 6500**
  - 2.3 Megapixels
  - 10x Optical Zoom
  - $999

- **NEW V8-300**
  - 8.0 Megapixels
  - 2.0" LCD Screen
  - $1299

**PRINTER**

- **EPSON Stylus 1280**
  - USB
  - $399

- **OLYMPUS SX-1**
  - 4.0 Optical Zoom
  - Multiple film formats
  - $699

**SCANNERS**

- **EPSON Stylus 2200P**
  - USB
  - $499

**PRINTERS**

- **EPSON Stylus 1280**
  - USB
  - $399

- **OLYMPUS SX-1**
  - 4.0 Optical Zoom
  - Multiple film formats
  - $699
Have More Fun with Music, Photos, and Video

New! iMacs Starting at Only $994

Exclusive iMac Wireless Bundle!

$49 Apple Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

Connect, Listen, Print-Wirelessly
AirPort Express with AirTunes
- Play iTunes over wireless network to your stereo
- Share Internet connection with up to 10 users

ONLY $119.95 #5172776

Cut Loose!
NaviPOD Wireless Remote Control
- 5-button infrared remote wirelessly controls iPod from across the room

ONLY $49.95 #455161

Breathe New Life into Your iPod
iPod Battery
- For iPod mini and 3rd & 4th generation iPods
- Li-Ion, 1600mAh

ONLY $79.95 #5420007

iPods Love a Good Roadtrip
iTrip FM Transmitter
- Play iPod tunes on clearest car stereo frequency from 87.7 to 107.9 FM

For iPod mini ONLY $29.95 #5071992
For iPod ONLY $29.95 #5071915

Make a Digital SLR Breakthrough
D50 Digital SLR Camera Outfit
- 6.1-megapixel with 18-55 mm lens

ONLY $199 #7735209

Store More Photos
512MB Elite Pro Secure Digital Card
- 512 MB SD memory card

ONLY $49.95 #5645001

New! It's Your Life, Take it With You
LifeDrive Mobile Manager
- 4GB hard drive, MP3 player
- Built-in Wi-Fi, Bluetooth support

ONLY $99.95 #5127770

We Have Your Must-Have iPod Accessories!

Connect . Listen . Print - Wirelessly

AirPort Express with AirTunes
- Play iTunes over wireless network to your stereo
- Share Internet connection with up to 10 users

ONLY $119.95 #5172776

All-New iMac G5
- 1.8GHz or 2GHz G5
- 512MB DDR SDRAM
- 80GB or 250GB hard drive
- Built-in wireless, Gigabit Ethernet
- Mac OS X Tiger and iLife '05
- Combo or 8X SuperDrive

ONLY $511.95 #5172776

'10 iTunes Gift Certificate' with any iPod mini or iPod photo 30GB purchase while supplies last

512MB iPod shuffle
- Up to 120 Songs
- $95 #5591563

1GB iPod shuffle
- Up to 240 Songs
- $144 #5596043

All-Weather Protection
iPod shuffle Sport Case
- Rugged design with lanyard protects iPod shuffle from the elements

ONLY $29.95 #5611302

Professional-Grade Cinema at Home
MovieTime DVD Projector
- Integrated DVD player, 5W speakers

ONLY $199 #5773029

Optoma

Nikon
**NEW!**

**POWER MAC G5s STARTING AT**

**$1494**

**Power Mac G5**
- Up to 2.7GHz G4
- Dual processors
- Mac OS X Tiger included
- 16X SuperDrive now supports double-layer (DVD+R DL) discs
- Up to 8GB RAM and up to 250GB HD

---

**View, Edit, & Print Photos at Home**
**PictureMate Deluxe Viewer Edition Printer**
- One-touch printing from camera
- Water and fade-resistant photos

ONLY $249.95
#5821983

*Get a $50 mail-in rebate with any 3MP+ digital camera purchase. Expires 9/30/05.

---

**Put a Little PC in Your Mac**
**Virtual PC for Mac 7.0 Upgrade**
- Access PC-only software, files, networks, and printers

ONLY $79.95
#5087310

---

**Fastest Version of Painter**
**Corel Painter® IX Upgrade**
- Speeds up to 10x faster
- Mirrors traditional painting

ONLY $199.95
#5339417

---

**Perfect Companion for Your PowerBook**
**Wireless Notebook Optical Mouse**
- Extended battery life
- Receiver stores in bottom of mouse

ONLY $34.95
#5412995

---

**www.macconnection.com/mw**

800.800.3333 | MacConnection®
A PC CONNECTION INC. COMPANY
the right tools for the right brain™
More Memory = Faster Mac

Did you know that memory makes the difference? For today’s applications and OSX, increasing your memory to 768MB or greater can more than DOUBLE the performance of your Apple! See fewer ‘spinning beach balls’ and notice how much faster your Apple is with the right memory! Speak to one of our knowledgeable OWC reps by phone or use our online memory guide at macsales.com/memory

**PowerMac G5 & iMac G5**
- All Models up to Dual G5 2.5GHz 184 Pin DDR DIMM Upgrades
  - 512MB Module $49.00
  - 1GB Module $115.00
  - 1GB Kits $99.00
  - 2GB Kits $219.00
- PowerBook G4 Aluminum & iBook G4 (all models)
  All Models up to 1.67GHz 200 Pin DDR S0-DIMM Upgrades
  - 512MB from $49.95
  - 1GB from $129.99
  - 1GB Samsung Factory Original OEM Module $179.00

**All PowerMac G4, eMac G4, & iMac G3/G4 Models**
- SDRAM or DDR Memory Module Upgrades
  - 256MB from $25.00
  - 512MB from $49.00
  - 1GB from $99.00

**PowerMac G3 Memory**
- For All PowerMac G3 Models
  - 256MB Module only $25.99
  - Max up to 768MB/1GB!

We have Memory for Nearly EVERY Apple Model!

Get the right memory every time by speaking to a friendly OWC Rep at 800-275-4576 or with our memory guide at macsales.com/memory
OWC FireWire & USB
High Performance plug & play

NEW-Now Available!
OWC Mercury Elite-AL Pro
FireWire Solutions
FW400/800 and USB2 Combo
Solutions
120GB to 400GB
7200RPM 8MB
Buffer from $129.99

NEW-Now Available!
OWC Mercury Elite DUAL
FireWire 800 RAID Solution
Plug & Play FireWire Dual Drive
Hardware RAID
320GB RAID $329.99
500GB RAID $439.99
800GB RAID $749.99

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Top Rated FireWire 400, 800, & USB Combo Solutions
High Performance for the most demanding Audio/Video, Backup, Music, and general storage needs.
80GB to 400GBs from $129.99
Most Popular:
Elite Pro FW400/800 USB2 Combo Solutions
250GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $229.99
300GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $289.97

OWC Neptune 'Value Done Right' FireWire 400 Solutions
High Performance, Quality Storage for less.
40GB to 250GB from $99.99
Most Popular:
250GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $139.99
250GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $439.99

ADD FIREWIRE & USB TO PowerMacs and PowerBooks!
Add new capabilities or extra ports
For PowerMacs:
OWC
2-Port FireWire 400 PCI $9.95
3-Port FW400/5 Port $29.95
3-Port FireWire 800/1-Port FW400 PCI $49.99

SuperDrive Your Mac
From Only $67.95
Internal options for PowerMacs,
PowerBooks, Mac mini, iMacs, & eMacs
from $67.95. External from $129.99 for
any FireWire/USB Equipped Mac.
DVD Burn Speeds of up to 16X & Dual
Layer Burn Support too!
macsales.com/superdrive

See the full line of OWC FireWire Solutions as well as solutions by LaCie, EZ Quest, SmartDisk, and
WellBetech online at macsales.com/FireWire

All OWC Mercury and Neptune Model Solutions provide Ultra Quiet Operation and utilize custom Oxford FireWire Bridge designs for high-performance and reliability. All models are EMC/DMT Retrospect Certified and include EMC Dantz Retrospect Backup software, In telesc HD Speeds, all connecting cables, over 1GB of Mac Public Domain/Firewire/Shareware, other accessories specific to each model and either a 1yr or 2yr OWC Warranty.

For PowerBooks, iBooks, & Mac mini

3.5" Plug & Play 80GB to 400GB from $59

SuperDrive your computer online! Visit macsales.com/superdrive

Prices, specifications, and availability are subject to change without notice. Items returned within 30 days may be subject to a restocking fee.
No returns will be accepted without Return Merchandise Authorization number.
Satisfy that Need for Speed
Zoom up to G4/2.0GHz!

Plug n’ Play makes your 'old Mac' perform like NEW again. Compatible with new and existing software, all the memory and other hardware you have too!

**30 Day 100% Money Back Guarantee on all PowerLogix & OWC Brand Upgrades!**

**Power Up to Dual 2.0GHz from $179.00!**
For PowerMac G4 AGP Graphics/Sawtooth, Cube, Gigabit Ethernet, Digital Audio, and Quicksilver models.

**Feated Products:**

- PowerLogix
  - PowerForce G4@1.0GHz 2MB L3 Cache $179.00
- PowerWroc G4@1.4GHz w/2MB L3 Cache $329.00
- PowerForce G4@2.0GHz w/512KB L2 1:1 $399.00
- PowerForce G4@1.8GHz $679.00

**OWC**
- Mercury Extreme G4@1.4GHz 2MB L3 $339.00

**OWC is the #1 Source for G3/G4 Upgrades**
Call or Visit macsales.com/FASTER for our full that, including overnight pickup and return delivery, OWC will do the Mac mini upgrades for you!

**All OWC, Sonnet, & PowerLogix Upgrades are TESTED and GUARANTEED OS X 10.4 ‘Tiger’ Compatible!**

Software
Get OS X ‘Tiger’ for $99.00

- Full retail box version
  - Apple OS X ‘Panther’ from $47.99
  - Apple OS X ‘Jaguar’ from $17.99

Utilities
- ProSoft Drive Genius $65.00
  - Optimize, Recover, Live Repartition, Repair, S.M.A.R.T Diagnose & More!

OWC gives cash back for your old processor

**Satisfy that Need for Speed!**

**Call or Visit macsales.com/FASTER**

---

**Laptop Accessories**

**Newer Technology**

**NuPower Batteries**

PowerBook G4 Titanium 15”
4800mAh NuPower $149.95
For all 400-Watt Models, up to 42% MORE Capacity vs. Original Battery!

NuPower with up to 10% more Capacity also available from $119.99 for PowerBook G4 Aluminum 12/15/17” Models, PowerBook G4 Wallstreet/ Lombard/Pismo, All iBook G3 and iBook G4 Models.

Call or Visit macsales.com/NewerTech

**ATI MacEdition Video Cards**
For Power Mac G5 models:
- x800 G5 Dual DVI with 256MB $495.09
- 9600 Pro Mac Special Edition 256MB $292.99
For AGP Equipped
- G3, G4, G5 PowerMacs with open PCI Slot: 9200 Pro 128MB $124.99

**Network Adapters**

D-Link
- D-Link 10/100 Ethernet PCI Card $9.99

**PRAM Batteries**
Is your Mac forgetting what time it is? OWC PRAM batteries starting at $5.75

**Wireless Mouse**

Logitech Cordless 'Click' Optical Mouse for USB SPECIAL — **$25.99**

**Make your Mac mini even better!**

- Upgrade to 1GB only $99.00
  - Most Memory — Most Faster!
  - Get a Bigger & Faster Hard Drive from $79.99
  - More Storage that's up to 43% Faster!
  - Burn DVD’s & CDs for only $149.95
- BULL Burner is twice as fast as Apple's current SuperDrive option + supports Dual Layer DVD Burning.
- Call or Visit macsales.com/macmini

**Your Online Mac Upgrade Center**

Visit mcsales.com/mcm for more upgrades and accessories.

**Exclusive OWC Online Video**
shows how to install these Mac mini upgrades or for $99 including overnight pickup and return delivery, OWC will do the Mac mini upgrades for you! Now winner to need accessories for your mini! NewerTech has some Ergonomic Aids, including an Acrylic base that lights up cool blue!

**Software**

Get OS X ‘Tiger’ for $99.00

**Utilities**

ProSoft Drive Genius $65.00
- Optimize, Recover, Live Repartition, Repair, S.M.A.R.T Diagnose & More!

**PostFacto**

mcsales.com/osx
iPod Replacement Batteries & Enrichment Products

NewerTech iPod Replacement Batteries feature up to 70% more capacity vs. original battery for runtimes even exceeding 24 hours!

**NuPower**

**NuPower 600mAh Battery**
For all iPod mini $29.99
50% more capacity vs. original

**NuPower 2100mAh Battery**
For all 1st & 2nd Gen iPods $39.95
70% more capacity vs. original

**NuPower 850mAh Battery**
For all 3rd Gen iPods $25.99
30% more capacity vs. original

**NuPower 750mAh Battery**
For all 4th Gen iPods $25.99
20% more capacity vs. original

**NuPower 900mAh Battery**
For all 40GB iPod 4th Gen, 40GB & 60GB iPod Photo $34.95
Up to 44% more capacity vs. original

RoadTrip & RoadTrip Plus
Listen to your iPod while 'on-the-road'!
Finally, an easy to use and GREAT sounding FM Transmitter for your iPod! Just Plug, Tune a single station, and jam on without interruption. Easier to use and sounds better than products costing 2-4 times as much!

**RoadTrip!**
FM Transmitter for All Apple iPod Models $14.95 Also works with any device with a headphone audio out jack.

RoadTrip Plus
FM Transmitter + iPod Charger $27.95 For iPod mini, 3rd Gen, 4th Gen, and Photo Models Charges and broadcasts clean and clear – all in one.

**iPod cases**

Contour Design
iFem
Contour Design
Gee mini
Contour Design
Showcase

XMereMac iPod cases from $9.95
XMereMac Sport Wrap-Armband

OWC’s full line of iPod Accessories, Batteries, and more online at macsales.com/iPod

Music on your Mac

**M-AUDIO**

Nova Large Capsule Cardioid Microphone $99.00
StudioPro 4 Desktop Audio Powered Monitors $149.00
Ozone USB Audio 8 MIDI Controller $249.00
Black Box - Guitar AMP FX & Audio Interface $249.00

**Trigger Finger MIDI Controller Input Device** $199.00

**Shuttle A/V Controllers**
Shuttle Pro v2 Jog/Shuttle (15 programmable buttons) $84.99
Shuttle Express Jog/Shuttle (7 programmable buttons) $39.99

**RCA Out Jack**

Brian Moore Guitars

iGuita USB/MIDI Guitar Controller Starting from only $759.00

Highlighted in Roger Adler's Garage Band. Also works with other OWC products.

The Latest Enhancements

**Village**

Village Tronic VTBook
Add another CRT or Flat Panel Display to your Powerbook $246.99

iLugger iMac cases for the iMac G5 5 color combinations starting at $99.95

Rain Design i360 A Turntable for your iMac G5 17" and 20" $39.99

Eye candies for your Mac, Six flavors to choose from.

**O'Reilly Books**
The latest Mac titles from $9.95

Over 30 Mac Titles In Stock!

**FasterMac.net**
Pay less. Get more. Surf faster!

Mac-Only Internet from only $8 per month!

Higher Speed Internet Dial-up Premium Service 3.1/1 flat Rate Tech Support & More!

Visit FasterMac.net or call toll free 800-869-9152 to learn more or to sign up.

Other World Computing

Serving the Mac Universe since 1988

Visit macsales.com 800.275.4576

Prices, specifications, and availability are subject to change without notice. Items returned within 30 days may be subject to a restocking fee. No return will be accepted without a Return Merchandise Authorization number.

1004 Cowles St., Woodstock, VT 05091

Copyright © 2005 Other World Computing, Inc. All rights reserved.
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## Macworld Showcase Featured Advertisers

### Developer Showcase
- Last Software: sketchup.com
- Data Video Corp: datavideo-tek.com
- MarkSpace: markspace.com
- Transilis: transilis.com
- QuickVerse: quickverse.com
- Granite Digital: granitedigital.com
- Biomorph: biomorph.com
- Toast: toast.com
- Proff: iproofsystems.com
- 3rd Street SW: thirdstreetsoftware.com
- Dr. Beck: drbott.com
- Ideal Electronics: lindeltronics.com
- Rock Enz: photo-control.com/rockenz
- Novatek: novatek.com
- Bandmaestro: bandmaestro.com
- Manware: manware.com
- Shrieve Systems: shrieve.com
- Ram Designs: ramdesigns.com
- Acme Made: acmemade.com
- MacCase: mac-case.com
- skbcases.com
- innopocket.com
- Macy's: macy.com
- Battery Tech: batterypech.com
- Eymotic: eymotic.com
- Boom Bags: boombags.com
- iSkin: iskin.com

### Services Showcase
- Presentation Services: imagers.com
- Sharpdots: sharpdots.com
- Creative Juices: creativejuices.com
- Disc Makers: discmakers.com
- EDS Graphics: edgmiami.com
- Brochures.com: brochures.com
- Copy Craft: copycraft.com
- Zoo Printing: zooprinting.com
- Print Runner: printrunner.com
- MacResQ: macresq.com
- Drive Savers: drivesavers.com
- Tradeshow Stuff: tradeshow-stuff.com
- FatCow: fatcow.com
- TechRestore: techrestore.com
- Americas Printer: americasprinter.com

### Direct Showcase
- PowerOn Computers: poweron.com
- Mac of all Trades: macofalltrades.com
- Mac Pro: mac-pro.com
- MacPrices.com: macprices.com
- SeafoodByNet: seafoodbynet.com
- Mac Solutions: macsolution.com
- Powermax: powermax.com
- InsideMacRadio: insidemacradio.com
- MegaMacs: megamacs.com
- Mac Solutions: macsolution.com
- Your Mac Life: yourmaclife.com
- Academic Superstore: academicsuperstore.com
- Journey Educators: journeyeducators.com
- Data Memory Systems: datamem.com
- 1-800-4-Memory: 18004memory.com

For more information, contact Niki Stranz or Carol Johnstone at (800) 597-1594.

---

### Dream. Design. Communicate.

**with FREE Component Libraries for:**
- **FILM PRE-VIZ**
- **INTERIOR DESIGN**
- **ARCHITECTURE**
- **LANDSCAPING**

**SketchUp**

visit www.sketchup.com

Download a free trial version & new components today!
The miniG Family of Storage Solutions

Video and audio production, broadcast video, film, DVD authoring, 3D animation - some professions demand more. The miniG family of advanced storage solutions is rigorously engineered to meet the standards of the digital content creation community. Uniquely designed aluminum casing makes it light, sturdy, very portable and easy on the eyes. Innovative engineering keeps the miniG cool and the external power supply reduces electromagnetic interference.

- SATA and 1394b
- up to 200MB/sec transfer rates
- up to 1.6TB capacity

Welcome to the family!
The #1 Bible Study Software is now on a whole new platform.

The wait is over. Fast. Intuitive. Elegant... Some of the most skilled Mac programmers in the business, with over 40 years of combined experience, have brought their vision for QuickVerse Bible study software for Macintosh to life! The Macintosh Operating System, user base, and hardware platform are definitely not foreign territory for QuickVerse. Created from the ground up to be a truly native OS-X application, any Mac user interested in Bible reading, Bible study, sermon preparation, or teaching will quickly discover that QuickVerse Mac is truly the most intuitive and Mac-embracing Bible study software on the market.

Save 15% on any purchase of QuickVerse Mac with Priority Code MCW505.
Call 888.459.0078 or visit www.quickverse.com

Visit us at www.transintl.com or call (800) 783-2120 Today!
**FireWire - SATA - USB - SCSI Storage**

**Hot-Swap Features:**
- 150MB/s
- Inexpensive
- Convenient swapping of drives is perfect for backing up and managing large projects.

**Special $149**

The new Granite Hot-Swap Drive is the most versatile storage system on the market. With the low cost of ATA hard drives you can now use hard drives to back up your computer, transport large amounts of data, dedicate drives for projects, and completely eliminate the need for tape drives and other archival systems. It’s the ideal solution for your removable storage needs and it’s faster than all other types of archival systems.

**Hot-Swap RAID / JBOD Systems**
Offer unsurpassed value and reliability

Our RAID / JBOD Systems can be configured with any size drives and are truly Hot-Swappable. No matter what your storage or backup needs entail Granite Digital has the solution that fits the bill.

**Granite Gold Cables, Adapters, SCSI Terminators, and Components**

**Get our catalog online at www.granitedigital.com**

Granite Digital • 3101 Whipple Rd., Union City, CA. 94587 • 510-471-6442-tel • 510-471-6267-fax

---

**Introducing TinyDrive™ Portable Mini USB MicroDrive**

- Hi-speed USB 2.0 Portable Storage
- Available in 2.2GB & 4.4GB Capacities
- Plug-n-play Driverless Design
- Fast 6.5MB/s Sustained Data Rate

**TinyDrive 2.2GB $165**

**Tiny Drive 4.4GB $225**

To order visit us at www.IOSWAP.com, or call 562-777-3497

---

**PowerRIP**

The best way to send PostScript data to 124 different inkjet printers

Buy one OSX PostScript RIP and use it with any Epson Stylus Color 3000, Pro 5500, Photo 1280, 1200, 2000, or a new Stylus 2400 or 4800.

Check our website today for your printer model.

www.iproofsystmes.com Tel: 321-777-3910

---

**Biomorph**

**ergonomic computer furniture that adjusts to your lifestyle.**

free catalog

888 302 DESK

order online biomorph.com

---

**Sente**

It's like iTunes for academic literature.


Download a free, fully-functional demo at:

www.ThirdStreetSoftware.com

All trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.
Podium CoolPad
The ideal angle for your mobile lifestyle. The Podium CoolPad lets you swivel and adjust your laptop's position at will, and features the best product warranty in the business.

MoniSwitch DVI SL
Need to go back and forth between Mac and Windows? MoniSwitch lets you control up to 4 Macs or PCs from a single DVI display and USB keyboard and mouse. MoniSwitch is the most compatible KVM switch available.

MCA Snow Shuffle
Made of thick and silky white leather, this shuffle case keeps your iPod at the height of swank and safely swathed.

SportGrip
Add a halo of color to your iPod shuffle. 3-pack or solo.
“We like its look, the carabiner, and the price.” - iPodlounge

SV-iP4G
Bring your tunes to the deep blue sea. H2O Audio cases for iPod and iPod mini let you snorkel to the beat, down to 30 feet.

Musak
A messenger bag with punch. The Musak bag has two powered speakers, a pouch for your iPod, and room for your laptop as well.

Belkin USB 2.0 Hub
Powered 4-port Hi-speed USB 2.0 hub with a drop-in port for your iPod shuffle or other USB devices.

Dr. Bott
Buy Dr. Bott products at your friendly neighborhood Mac store. Find one online at http://www.drbott.com/local phone: 800.541.1167
Docking Station

Lind Docking Station

Convert your PowerBook or iBook to a desktop system in seconds without misplacing cables or damaging connectors.

- Eliminates cable confusion and damage to connectors.
- New release levers for easier docking and undocking.
- Adds only 3" to rear when docked.
- Also available for G3 PowerBooks.

Lion Auxiliary Power Packs

For all Ti G4s & iBooks

Extend your laptop runtime 3 to 4 times longer.

Lightweight
2.4(MP60)lbs - 3.4(MP90)lbs
Size - 11.25 x 8.5 x .5"

MaxPower 60 (95WH)
& MaxPower 90 (140WH)

Order online at:
www.lindelectronics.com
or call #800-897-8994 to order

Laptop Cooling Stand

- Elegant
- Efficient
- Ergonomic
- Portable
- Conserves battery power
- Increases performance

bandmateloops.com

The #1 Source for Instant Apple Loop Downloads

- Instant Digital Delivery - 24/7
- Start Making Music within minutes
- 100% Compatible with GarageBand, Soundtrack and Logic 7 Pro & Express

Use Coupon code "THE55S2B661GJGYP" for 10% off of your entire order.

Try us today!
www.bandmateloops.com

MACS WANTED!!!

We buy, sell & trade macs & mac parts.

800-227-3971
1200 Marshall St., Shreveport LA 71119
ShreveSystems.com

Shreve Systems, Inc.  1200 Marshall St., Shreveport, LA 71119  800-227-3971  Fax: 318-869-9280  info@shrevesystems.com  www.shrevesystems.com

Shreve Systems, Inc.  1200 Marshall St., Shreveport, LA 71119  800-227-3971  Fax: 318-869-9280  info@shrevesystems.com  www.shrevesystems.com

Sportsuit Convertible

Includes:
Adjustable armband
Removable belt clip
Removable protective lid

Additional wearing options

1. Without lid
2. With lid
3. With armband

Available in many colors

MACS WANTED!!!

We buy, sell & trade macs & mac parts.

800-227-3971
1200 Marshall St., Shreveport LA 71119
ShreveSystems.com

Over 25 years in business!!
**Sleevz™ for iPod and iPod mini**

True to Form

**NEW. i360™ turntable provides an elegant and dynamic way to turn your iMac G5 and Cinema Display (17-inch, 20-inch and 23-inch).**

Let's interact!

Your iMac's other half.

"iGo is a desk designed with the iMac in mind, and the two together are quite a sight."

Stay cool. Wherever.

"iLap features an angled anodized aluminum base with a soft padded riser and padded wrist rest..."

**DEVELOPER showcase**

**Furniture**
Sling Blade Runner.

Introducing the MacCase SLING. The FIRST EVER sling style backpack specifically designed for PowerBooks and iBooks. With it's completely original, ground breaking, exterior shape, you'll not only be styling, but storing, transporting and protecting as well. For a full list of features and colors, visit an Apple reseller or www.mac-case.com.

www.mac-case.com 866-526-2247
The world’s only Magnesium protective case line for mobile electronics.

**Why Magnesium?**

**Rugged**
Poly-carbonate front protects the screen and allows you to see the iPod while the Magnesium back offers stylish rugged protection.

**Light**
Magnesium is 37% lighter than Aluminum.

**Subtle**
Injection molded Magnesium cases are designed to compliment the iPod’s Award Winning Design.

Mg

**$5 Coupon**
Use coupon code MacWorld at checkout for $5 off any Magnesium case!

©2005 Innopocket. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Magnesium Cases are available for:
- HP iPAQ hx4700 series
- HP iPAQ h6300 series
- O2 xda IIs & xda mini
- Treo 650
- iPod & iPod Photo
- iPod mini
All New iPod Accessories

Bluetooth Stereo and Tune Streaming Headset

iPod Portable Stereo Speakers

Call us for dealers near you 1.800.644.1132 or visit us at: www.macally.com
DEVELOPER showcase

iPod Accessories Cases

The clarity of these earphones will reveal layers of your music you've never heard before.

6isolator
earphones

• In-the-ear secure fit for optimal performance
• Highly accurate music reproduction with enhanced bass
• Exceptional noise isolation

ETYMÔTIC RESEARCH, INC.
www.etymotic.com

What's on your iPod?

With everything you'd expect in a protector that's "fit for an iPod," iSkin® delivers on quality, functionality and stunning good looks. It features an ultra-clear screen protector, a removable belt clip and a click wheel protector to help keep your iPod safe and sound.

iSkin®
iSkin.com

Get Your Cobra at www.booqbags.com today.

Cobra XM

Designed By BOOQ in California. ©2004 by BOOQ. All Rights Reserved. For more information, please visit www.booqbags.com or call 877-877-BOOQ.

www.macworld.com
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Try Us For FREE!
www.imagers.com/free

Overnight Digital Services!
- True digital offset printing
- On-line proof approval
- Poster prints for indoor/outdoor
- Color lasers as low as 30¢
- Hi-Res film scans start @ $0.90
- Digital photo prints, slide imaging

IMAGERS
Since 1947
Digital Printing Center
www.imagers.com
800.232.5411 or 404.351.5800
1575 Northside Dr. Ste. 490 Atlanta 30318

Digital Printing Center
www.imagers.com
800.232.5411 or 404.351.5800
1575 Northside Dr. Ste. 490 Atlanta 30318

RapiDots
a new, fast workflow system from your friends at sharpdots.com
GO FAST, GO FULL COLOR
2-3 Business Day Turnaround for the following products:
- Business Cards
- Postcards
- 4x9 Rack Cards
- Flyers
- & Now 8.5x11 Brochures
PDF or TIFF Artwork Only
MACWORLD READERS: Now Get 5% Off Any RapiDots Order!
Enter This Coupon Code During Checkout: rapimac0806
Expires August 31, 2005; Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers/Coupons

Now 8.5x11 Brochures
PDF or TIFF Artwork Only
MACWORLD READERS: Now Get 5% Off Any RapiDots Order!
Enter This Coupon Code During Checkout: rapimac0806
Expires August 31, 2005; Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers/Coupons

The words Mac and Elite in the same sentence are kind of redundant, aren't they?
Disc Makers MacElite automated CD and DVD duplicators and printers - starting at $2,990.

Disc Makers
Call 1-800-237-6666 or go to www.discmakers.com/mwmag for your free catalog.

2500 Brochures for the price of 1000 $387.70
FREE SHIPPING in Cont. US

Business Cards • Postcards
Brochures • Flyers
BROCHURES.COM 1-417-882-1111

FREE UV COATING!

edgmiami.com
graphic design/printing

Business Cards
5000 full color double sided
Just $119

FREE UV COATING!

edgmiami.com
graphic design/printing

Business Cards
5000 full color double sided
Just $119

FREE UV COATING!

edgmiami.com
graphic design/printing

Business Cards
5000 full color double sided
Just $119

FREE UV COATING!
Get ResQ'd By MacResQ!

24-Hour Repair Turnaround
Nationwide Pickup/Delivery
Includes our custom PowerBox, 3-way round-trip overnight U.S. shipping & a detailed diagnostic exam.
only $99.00

PowerBookResQ 72-Hour Turnaround: only $49!
24-Hour PowerBookResQ Specialty Services:
G4 "SuperDrive" Upgrade: $299
G4 Replace Hinges: $279
Hard Drive Upgrades: 100GB: $289  80GB: $249  60GB: $224
Flat Rate LCD Replacement Starting at $389

1-866-Mac-Repair

www.macresq.com

DATA RECOVERY: 800-440-1904

7 great reasons to choose DriveSavers:
- Fast, advanced, proprietary techniques.
- Recommended and certified by all hard drive manufacturers.
- All operating systems; Mac, Windows, OS/2, Netware and UNIX.
- All storage devices including SAN, RAID and NAS systems.
- Instantly retrieve recovered data with DataExpress™.
- Government Contracts and High Security Service.
- Featured on MacWorld, MacAddict, CNN, BBC, and others.

“We Can Save It!”

Visit DriveSavers at www.drivesavers.com
©2003 DRIVESAVERS, INC. 400 BEL MARIN KEYS BLVD., NOVATO, CA 94949 INTL: 415 382 2000

tradeshow-stuff.com
Send an Email!
SEND AN EMAIL!
we make successful trade shows affordable!
- trade show displays
- table covers
- retractable banners
- real fast solutions
- collapsible literature display racks
800.969.9913

Send an email!
www.macworld.com
mki_stranx@macworld.com
carol_johnstone@macworld.com

S$25* a month

Get a FatCow
- 1 Gig of disk space
- 30 Gigs of monthly transfer
- 100 email boxes
- WebMail
- Spam & virus filtering
- SiteDelux Site Editor

Get a MiniMoo
- Domain parking $5/year
- 1 email account
- Customized coming soon page

www.fatcow.com/mac
Toll Free 1.866.506.9572

FatCow
Web Hosting
Everything Personal!

Get a FatCow
Get a MiniMoo

www.fatcow.com/mac
Toll Free 1.866.506.9572

FatCow
Web Hosting
Everything Personal!
PowerBook Repairs & Upgrades

OVERNIGHT - WORLDWIDE: 1-888-5-PB-Repair

- $299: Dual Layer SuperDrive Upgrades includes Round-Trip Overnight Shipping and 24-Hour Repair!
- Hard Drive Upgrades For PowerBooks & iBooks Includes Data Transfer, Round-Trip Overnight Shipping, and 24-Hour Repair!
- 60gb: $229 80gb: $239 100gb: $279
- Add $29 To Have Your Old Drive Put In An External Firewire Enclosure
- Stainless Steel Hinge Replacements $299 Includes Round-Trip Overnight Shipping
- LCD Repair for PowerBooks & iBooks Includes Round-Trip Overnight Shipping • From $399

iPod Repairs & Upgrades

OVERNIGHT - WORLDWIDE: 1-877-For-iPod

- $99: 1st & 2nd Gen. Headphone & Firewire Repairs Includes Round-Trip Overnight Shipping
- 20 Hour battery $79 Includes Round-Trip Overnight Shipping
- iPod Upgrades:
  - 1st Gen: 5gb to 20gb: $149
  - 2nd Gen: 10gb to 20gb: $129
  - 3rd Gen: 15gb to 40gb: $189
  - 4th Gen: 20gb to 60gb: $249
- iPod Cases Starting at $9.99

PowerBook & iBook Liquidation!

- G4/500 15" DVD: $879
- G4/667 15" Combo: $889
- G4/867 12" Combo: $899
- G4/1682 17" SD: $1699
- Visit us online for more deals, latest price drops!

Tech Restore.com
1-866-96-RESTORE
Local/International: 925-689-9488

"I use AmericasPrinter.com"

- Full Commercial Heidelberg Printshop • 11,000 Customers Nationwide
- 3 ways to Buy Printing • Print & Ship Anywhere in the USA
- FREE Sample Kit • Over 2,000 products on our price guide...

www.americasprinter.com

800.552.1303 toll free
714.521.1100 CA | 714.521.5650 fax
mac@AmericasPrinter.com
6940 Aragon Circle, Buena Park, CA 90620

www.macworld.com
MacPrices.com

- Find the lowest price!
- Get the best bundles!
- Prices updated daily

www.macprices.com

MEMORY

ALL MEMORY ON SALE!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mac Mini 1gb</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac G5 1.5GHz/512MB</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4 256/512MB 1gb</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerBook/iBook 512MB 1gb</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4 Tower 256MB/512MB</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The memory listed is extremely volatile. Prices are always changing. Please call or check our web site for current pricing.

AIRPORT CARD SPECIAL!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AirPort Original Card</td>
<td>$78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirPort Extreme Card</td>
<td>$78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SeafoodByNet.com
Fresh from the sea to your doorstep!

Join our free
Fresh Club Newsletter
daily fresh deals!
Visit www.SeafoodByNet.com
call 815-337-4028
Your store for restaurant quality seafood and meats.

www.InsideMacRadio.com
Recycle Your Mac!

Thinking of upgrading to a new Mac model? PowerMax has one of the largest selections of GS PowerMacs on the web. And you can trade in your old Mac* for credit toward a brand new one. After all, you have a friend; it deserves better than a trip to the landfill. Call us today or go online to find out how easy it is to recycle your old machine!

Get a PowerBook for just $249!

As the web’s largest Certified Pre-Owned Mac dealer, PowerMax has a massive selection of quality, pre-owned PowerBooks, iBooks, iMacs and PowerMacs. We have over 550 configurations to choose from:

- **G3 PowerBooks** – wallstreets, pianos, etc. **starting at $249**
- **G3 iBooks** – clamshells, snows, etc. **starting at $359**
- **Titanium PowerBooks** **starting at $799**
- **G4 PowerMacs** – graphite, quicksilvers, etc. **starting at $349**
- **G4 CRT iMacs** **starting at $149**
- **G3 Yosemite Towers** **starting at $159**

Get OS 10.4 Tiger for only $99!

And get a free, cuddly stuffed tiger with purchase!

Apple’s New Final Cut Studio

Comes bundled with Final Cut Pro 5, Soundtrack Pro, Motion 2 and DVD Studio Pro 4 for only $1188

Looking for iPods?

We ship hundreds of iPods and iPod accessories every month!

- iPod AppleCare **$59**
- iPod shuffle SLIM **$99**
- iPod shuffle 1GB **$149**
- 4GB iPod mini refurbished **$179**
- 4GB iPod mini **$199**
- 6GB iPod mini **$249**
- 2GB iPod previous model **$299**
- 3GB iPod Photo **$349**
- 60GB iPod Photo **$449**
- 60GB iPod previous model **$479**

Looking for Macs?

We ship hundreds of iPods and iPod accessories every month!

- iPod AppleCare **$59**
- iPod shuffle SLIM **$99**
- iPod shuffle 1GB **$149**
- 4GB iPod mini refurbished **$179**
- 4GB iPod mini **$199**
- 6GB iPod mini **$249**
- 2GB iPod previous model **$299**
- 3GB iPod Photo **$349**
- 60GB iPod Photo **$449**
- 60GB iPod previous model **$479**

Summer Product Blowout

We’re clearing out the warehouse with these hot specials!

- Verbatim DVD-R 10pk 4.7GB branded jewel case **$14**
- Radish Shock headphone splitters **$3**
- Inland Pro Sound 2000 speakers **$29**
- Logitech 3-button optical mouse **$15**
- Belkin Laptop Bundle: case, mouse, cables & more! **$49**
- IBM 17” refurbished CRT monitor **$99**
- Apple 22” pre-owned ADC display **$888**
- Apple Airport Extreme card **$64**
- Apple Airport card used **$99**
- Nikon CoolPix 4200 digital camera [open box] **$299**
- Canon Zi100 digital camcorder [open box] **$339**
- Canon G5 PowerShot digital camera [open box] **$559**
- IBM 60GB IDE internal hard drive used **$59**

Hot Prices on Cool, New Macs!

- 12” iBook G4/1.2GHz 256/60/combo/airport **$999**
- 14” iBook G4/1.33GHz 256/60/super/airport ext. **$1499**
- 15” PowerBook G4/1.5GHz 512/60/combo/AP ext. **$1994**
- Mac mini G4/1.25GHz 512/60/combo/AP ext **$1494**
- Mac mini G4/1.67GHz 512/60/combo/AP ext/BT **$1988**
- Power Mac dual G5/1.8GHz 256/80/super **$1699**
- Power Mac dual G5/2.0GHz 512/160/super **$2498**

LaCie is breaking the limits of hard drive capacity with their new Big Disk Extreme!

- 40GB MobileFW/USB **$139**
- 80GB FW FA Porsche Design **$119**
- 160GB FW FA Porsche Design **$139**
- 250GB G3 Extreme w/ Triple Int **$229**
- 500GB G3 Extreme w Triple Int **$399**
- 1.0TB G3 Extreme or Triple Int **$949**
- DVD+/-RW 16x DL FW Light Scribe w/Toast Titanium **$189**

Apple’s New Final Cut Studio

Comes bundled with Final Cut Pro 5, Soundtrack Pro, Motion 2 and DVD Studio Pro 4

- **$1188**

New Apple 17” display for only $399

- A great price – crystal clear and ultra flat!

Get the Card — Get the Mac Of Your Dreams!

Become a preferred customer with PowerMax and save!

Get the Card — Get the Mac Of Your Dreams!

Become a preferred customer with PowerMax and save!

800-613-2072

Local: (503) 624-1827 • Fax: (503) 627-1635

Email: sales@powermax.com

Authorized Reseller Apple Specialist

• Personal Financing
• Fast P.O. Approvals
• Business Leasing
• Daily Specials on our Web Site

Prices subject to change without notice. Credit card orders strictly verified against fraudulent use. With use of credit card as payment, customer acknowledges that some products are subject to final sale. Many prices are limited to stock on hand. All brand names are registered trademarks of their respective holders. Not responsible for typographical errors. *after mail-in rebate(s) excludes mac mini **Home restrictions apply

www.macworld.com

PowerMax

Knowledge is Power
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM TravelStar</td>
<td>$129 MSRP</td>
<td>400GB IDE, 4200 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harman Kardon</td>
<td>$49</td>
<td>IBM TravelStar 8.2 Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL Professional Edition</td>
<td>$49</td>
<td>35 Speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU Media</td>
<td>$129</td>
<td>35 Speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intego Internet Security Barrier</td>
<td>$399 MSRP</td>
<td>Family Edition, Net Banner, Virus Banner, Content Banner, Parental Controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intego Internet Security Barrier</td>
<td>$399 MSRP</td>
<td>Pro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Special Buy Memory Sale!**

- **60 1GB**  $ 84
- **60 512mb** 42
- **PowerBook G4 1gb Samsung** 157
- **PowerBook G4 512mb Samsung** 66

**Original Apple Batteries-In Stock!**

- **Titanium Battery (quantities limited)**
- **Clamshell iBook Battery**
- **White-Snow iBook 12" Battery**
- **iBook 14" 61w or 66w Battery**

**AirPort® Card**

- **Original 802.11b**
  - **ALL $99**

**Web Site - MemorySolutions.com**

800-462-2160

Note: Prices are subject to change. Quantities limited to stock on hand.

---

**MEGA Macks.com**

WE BUY MACS! The Mac shop where part is.

918-664-MACS (6227)

fax 918-663-6430

Office 259 Mid-Size
Office 259 Pro

Life

printshop

Pet Shop 5.0 for OS 9
Pet Shop 5.0 for OS 9.4

Classics Software

Apple Movie (150 MB CD) Video
Audio (25 MB CD) Video
Full Throttle (Game) Game
Jump Start Kindergarten (Edition) Computer

Brenthaven

High Performance Computer Cases

Breath - Professional Shoulder 17" Managed One WeekTrack Overflow/Fusion Flex

Mac OS

Appaccine MegaDeals

- iMac / eMac
- PowerMac G4/G5
- iBook
- Powerbook G4

Special Buy Memory Sale!

- 60 1GB
- 60 512mb
- PowerBook G4 1gb Samsung
- PowerBook G4 512mb Samsung

Original Apple Batteries-In Stock!

- Titanium Battery (quantities limited)
- Clamshell iBook Battery
- White-Snow iBook 12" Battery
- iBook 14" 61w or 66w Battery

**AirPort® Card**

Original 802.11b

$78!

limited quantities available

www.MemorySolutions.com

800-462-2160

Note: Prices are subject to change. Quantities limited to stock on hand.
Software Savings for Students, Teachers, and Schools!

Get up to 85% off retail software prices on the brands you know and use...

Adobe®
Photoshop CS2
Save! 53%
Order Today!
Get the Best for Less!

Macromedia®
Studio MX 2004
Save! $700
Now! $199.95
4 Programs – 1 Price

Quark®
QuarkXpress 6.5
Save! $756
Now! $189.95
The Industry-Standard!

Wacom®
Intuos3 6x8
Save! $40
Now! $289.95
Great Graphics Tool!

We carry thousands of industry-leading software and hardware products at huge discounts for students, teachers and schools. These special prices are ONLY for the academic community. And our prices are typically $10-$20 lower than most college bookstores! Call or visit us online today and start saving!

Adobe®
Acrobat Pro 7 ........Save 69%
Creative Suite 2 ........Save 69%
Video Collection ..........Save 55%

Alias®
Maya Complete Student .... $289

Canopus®
ADVC-300 A/D Converter .. $399

FileMaker®
FileMaker Pro 7 .......... $149

Macromedia®
Flash MX 2004 .............. $99
Dreamweaver MX 2004 .... $99
Captivate .................. $199

Microsoft®
Office 2004 Student/Teacher .. $149

This Month's Featured Titles:
Propellerheads Reason 3 ... $199
BumperCar 2 ............... $29
Omnitlack 3 Pro ............ $59
IRISPen Executive ........... $159
hp Photosmart M417 ...... $189
Perfection 4990 PHOTO .... $419

Hey Parents!
"You are eligible to buy for your students at home or away at school."

Give us a call toll free! 1-800-218-7455

MW.AcademicSuperstore.com

STUDENTS!
Save up to 85% off popular software!!

MEMORY

DMS Certified Memory

Best Quality Service & Price

Register online to win monthly Free Giveaway

Call TOLL FREE • 800-662-7466

Memory for all Macs and Legacy Mac models. Online Memory Configurator
• Best prices | Best Quality | Best Service

ACCESSORIES | BATTERIES | CABLES | CAMERA MEMORY | CD-RW | CPU UPGRADES | DVD | FLASH MEMORY | HARD DRIVES | FIREWIRE | MEMORY | NETWORKING | PRINTER MEMORY

DMS
Since 1987
www.datamem.com
800-662-7466

MEMORY for PC and Apple, Laptops, Digital Cameras, MP3 Players and more...

WE CAN BEAT Crucial, Kingston, Comp-USA, ANYONE! AND, WE GIVE YOU FREE SHIPPING!

1-800-4-MEMORY
1-800-463-6679
http://www.18004memory.com

Hey Parents!
"You are eligible to buy for your students at home or away at school."

www.macworld.com
Hot Stuff

EIZO FLEXSCAN L997

It's hard to get too worked up about a new display, but I'm pretty excited that Eizo has brought its 21.3-inch FlexScan L997 LCD to the United States. This $1,549 monitor has a fascinating set of features, including a 10-bit lookup table for smoothing gradients, and the ability to adjust cyan, magenta, and yellow, in addition to the standard red, green, and blue. The L997 also includes a gravity sensor for automatic pivot detection, and it can store as many as five user modes, each containing settings for particular situations—such as playing games, surfing the Web, or watching DVDs (www.eizo.com).—JAMES GALBRAITH

NewsMac Pro

I'm a big fan of RSS news readers, and I've been keeping my eye on ThinkMac Software's $25 NewsMac Pro since its recent release. There are many good news readers out there, but NewsMac Pro has come up with an original way to display headline feeds from your favorite Web sites—one of its window's four panes includes tabs offering access to more information. The app also integrates Podcasting features and lets you sync stories with an iPod or Palm OS PDA, and it has a Smart Folder feature for organization—all with a very Mac-like interface (www.thinkmac.co.uk).—JIM DALRYMPLE

Better Backup Strategy

Recently, the hard drive on my 15-inch PowerBook decided to give up the ghost—taking all my files with it. I realized that I couldn't always count on the skilled IT staff 400 miles away in Macworld's San Francisco office to bail me out. So I'm picking up a 160GB LaCie FireWire drive for $139 (www.lacie.com) and a copy of EMC Dantz's $129 Retrospect 6.0 for Macintosh Desktop (www.dantz.com), and I'm downloading Joe Kissell's $10 Take Control e-book for pointers on setting up my own backup system (there's an excerpt and information at macworld.com/0581).—PHILIP MICHAELS

WHAT'S HOT

1. Apple announces a recall of certain laptop batteries, which the company said could overheat and catch on fire. The batteries won't be replaced but will be returned to customers with tiny sprinklers installed.
2. Apple reveals its plans to switch to Intel processors. Weather reports from hell indicate chilly conditions—the eternally damned are advised to wear a coat.
3. Steve Jobs says that the next version of iTunes will support Podcasting. Disgruntled iPod users complain that they want less talk and more rock.
4. Apple is issued a patent for a tablet device. Early specs indicate that users must hold the unit upside down and shake it in order to redraw the screen.

MAC MINI HUBS

I love my Mac mini, but I wish it had more USB and FireWire ports. Thankfully, several companies have come to the rescue with formfitting hubs and accessories. Belkin's (www.belkin.com) white hubs provide either four additional USB 2.0 ports ($35) or four USB 2.0 and two FireWire 400 ports ($50). Plasticsmith (www.plasticsmith.com) has taken its stylish mini Skirt, lengthened it, and added a seven-port USB 2.0 hub; the resulting mini Shack sells for $60 (clear model) or $70 (LED glo model). And MicroNet's new miniMate (shown here) adds two FireWire ports, three USB 2.0 ports, and a hard drive—in 80GB to 400GB capacities—for $169 to $559 (www.micronet.com).—DAN FRAKES

iControl

While using GarageBand, I've noticed that I spend a lot of time just moving and clicking my mouse to change settings. So I was intrigued by M-Audio's $180 iControl, a USB bus-powered control surface designed for GarageBand (although it will also work with the Logic application family). iControl provides easy access to individual track panning, volume, muting, soloing, and recording, as well as full transport and master volume controls (www.m-audio.com).—JONATHAN SEFF
The four D's of 4D

Design truly beautiful, native applications with rich, intuitive user interfaces that users demand to maximize their productivity.

Design.

With a powerful and efficient development environment, you can create powerful apps that take advantage of all of today's standards.

Develop.

With an integrated compiler, automatic backup and client updating, support, delivery, and installation of your apps has never been easier!

Deliver.

Go ahead. Kick your feet up. You can have peace of mind knowing that you're getting the best in performance and ease-of-use.

Done.
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THE NEW SAFE YOU CAN TOSS IN YOUR POCKET.

LOCKING YOUR CONFIDENTIAL FILES IN A SAFE ISN'T ANYTHING NEW, BUT CARRYING THAT SAFE AROUND WITH YOU IN YOUR POCKET IS. ACCESS YOUR PRIVATE DATA ANYWHERE WITH THE NEW LACIE SAFE HARD DRIVE WITH BIOMETRIC ACCESS. FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION IS FAST AND SECURE, ENSURING THAT YOU CONTROL WHO HAS ACCESS TO YOUR CONFIDENTIAL FILES. THIS REVOLUTIONARY DRIVE IS PLUG & PLAY AND USB 2.0 BUS-POWERED. WWW.LACIE.COM